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This Land Acquisition and Livelihood Restoration Plan is a document of the borrower. The views
expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management,
or staff, and may be preliminary in nature. Your attention is directed to the “terms of use” section
of this website.
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation
of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian
Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any
territory or area.
This Land Acquisition and Livelihood Restoration Plan (LALRP) provides a consolidated
assessment and overall management measures to address project’s impacts. It has been
prepared by the Solomon Islands Government to meet the applicable safeguards standard of the
project financiers and should be read in conjunction with the Community Development Plan and
Environment and Social Impact Assessment. Asian Development Bank (ADB) Involuntary
Resettlement policy requirements have been considered and complied during the document
preparation in anticipation of ADB funding although the document has not explicitly mentioned
ADB and mainly referred to applicable World Bank safeguards policies. The tribal communities
are not considered as Indigenous Peoples for the purposes of ADB Indigenous Peoples Policy
application. Hence, ADB IP Policy has not been triggered. Nevertheless, all indicated measures
in the LALRP are deemed applicable and required to be implemented under the ADB Involuntary
Resettlement purview.

Identification of customary owners for the purpose of s eeking freeb
priorb informed cons ent
In 2011b the LOC agreed to undertake the investigation of the customary land ownership for
the land required for the project. Howeverb its makeupb internal dynamicsb orientationb and
incentive structure meant that it was unable to make any progress on identifying customary
landowners. Despite more than $2 million S olomon dollars of funding and three years of
meetings the LOC did not agree on a process for land identificationb or start such a process.
It was also unable to transmit information effectivelyb leading tribal members to express
dissatisfaction with performance and wanting to dissociate from the process.
In the first quarter of 2013b the Project’s ministerial taskforce made a decision to place a
transparency and accountability conditions on its funding of the LOC . These measures
included that meetings take place in the Tina R iver catchment rather than in Honiarab that
agendas be prepared prior to each meeting and that minutes be prepared at their
conclusion. F ollowing this decisionb the LOC ceased to arrange meetings and effectively
went into recess.
In 2012b a group of Bahomea traditional chiefs and other leaders who wanted to progress
the question of local land ownership established the “Bahomea Land Identification
C ommittee” (BLIC ) and began investigating the primary land ownership of the Tina R iver
catchment during 2012 and 2013.
The committee was a selfcselected group of traditional knowledge holders (known as story
tellers)b chiefs and elders from different tribes. The executive positions of C hairperson and
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S ecretary were held by two eldersb Peter R ocky (a member of S aerahi Tribe) and Michael
Litany (a member of Uluna). The status of the chiefsb elders and story tellers in their tribes
and communities gave the C ommittee a reputation as representative of the community and
as providing a more culturally authentic land identification process than the stalled LOC
arrangement. Their tribal membership was considered irrelevant. Howeverb none of the
original members of this committee proved to be members of the C ore Land tribes other than
the fifth tribeb Uluna S utahuri (who were not recognised as landowners by BLIC but identified
by the C OL under the LTA process). While the C ommittee was formed largely from
Bahomea residents and was considering land ownership in the Tina R iver catchment which
lies within the Bahomea regionb a significant percentage of members of the core land tribes
are resident in the adjacent Malango region. The core land is uninhabited.
The BLIC used Guadalcanal Kustom methods to determine land ownership – including
examining historical and traditional oral knowledge about land ownershipb tribal groupingsb
and various forms of evidence of ownership. Much of this information would not be available
to the younger generation and is considered confidential to each tribe. Hence the reluctance
to have it aired in a public forum which would occur if a LTA Division 1 process were
followed. The BLIC land identification process took more than 12 months and involved more
than 50 meetings between different eldersb chiefs and tribal representatives. There is no
evidence of land owner bias or of conflicts of interest in the C ommittee’s determinations of
land ownership – demonstrated in ownership determinations where it is shown that its
principal members were not generally found to hold primary interests in the C ore Land. Of
the 25 persons who attended the first meeting of BLIC b 3 were members of Uluna S utahuri
found by C OL to be owners of part of the reservoir. The other 22 were members of tribes
found by the committee to not have an interest in the C ore Land.
As Option 7C and the C ore Land were not selected as the preferred option until early 2014b
the BLIC process outlined tribal land boundaries for a much larger area than the C ore Land
and was not focused on the ownership of only the land area later acquired.
Although BLIC was an indigenous bodyb formed by local elders rather than the Project
Officeb the C ommittee provided a number of minutes to the Project Office documenting many
of its meetings and activities throughout 2013.26

C onsultations on the B L IC Process
The BLIC process initially commenced as an organic indigenous processb howeverb once
underway the BLIC engaged with the P O and a series of consultations were facilitated by the
PO to inform communities and tribal leaders of the process and its outcomes. Details of

26 Minutes provided included” “S toryteller confirmation of S ister Tribe E ndorsement”b signed by more than 20

members of the Bahomea House of C hiefsb dated 1 October 2013; “T oken of Appreciation”b incorporating a
list of sitting members as at 23 August 2013; “Bahomea Land Identification Model Meeting R esolution 2013”
providing a summary of 9 BLIC meetings from 7 J anuary 2013 to 3 April 2013; “Bahomea Land Identification
C ommittee Minutesb 30 April 2013” detailing tribal history investigations and adopted criteria for land
identification.
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these meetings are set out in Annex 14 to the E S IA and are shown in the timeline at F igure
6c2.
In AprilcMay 2012 a series of community consultations were held across 5 villages to update
communities on the customary land identification process. F ollowing progressive BLIC
updates to the PO in J une 2012 and F ebruary 2013b the PO held an additional round of
community consultations from MarchcJ uly 2013 informing communities of the BLIC land ID
process. In early August 2013 BLIC also updated the Project’s C ommunity Liaison
Assistants.
In a series of meetings over 4 days from 21 August to 24 August 2013 the BLIC consulted
on the appropriate criteria to determine customary ownership and customary rights and
presented its preliminary outcomes to representatives of the tribes considered to own an
interest in land in the wider Tina R iver catchment. R epresentatives from the 27 tribal
members of the LOC were invited to attend these meetings held at Doma and the PO
arranged free transport. During these same meetingsb a representative from the Attorney
General’s C hambers spoke to the tribal representatives about the proposal for a compulsory
acquisition of the land.
A follow up meeting was held on 2 S eptember 2013 at the Guadalcanal Women’s R esource
C entre with the same tribal representativesb to further discuss the BLIC outcomes and
compulsory acquisition process and to commence discussions of the proposal to create a
Tina C ore Land C ompany (TC LC ) as a joint venture with the owners of the land required for
the Projectb once the site for the land was finalised.
F ollowing these meetingsb further community consultations were undertaken from
S eptember to October 2013 to update communities on the BLIC process including in
C hichingeb Matarukab Adob Antioch and Marava.
In November to December 2013b a number of individual and group meetings were also held
with representatives from tribes whom BLIC had identified as holding common land
boundaries to discuss and confirm the BLIC outcomes. The tribes involved included R ohab
C haranab Buhu Garob S alasivob Kaipalipalib K oenihaob Kaokaob Kochiabolo and Uluna
S utahuri.
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F igure 6.2 c L and A cquisition T imeline

LAND OWNER COUNCIL FORMED 2009

1ST BLIC UPDATE TO PO

REPS OF ALL BAHOMEA TRIBES INFORMED OF BLIC OUTCOMES & COMP. ACQ. PROCESS

TASKFORCE SET TRANSPARENCY CONDITIONS FOR LOC FUNDING
BLIC UPDATE TO CLOS AND PO

ROHA COcOP REGISTERED

ALL TRIBES INFORMED OF ACQUISITION AND
CLAIMS PROCESS (LETTERSb NOTICES AND
NEWSPAPER)

MEETINGS OF FULL CORE LAND TRIBES TO CONFIRM PROCESS AGREEMENT

COMPENSATION OFFERS/ REJ ECTIONS ISSUED (AUGcSEPT)

ULUNA SUTAHURI PAYMENT MADE (APPROX.)

COMMUNITY UPDATED ON LAND ID PROCESS (APRILcMAY)
2ND BLIC UPDATE TO PO
ACCESS AGREEMENT SIGNED

LAST DATE FOR COMPENSATION APPEALS

DOWNSTREAM CLAS UPDATED ON LAND ID PROCESS
COMMUNITY CONSENT TO PROJ ECT CONTINUATION BREFERENDUMSB

VURALINGI PAYMENT MADE (APPROX.)

START OF PROCESS AGREEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

FORMATION OF BLIC (APPROX)

ROHA PAYMENT MADE (APPROX.)

2ND LALRP DISCLOSURE CONSULTATIONS

MEETINGS WITH LANDOWNERS IDENTIFIED BY BLIC (6c17 APRIL)

1ST MEETING BETWEEN PO AND BLIC

MEETING BETWEEN BLIC AND BAHOMEA HOC

LAST MEETING OF LAND OWNER COUNCIL (APPROX)

BLIC OUTCOMES PRESENTED TO SIG

COMPENSATION CLAIMS SUBMITTED

PROCESS AGREEMENT SIGNED

REPS OF ALL BAHOMEA TRIBES INFORMED OF BLIC OUTCOMES AND TCLC
7C OPTION SELECTED
COMMUNITY UPDATES ON LAND ID PROCESS (X 5)
CORE LAND ACQUIRED BY GAZETTE
ACCESS AGREEMENT EXTENSION SIGNED

APPEAL FILED BY KOENHIAO (APPROX)

LALRP DRAFT DISCLOSURE CONSULTATIONS

FURTHER MEETINGS WITH TRIBES IDENTIFIED BY BLIC

COMMUNITIES UPDATED ON BLIC PROCESS (MARCH c J ULY)

LEGAL ASSISTANCE ENGAGED FOR CORE AND NONcCORE TRIBES

ULUNA SUTAHURI COcOP REGISTERED

VURALINGI COcOP REGISTERED

Identification of pros pec tive C ore L and Tribes following identification of
7C S ite
Option 7C was selected as the Project site in early 2014. Once selectedb the PO reviewed
BLIC ’s findings for this siteb and took into account the discussions held with the
representatives of the tribes identified as owning adjoining landsb as discussed above. As a
result of this processb the Project Office took into account:
6
6
6
6
6

C ustomary land evidence recounted;
Previous decisions of C hiefs’Hearingsb Local C ourtb C ustomary Land Appeals C ourt
and High C ourt concerning land ownership in the C ore Land;
Boundaries walked by tribal representatives accompanied by a qualified land
surveyor;
Tambu sites identified by tribal representatives with a qualified surveyor; and
The support of neighbouring tribes regarding the land boundaries.

This process resulted in some refinement of BLIC ’s initial findings with respect to some of
the smaller land parcelsb and clarity of boundary linesb to arrive at the land boundaries which
established relative benefits for each tribe in the Process Agreement.
The customary land owning lineages were identified as:
6
6
6
6

the R oha tribeb
the Buhu Garo tribeb
the Kochiabolo tribeb and
the Viurulingi tribe

As discussed in more detail belowb the C ommissioner of Lands (in considering evidence
submitted in support of claims for compensation for the compulsory acquisition) later
determined that a fifth tribal grouping (the UlunacS utahuri) was the customary owner of the
land on the right bank of the proposed reservoir. The UlunacS utahuri grouping was later
included in the Process Agreement.

Process Agreement Negotiation
With BLIC having identified the customary owners of the C ore Landb the PO undertook a
negotiation with those owners on how to proceed with the land acquisition. The Project
Office negotiated a P rocess Agreement with the relevant tribes over a period of months in
midc2014. Project staff and 6c10 representatives of each tribe negotiated the agreement and
the majority of tribes included women in these negotiations. The tribes were asked by the
PO to bring both male and female representatives to the negotiations. Women from
approximately half of the tribes attended the negotiations.
C onsistent with the WB safeguard policyb the PO funded a lawyerb engaged through the
Landowner’s Advocacy and Legal S upport Unit (LALS U) of the P ublic S olicitor’s Officeb to
provide independent legal support to each of the landowning tribes. This ensured they
received full and independent information and advice regarding the land acquisition process.
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Approximately 6 rounds of negotiations were held with each tribeb conducted in S olomon
Islands’Pijin. After each roundb amendments were made to the text of the draft Process
Agreement. E arly negotiations took place with each tribe separatelyb while later negotiations
involved representatives of all tribes together.
The final text as agreed by representatives of the landowning tribes was then discussed all
full tribe meetings to confirm broad tribal support and understanding beyond the
representatives. The PO presented the key clauses of the Agreementb explained the process
of land acquisitionb and provided maps of the C ore Land to be acquired. Tribal members
were given an opportunity to comment and to ask questions. None of the tribal members
attending these meetings objected to the acquisition of the land for the Project.
F or the formal signing of the Process Agreementb each tribe chose seven representatives of
whom two were women. The final signatures were made at a public ceremony before the
Prime Minister (Gordon Darcy Lilo) in J uly 2014.
F igure 6c6c3 Process Agreement S igning C eremony before Prime Minister Gordon Darcy Lilob J uly 2014

At the time the Agreement was negotiatedb a portion of the land acquired for the purposes of
the reservoir was not within the area of land considered by BLIC . As BLIC did not conduct
land identification for this area the reservoir land was not included in the Process
Agreement. UlunacS utahuri submitted a successful claim for this land under the compulsory
acquisition process. Provision had been made in the Process Agreement to include the
owners of the reservoir land in the Tina C ore Land C ompany once they had been identified.
After UlunacS utahuri were found to be the owners of the land by the C OLb their
representatives signed the Process Agreement.
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Public information dis tributed on the Proc es s Agreement
Information on the Process Agreement was publicised in a twocpart series of F requently Asked
Questions in full page advertisements of the S olomon S tar in early J uly 2014 (4 and 7 J uly).
The F AQs set out the rationale for the P rocess Agreement and the manner in which it would
interact with the legal acquisition process under the LTA. The series included responses to
the following questions:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Why does the Project need to acquire customary lands?
Who will own the acquired land?
How much land will be acquired?
How were the customary owners identified?
What is the process for the acquisition?
Why is there a process agreement before the acquisition?
What will happen after the process agreement?
What will happen to the other people in the Tina area whose land was not acquired?
Why is Tina Hydro using a compulsory acquisition process?
How will the acquisition process work?
How can people claim compensation?
How can people appeal this process?

The signing ceremony for the Process Agreement with the P rime Minister was also reported
in a press release published by all major national news outlets including the S olomon S tar (17
J uly 2014)b S olomon Islands Broadcasting C orporation (11 J uly 2014) and The S olomon
Times (18 J uly 2014). An excerpt from the release stated:
Three of the signatories in the ceremony were women from R oha and Buhu Garo tribes. In their brief
address to the gatheringb they thanked the government for the unique opportunity to participate in the
signing.
“This is the first time for us women to be involved in these important undertakings. W e have had previous
developments but women were not involved in those. ”
The four tribesb R ohab Buhu Garob Kochiabolo and V uralingi have been identified through a traditional
land identification process as the primary owners of the 448 hectares earmarked for the core area of the
hydro.
The next step after this consent is for the government to proceed with the statutory process provided for
in the Land and Titles Act. Through this process all tribes who may have interests in the concerned lands
have three months in which to lodge their claims with the C ommissioner of Lands.
As soon as all issues relating to the core land have been settled the government will acquire itb register it
and then revert the P erpetual Title to a joint venture of 50c50% between the core land tribes and
government.
The land acquisition is expected to happen at the end of this year.
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Through the press release and F AQsb the nature and general terms of the Process Agreement
were made publicb together with information on the claim and appeal rights of noncC ore land
tribes (see also section 6.2.8.2). To protect the privacy of members of the C ore Tribesb
minimise jealousies between the C ore Tribes and othersb and lessen the cultural pressure on
individuals to respond to requests for moneyb the full text of the contractual agreement
between the parties was not provided to the public.
The Process Agreementb which affects only the tribes who are parties to itb was however
disclosed in full to the members of the affected tribes as described in section 6.2.4. In contrastb
the LALR Pb which provides entitlements for any users of the C ore Landb including users who
are not owners of the landb was fully disclosed to communities and the public as set out in
section 5.2.1.

Terms of Process Agreement
In the Process Agreementb the C ore Land Tribes consented to the “compulsory” acquisition
of the land by the S IG under S ection 75 of the LTAb and to provide unimpeded access to the
C ore Land for the constructorb and developer/operator. This effectively ended the previous
access agreement.
The Process Agreement provided a number of benefits to the landowning tribes and
formalised the long term goal of a partnership between landowners and S IG. Under the
agreementb landowners and S IG are to hold 50/50 ownership of a joint venture company
with registered title to the land. To improve income earning capacities of tribal groups and
access to employment opportunitiesb the Process Agreement also provides for S IG to
support tribal groups to establish cocoperative societies to engage in sustainable investment
and business activities. Annual lease payments by the developer to the joint venture
company will fund ongoing sustainable support for the administration of the cocoperative
societies.
Ongoing benefits connected to the development also include a 1.5% royalty payable
quarterly. F inallyb the agreement provides for the land to be returned to landowners at the
end of the Project.
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F igure 6c6c4 F emale representative at signing of Process Agreement in J uly 2014

The key terms of the P rocess Agreement are set out below:
6

6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6

R eturn to tribal landowners of 50% ownership in the acquired land after the
acquisition through the creation of the Tina C ore Land C ompany (TC LC ) c a joint
venture company between S IG and the landowning tribes. This joint venture
company will lease the land to the developer;
Provide assistance to the landowning tribes for each to establish a corporation;
F inancial and management training to corporations;
Ongoing payment of a revenue share (royalty) of 1.5% of the amount paid by
S olomon Power to the developer under the power purchase agreement;
A consent/signing fee for each tribe and signatory c paid in cash;
A guaranteed minimum payment per hectare of $12b000 S BD for the acquired land.
In the event that the amount offered by the C OL is less than $12b000/Hab under this
provision the PO agreed to “topcup” the offered amount to $12b000/Ha. (The land
owning tribes are also entitled to compensation for lost livelihoods assets as per the
LTA and the World Bank/ IF C requirements);
Legal support to assist the tribes to work through the statutory compulsory acquisition
claims process.
The benefit of the full rental payable by the developer to the Tina C ore Land
C ompany under the lease; and
R eturn of 100% ownership of the land to the customary landowners after the hydro
scheme has ceased operations and completed all closure obligations.

In addition to enabling the project land acquisition to proceed in a culturally appropriate
mannerb the Process Agreement is intended to meet requirements to:
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6
6
6
6
6

Improve or restore income earning capacity
Provide opportunities for affected persons to derive development opportunities from
the Project
Provide meaningfulb and freeb prior and informed consultation
Acquire land through negotiated settlement where possible
Prepare a plan for acquisition and compensation process

The cocoperative societies established with and for each tribeb provided mechanisms to
share project benefits within tribesb as well as between sister tribesb in a manner consistent
with cultural practice. These mechanisms are discussed in section 6.2.10.

Advantages of C ompuls ory Ac quis ition
The Process Agreement provided the free prior and informed consent of the identified C ore
Land owning tribes to the compulsory acquisition of the C ore Land.
An agreed compulsory acquisition process under the LTA has advantages over the other
form of customary land registration available under S olomon Islands’law and provides an
opportunity to ensure greater social and cultural safeguards.
LTA Division 1 acquisition requires public hearings for the presentation of traditional and
sacred evidence in support of customary ownership claimsb and thus publicly exposes IP’s
secret traditional knowledge of the land and its resources. S uch public exposure risks theft of
this knowledge by rival claimants who can later use this knowledge to strengthen their own
claims. This has occurred previously. In consultations and negotiations over the TR HDP land
acquisitionb the land owners were legitimately concerned that use of the Division 1 process
could lead to the wrong claimants being recognised as ownersb thereby giving rise to longc
term injustice and internal social conflict.
The Division 1 process results in a “winnercloser” outcome. In this process the Land
Acquisition Officer makes a decision as to which of the claimants is the rightful owner of the
land to be acquired. There is no possibility of recognising overlapping claimsb so the result of
the Division 1 process always results in a winner and a loser in the community. People who
have experienced this result from Division 1 acquisition say that they did not want it to be
repeated for the Tina Hydro.
The LTA Division 1 acquisition process also results in the identification of “trustees” who hold
the title of the land on behalf of the tribal owners. Unfortunatelyb trustees are not always
trustworthy or representative of the tribal groupb and tend to be exclusively male. In logging
and other developments people have experienced trustees acting as the ‘sole owners’of the
tribal landb and absorbing or appropriating lease payments and royalties received. The
system provides only for the selection of five trustees which do not always fairly represent
the whole group and women’s interests are also frequently ignored. Throughout the project
planning awareness meetings and consultationsb including the S ocial Impact Assessment
consultationsb local people insisted that they did not want the land acquisition to result in title
being given to trustees. E xperiences in neighbouring Gold R idge were particularly pertinent
to these discussions.
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LTA Division 1 process examples suggest that land ownership disputesb which must be
settled prior to acquisitionb can take up to 10 years or more and can see matters referred
through the Magistrates C ourt and High C ourtb with referrals back to the lower C ourt where
issues are identified. In contrastb the LTA Division 2 process provides greater certainty to
public purpose projects by allowing for the land acquisition to take legal effect even while
disputes as to the amount of compensation or the identity of the beneficial landowners are
being determined by the High C ourt.

A c quisition Proces s
6.2.8.1 Ministerial Declaration
F ollowing the P rocess Agreementb the C ore Land (including the main project area and part
of the infrastructure corridor) was acquired by publication of a noticeb from the Minister of
Lands and Housingb in the Government Gazette on 21 August 2014b under the title of “Tina
R iver Hydro Public Purpose Declaration Orderb 2014”.
The order was made under S ection 71 of the Land and T itles Act (LTA). S ection 75 of the
Act provides that the notice acquires rights over the land and extinguishes all prior rights.
Attorney General’s C hambers vetted the notice and confirmed that it complied with legal
requirements.
6.2.8.2 C ons ultation and Awarenes s
On 2 Octoberb 2014b following the requirements of S ection 73 of the LTAb leaders of the 27
known tribes in the Bahomea and Malango districts were advised by letter from the C OL of
the tribes’rights to claim any interest in the acquired land should they believe they had one.
In additionb the letter:
a included a map of the land to be acquired;
provided a notice “setting out the effect of the acquisition and of the rightsb liabilities
and restrictions resulting from it” including the C ommissioner of Lands’right to use
and occupy the land on behalf of the Government;
advised that the acquisition “removes customary rights of ownership or usage in the
land and changes those rights into the right to receive payment for their value”;
d provided details of the process for registering a claim for primary or secondary
customary interest in the land (“such as the right to use resources on the land or to
access the land”)b the date by which the claim must be made (3 months)b and how to
get assistance with lodging a claim;
e included a brochure with a list of peoples’frequently asked questions.
In addition to the letters the Project Office and Ministry of Lands conducted a
communications campaign with the aim of informing all potential customary landowners of
their right to claim compensation under the LTA process.
6

Publication of whole page advertisements in the two national newspapers providing a
map of the acquired land and setting out a set of frequently asked questions on the
acquisition and claims process.
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6
6
6
6

6
6

Posting of A3csized notices and maps at the boundary to the C ore Land and in key
locations in the villages of Bahomea and Malango;
Posting of A3csized notices and maps at Guadalcanal Provincial headquarters;
Training and equipping multiclingual community educators to speak in villages in and
around the area about the acquisition process assisted by A3 graphic aids;
Landowners’Advocacy and Legal S upport Unit (within the Public S olicitors’Office)
led a series of community awareness meetings with C ore Land Tribes to discuss the
compulsory acquisition processb compensationb and landowners’rights;
Numerous impromptu and organised meetings at the PO premises to answer queries
and concerns with APs;
Ongoing communication in personb by phoneb and by S MS with many individual
community members.

In addition to the awareness activities regarding the Land and Titles Act claims processb the
public were previously informed of the negotiation and signing of the Process Agreement
(section 6.2.5).
6.2.8.3 Independent L egal Ass is tance
C laimants were provided with independent legal support to prepare their claims. To avoid
conflicts of interestb separate legal assistance was arranged. The C ore Land Tribes
(signatories to the Process Agreement) were assisted by a lawyer working with the Public
S olicitor’s Office. Noncsignatory claimants were assisted by a private lawyer appointed
through the Provincial S ecretary for Guadalcanal Province. The involvement of the Provincial
S ecretary is a statutory role provided for under the Land and Titles Act. All legal costs were
met by the Project Office.
The independent lawyers worked with the respective tribes to gather evidence and draft
claim documentation for submission to the C ommissioner of Lands within the statutory
timeframe.
A total of 5 compensation claims (submitted by 4 separate tribal groupings) were prepared
and submitted by the private lawyer on behalf of noncsignatory tribes (Koenihaob Kaokaob
S udunganab UlunacS utahuri and S utahuri) while 4 claims were prepared by and on behalf of
the 4 signatories to the Process Agreement (Kochiabolob BuhucGarob R oha and Vuralingi).
All of these eight tribal groupings were members of the original LOC .
6.2.8.4 L and Valuation
The market value of the C ore Land was derived by reference to three key sales located in
Guadalcanal outside of Honiara (Gilbert C ampb 200+Ha proposed hospital site close to
Honiara; Domab 105 Ha proposed university siteb West Guadalcanal; and C hurch of
Melanesiab 181.85Hab C entral Guadalcanal). In addition to this figureb a further amount was
added to reflect an assessment of the commercial value of the timber on the land by a
forestry expert.
The three comparable sales were adjusted for inflation and the market rate applied takes
into account the following factors:
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6

6

6

6
6

In relation to infrastructures of roadsb waterb electricityb business activitiesb and
general property market the three sites were found to be more favourable than the
C ore Land site
S imilar to the C ore Land the 3 comparative sales were located outside of Honiara city
howeverb howeverb a notable feature of the 3 comparative sales was their direct
accessibility to infrastructure developments.
S tark contrast between the general land characteristics of the 3 comparative sales in
comparison to the Tina C ore land. Tina C ore Land is generally hilly with steep slopes
while the 3 comparative sales are generally undulating and rolling hills with one site
being basically flat land.
Two sites were in a location with a generally active property market. The third siteb
the C hurch of Melanesia siteb was found to have a generally inactive property market.
The principle of Pointe Guarde in relation to compulsory acquisition which disregards
any increase or decrease in value caused by the public purpose for which the land is
acquired.

A valuation of the commercial timber on the land was prepared by forestry expertb Myknee
S irikolo in April 2014. The methodology applied to the assessment included:
6
6
6
6
6

F lora surveys in 2010 and 2013 using 25m x 25m forest plots across 10 sites within
the C ore Land area;
R ecord of average number and log volume of fellable commercial trees per lot;
Assessment of portion of C ore Land hosting commercial timberb excluding areas of
rocky ravine and river bed;
Assessment of average net round log export market value with reference to C entral
Bank and Ministry of F orestry and R esearch applicable rates; and
Assessment of average net value of locally millable sawn timers and percentage of
millable timbers identified in forest plots.

In addition to the aboveb a social scientistb Kellington S imeonb prepared an inventory of all
assets within the C ore Land and Lower Access Corridor. These assets include medicinal
plantsb gardens and fruit trees. As the majority of these assets are owned by individuals
rather than tribesb and some owners are members of tribes other than the landowning tribes
for the areab compensation for these assets forms part of this LALR P and was not included
in the C ommissioner of Lands’offers. E ach offer stated:
“C ompensation will also be available for any food crops and other improvements that
you may own on the landb including gardensb fruit trees and forest produce.”
F urtherb compensation for tambu sites are governed by the C ultural Heritage Management
Plan set out in the E S IA and does not form part of the offers from the C ommissioner of
Lands.
6.2.8.5 C ompens ation Offers and Grievance Options
In August 2015b acting under S ection 79 of the LTAb the C ommissioner of Lands made
written offers of compensation to the five tribes found by the C ommissioner to be rightful
customary landowners within the C ore Land. These offers included acknowledgement of the
tribe’s interests in the land and the details of the named land areas in which the tribe had an
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interest. Notices of rejection were provided with respect to the remaining 4 claimantsb noting
that one tribe (S utahuri) submitted two claimsb one of which was accepted and one rejected.
The C OL’s determination of claims was based on his evaluation of the tribes’submitted
customary evidence.
C ustomary evidence of landownership is bound up in stories of ancestral settlement and the
movements and settlement of the spirits and devils associated with the different landowning
groups. S ometimes these stories can be proven with marker sites (known as ‘tambu sites’)b
or where relevantb with evidence of a land transfer or agreementb such as a shell money
necklace. The stories can also be supported by genealogies used to link present day tribal
members to distant ancestors and their stories of ownership. These custom stories are held
highly confidential by the tribesb for fear they will be appropriated by others to claim their
land. Understanding and evaluating the nuances of accurate customary evidence is
culturally specificb and the recommendations of groups of elders and chiefs such as the
Bahomea Land Identification C ommittee are generally considered to provide the best
evidence of ownership.
The C OL’s evaluation of claims was based on the submitted customary evidence. The PO’s
understanding from discussions with the C OL is that the reasons for the rejected claims
included that tribal land boundaries described in claims fell outside of the acquired C ore
Land surveyed boundariesb claimed boundaries were not consistent with previous
determinations by the House of C hiefsb custom stories did not substantiate a claim of
ownershipb and that customary evidence was not provided in support of a claim.
The notices of rejection set out the rights to appeal within three months of the date of service
of the notice.
E ach letter of offer set out the following:
6
6
6
6
6

The name of the customary land area
The number of hectares within the customary land area as assessed by a qualified
surveyor
The total compensation offered
An alternative land based resettlement option
The option to appeal the offer to the High C ourt within 3 months of service of the offer

Awareness meetings were held with each of the offer recipients following service of the offer.
The meetings included information on the right of appeal and timeframes for commencing
the appeal. In particularb tribes were informed that offers are legally deemed to have been
accepted three months from the date of service absent an appeal. None of the tribes
appealed within the three month period and all are now deemed to have accepted the C OL’s
offer of compensation.
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F igure 6c5 T ribal interests in the C ore Land and C ompensation Offered by C ommissioner of Lands in August
2015

Tribal group

Area (ha)

% of total area
acquired

R oha

171.0

38.7%

BuhucGaro

161.5

36.5%

Kochiabolo

65.7

14.9%

Uluna S utahuri

29.9

6.8%

V iurulingi

14.0

3.2%

Total

442.1

Number on
tribal register
168

C ompensation
offered (S BD)

65

6b586b000

109
435
4b
777

6b973b000
2b468b000
1b221b000
810b000

C ompensation for
costs of the claima
82b250
82b250
82b250
82b250
82b250

T o cover custom ceremonies and valuation costs (already met by the Project Office).
S ince the tribal registrationb the last remaining members of the tribe have passed away. T he tribe’s interest was
passed by written will to four male relatives

a

b

L and bas ed resettlement option
In accordance with WB and ADB safeguards a land based compensation option was
provided to each of the recognised landowning tribes. An area of land owned by the C OL
was identified for this purpose at Vara C reek Heights in the outskirts of Honiara. E ach tribe
was offered the option of cashconly compensation or cash plus an interest in a proportion of
a 6.5 ha parcel of urban residential land. If acceptedb the land would to be transferred as
perpetual estate title to the claimantsb subject to approval by the S IG Land Board.
Discussions were held with MLHS and the S IG Land Board for this purpose.
E ach tribe chose to accept the cashconly compensation. The reason given by each group
was that they felt they had large remaining areas of customary land and preferred the option
of cash payments to develop existing land.

E qual Benefit S haring
C oncerns were raised by tribal members throughout consultations that payments made to
chiefs and other representatives are not shared equally with other members of the tribal
groupb particularly womenb youth and the elderly. While this concern was primarily raised by
women it was also reflected in discussions with male representatives concerned with the
responsibilityb pressure and distrust accompanying the distribution of tribal payments.
E xperiences with other projects in S olomon Islands suggests that payment disbursement not
managed with care may cause internal disputes and fissions within tribal groups.
To provide for equality of benefit sharing the PO worked with the tribes during the process
agreement negotiations to plan the creation of cocoperative societies. Under the
arrangementb each tribe is to incorporate a cocoperative society owned equally by all
members of the tribe. This plan was also reflected in the terms of the compensation offer
provided by the C ommissioner of Lands: “Payment will be made to a corporate entity
representing the tribe orb where such an entity is not established within a reasonable timeb
payment will be made in such manner as to ensure fair distribution to tribal members at the
discretion of the Project Office.”
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All payments for the market value of the C ore Landb as well as future royalty payments under
the Process Agreementb will be paid into the C ocoperative S ociety accounts.
The PO developed tribal specific byclaws for the societies to reflect their nature as a tribal
groupb and the agreed mechanisms for equal benefit sharing. Many of the mechanisms to
support these safeguards were also adopted in amendments to the C ocoperative S ocieties
Act enacted through a Ministerial Order.
Two practical mechanisms key to enabling the establishment of the societies are:
6

6

An accurate register and photograph of the members of each tribe prepared by local
PO consultantsb agreed by tribal leaders and later confirmed at the initial AGM. Draft
R egisters for each tribe were completed by PO in 2015b with amendments upon
finalisation at each inaugural AGM;
The creation of a bank account for individual members of each tribeb including trust
accounts for children

F igure 6c6c6 Tribal member registration for C ocoperative S ocieties and photographs for bank account
identification with Project Office – March 2016 (names removed for privacy)

The cooperative societies promote equal benefit sharing through equal ownership by all
members of a tribeb including womenb men and childrenb and by providing equal voting rights
to all tribal members aged over 15.
The overall distribution of payments is determined by each S ociety with support from the
Project Office. The established societies for R ohab Uluna S utahuri have agreed to allocate
funds across four separate uses:
1. equal dividend payments to all members (womenb men and children) paid directly to
each member’s bank accountb
2. a cultural obligations fund to sister tribes and reciprocal customary rights holdersb
3. an investment and business fundb and
4. an ongoing administration fund to support cocoperative activities until the
commencement of lease payments (payable from the date of lease signingb prior to
construction) and royalty payments (payable from operations).
Payments were divided approximately equally across the first three allotments with a smaller
amount allocated to administration.
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The members of the V uralingi C ocoperative S ociety agreed to a similar distributionb with
some amendments to reflect the members’status as trustees of a landowning group with no
living members. These amendments included the that each trustee would individually
manage cultural obligations for their own tribeb as well as sister tribes or other community
obligationsb individually. The trustees collectively agreed to increase the number of members
from 4 to 7 to formally share benefits more widely among families and avoid disputes.
The direct payment of equal dividend payments to individual accounts has received strongly
positive feedback from tribal membersb particularly women.
The remaining two tribes have not yet established their societies. Although each of the tribes
have legally accepted the compensation offerb select individual male members of Kochiabolo
and Buhu Garo have expressed a desire for the compensation amounts offered to be
increased. C onsultations with other tribal members suggest a diversity of opinions within
each tribe but a reluctance to proceed until a collective decision is agreed internally. The
Project Office is continuing discussions with members of the remaining two tribes
(Kochiabolo and Buhu Garo).
The Project Office plays a hands on role in the ongoing management of the C ocoperative
S ocietiesb assisted by a qualified accountant from a private financial firm. The accountant
acts as a compulsory signatory on all C ocoperative S ociety Account transactions. The
accountant plays the role of an Administrator and is responsible for ensuring that all
transactions comply with the payment distributions agreed by members and the byclaws.
S ustainable funding for the oncgoing role of an Administrator is intended to be sourced from
the rental payments of the Developer to the Tina C ore Land C ompany for the C ore Land.

Targeted measures for dis cadvantaged and vulnerable persons
Womenb youth and the elderly have been identified as vulnerable and disadvantaged
persons within the C ore Land Tribes. The majority of the members of each tribe have low
cash incomesb particularly following the closure of Gold R idge Mineb and could be classified
as impoverished. S pecific measures to address this group have been included in overall
Project planning (rather than separately addressed).
A number of targeted measures have been introduced to ensure that adverse impacts do not
fall disproportionately on these groups and that they are not disadvantaged in relation to the
sharing of benefits and the opportunities of the Project in accordance with WB safeguards.
These measures have been predominately enacted through the mechanisms of the C oc
operative S ocieties.
A key element of addressing disadvantages of womenb elderly and youth is the provision of
individual bank accounts and the equal payment distributions to all tribal members. Bank
accounts are not family or household accountsb and so provide women and elderly persons
with some greater freedom to determine expenditure of their allocation. C onsultations with
women supported this approach and confirmed that they had previously had very limited
access to funds from developments on their customary landb including logging and the Gold
R idge Mine.
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Other targeted measures for women include mandatory gender equality requirements in the
E xecutive C ommittees of each societyb with a minimum of three women on each seven
member committeeb and at least one women holding an officer position of C hairb VicecC hairb
S ecretary or Treasurer. The signatories for the main C ocoperative S ociety accounts must
include at least one woman from the executive to ensure women are involved in all key
financial decisions.
The S ocieties also incorporate a separate subccommittee for womenb known as the
Matrilineal Membership C ommitteeb tasked with maintaining an up to date register of tribal
members each yearb and providing a women’s only space to discuss the operations of the
S ociety.
The C ocoperative S ocieties’also provide for equal weighting of votes for women at general
meetings. This is important for ensuring that no changes are made to these incorporated
safeguards without the consent of the women who would be affected. All changes to the byc
laws require a 75% vote of members and as such require on average the support of a
majority of women in each tribe.
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F igure 6c6c7 c Member of R oha C ocoperative S ociety voting in secret ballot on the distribution of the land
compensation payment

The cocoperative societies of R oha and Uluna S utahuri have enacted these provisions and
women have been prominently engaged in their operation.
Targeted measures for addressing vulnerabilities of youth and children have also been
adopted. All youth above the age of 15 have the right to vote in decision of the C ocoperative
S ociety’s General Meetings. C onsultations suggest that youth are ordinarily excluded from
decision making and have little access to transparent information on financial payments.
C onsultations suggested that education was the identified priority for the children of the area
and that literary rates and school attendance were low. As a result safeguards have been
implemented through the S ocieties to ensure that individual payments to all children and
youth below the age of 18 years are secured in trust accounts. All payments to youth
members will remain in an account in their name until they turn 18. Howeverb withdrawals
will be permitted for school fee payments made directly to the relevant school upon provision
of an invoice. It is hoped that this measure will improve the school attendance of the children
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in the C ore Land Tribesb while also relieving parents of the financial burden of yearly fees.
S pecial trust account conditions have been set up by the PO with the assistance of the Pan
Oceanic Bank.
These safeguard provisions apply differently to the Vuralingi C ocoperative S ociety. As there
are no living members of the original landowning groupb a small collection of four trustees
selected by the group’s last living member constitute the cocoperativeb together with three
additional individuals selected by these original trustees. All seven members hold executive
committee positions.
In addition to the aboveb specific provisions for displaced vulnerable groups are set out in the
E ntitlements Matrix. Impacts on vulnerable groups are distinguished between (a) impacts on
personal or household’livelihood assets (including gardensb fruit trees and structures) and
(b) impacts on vulnerable users of communal livelihood assets (predominantly fishing and
pig hunting). These provisions include:
F or personal assets:
6
6

6
6

Needs based additional assistance with recestablishing or enhancing household food
productionb including by providing training and practical assistance;
Training and practical assistance with income generating activities (such as niche
cropsb handicrafts developmentb homecbased small enterprise) where appropriate
and in consultation with the relevant group or individual
E nsuring payments are made directly to the most senior female members of a
household where possible; and
Provide priority access to training for suitable employment in project construction.

F or common assets:
6

6

Provide the affected hunting/fishing/gathering household with comparable food
based on results of vulnerable persons identification study (likely predominately fish
and wild greens) or store vouchers to the value of $25b000 (being 50% of average
annual income for Bahomea households)b provided to the senior female of the
household; and
Provide priority access to training for suitable employment in project construction.

Improved inc ome generation and employment opportunities
WB safeguards require that livelihoods and income levels are improved or restoredb for
instance through the provision of opportunities for employmentb or selfcemployment.
The C ocoperative S ocieties provide an opportunity for each tribe to set up an income earning
business. A portion of the compensation money (a minimum of 25%)b and a portion of future
royalty payments under the Process Agreementb are to be applied towards investment and
business. The PO provides support to the tribes in business planningb and all plans are to be
approved by a qualified accountant in the role of the Administrator.
One of the key criteria for the Administrator to approve a proposed business is whether:
a the proposed business will provide equal employment and leadership opportunities
for women; and
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where a business will not provide equal opportunities for womenb whether another
business or charity is also proposed that will predominately provide employment and
leadership opportunities for women. 7
As provided for in the Process Agreementb the PO has worked with the S olomon Islands
S mall Business E nterprise C entre to develop a business planning and management course.
The first session of this course was completed in mid 2016 with the members of the
E xecutive C ommittee’s of the R oha and Uluna S utahuri C ocoperative S ocieties. The course
will be repeated with members of the remaining tribes once their cocoperative societies are
established.
The R oha C ocoperative S ociety is the first society to commence a business operation. The
S ociety has used part of their investment fund to establish a transport businessb securing
three trucks for the movement of people and goods. As well as creating a source of income
for the S ociety the business is also improving accessibility to Honiara for the surrounding
community.

F igure 6c6c8 – C hairperson of R oha C ocoperative S ocietyb Daniel Unab business launch – October 2016

27 R oha C ocoperative S ociety BycLaws
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T HE A C QUIS ITION OF T HE R E GIS TE R E D L AND
The S IG will purchase the registered land for the Project through voluntary negotiated sales.
Howeverb as the S IG technically has the power to compulsory acquire the land for a public
purpose under the Land and T itles Act the acquisitions are included in this LALR P. The
acquisitions will not result in any physical displacements though safeguards for economic
displacement will apply.
A survey of livelihood assets within the alignment of the Northern Infrastructure C orridor and
the C ore Land was undertaken in 2015b and the owners of those assets have been identified
and recorded by Kellington S imeon. The Project Office will offer compensation to the owners
of each identified asset according to the schedule of entitlements provided in this LALR P.

Northern Infras tructure C orridor – registered land
The land expected to be required for the project infrastructure corridor (road and
transmission lines) from the C ore Land (ending at Marava) to the Black Post turn off is
indicated on figure 3.3b and is detailed below. As of November 2016b a suitable power
transmission corridor route from Black Post R oad to the Lungga power station was still under
investigation.
F our parcels of registered land on the Black Post R oad section of the infrastructure corridor
will be affected by the acquisitionb as follows:
Table 6c1 – R egistered Land P arcels

No.

L and Parcel

Perpetual E s tate holder

Other interes ts

1
2

192c015c0018
192c005c0015
100 LR 536

F TE c Levers S olomons Limited
Lease – Guadalcanal P lains P alm
Oil Limited (GPPOL). 50 years
from 1 J anuary 2005

3

192c005c0017

4

192c029c024

C ommissioner of Lands
Nathanial Boboli
Timothy Urobo
Nesta Besta
Daniel S ekani
S elwyn Boboli
(J oint Owners as trustees)
C hurch of Melanesia Trust
Board
C ommissioner of Lands

Nil.
Nil.

Parcel One
This land parcel is owned by the C ommissioner of Lands with a 75 year fixed term estate to
Levers S olomons Limitedb a company which previously operated several coconut plantations
across S olomon Islands before disruptions to their business during the country’s ethnic
tensions. As a result the land is planted with a disused coconut and cocoa plantation.
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Ongoing consultations have been held with Levers S olomons Limited and negotiations are
currently underway for the subdivision and transfer of the land at market value. MLHS has
advanced subdivision plans for the lot which are expected to be registered shortly.
C ompensation for livelihood assets of nonctitle holders is provided for in the Livelihood
R estoration Plan in C hapter 9.
Parcel Two
Parcel 2 is owned jointly by trustees on behalf of a tribe of Ghaobata people from the
Guadalcanal plains. The parcel is in the name of five people: Nathanial Bobolib Timothy
Urobob Nesta Bestab Daniel S ekani and S elwyn Boboli. Of these fiveb Timothy Urobob Daniel
S ekani and S elwyn Boboli are still living.
The parcel is leased by the trustees for 50 years to the Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil Limited
(GPPOL) which currently operates a palm oil plantation on the land. As suchb the land is not
used by the tribe or local community for any subsistence livelihood activities.
The valuation of the land will take into account the rental payments under the lease and the
royalty payments payable for the oil produced by GPP OL from the oil palm trees on the land.
MLHS has advanced subdivision plans for the lot which are expected to be finalised shortly.
As the parcel is owned by trusteesb safeguards under the Land and Titles Act will apply.
Before the transfer may be registeredb each of the joint owners must make a statutory
declaration in public that the persons beneficially interested (tribal members) have been
consulted and that the majority of them are in favour of the transfer.28
Parcel Three
Parcel 3 is owned by the Anglican C hurch of Melanesia. The land was purchased in 2008 for
the purpose of building a seminary training school with a later expansion for a university.
C onsultations with the C hurch suggest that the C hurch has not progressed detailed
construction plansb howeverb the C hurch hopes that the Project will benefit their plans
through improvements to the road and the potential for grid connection.
The C hurch Board has approved the survey of the land for subdivision and survey activities
are now complete. Negotiations for transfer are expected to commence shortly.
C ompensation for livelihood assets of nonctitle holders is provided for in the Livelihood
R estoration Plan in C hapter 9.
Parcel F our
As parcel 4 is owned by the C ommissioner of Lands no acquisition of the parcel is required.
The land will be subdivided to provide the future option of a transfer to S IE A or a lease to the
developer.

28 S ection 195(3) of the LTA
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C ompensation for livelihood assets of nonctitle holders is provided for in the E ntitlements
Matrix in C hapter 9.

The L ungg a trans mis sion corridor
S olomon Power is investigating potential routes to connect the transmission lines from the
Black Post R oad to the existing power station at Lungga. Two potential routes – largely
contained within existing road reserves and registered landb have been surveyed by the PO
to understand potential resettlement and livelihoods impacts to inform the preparation of a
R AP framework. These assessments assumed two parallel power lines and a corridor width
of up to 40m.
The PO study identified assets belonging to registered land owners as well as “informal”
users of public landb abandoned plantationsb and road reserves.
PO policy guidance is that the choice of the BlackcPost R oad to Lungga section of the power
transmission route should:
6 ensure it can comply with best practise for safetyb
6 minimise the need to acquire land and avoid customary land where possibleb
6 avoid disruption to residences and therefore the need for physical resettlement;
6 avoid disruption to structuresb facilitiesb and livelihoods.
Until the route for this section of the line is decidedb it is not known which parcels of land will
be required for the projectb if any. Once knownb consultation will commence with the land
owners and a plan developed for managing the impacts and compensating for losses. A
framework for this plan is set out in C hapter 12.

INF OR MATION DIS C L OS UR E b C ONS UL T ATION A ND
PA R TIC IPA TION
F ree prior & informed consultation
Information flow from the Project Office to the affected communities has been of a high
standard. The PO recruited a wellcknown indigenous S olomon Island media expert to
develop and document the information sharing and awareness raising activities for the
Project. The presentation of information briefings and associated consultations and
discussions with local communitiesb tribal groupsb specific landowning tribesb and various
other stakeholders has been done in local languagesb and where appropriate accompanied
by the use of audiocvisual aids. The PO has maintained a database of all the consultations
and awareness raising activities undertakenb along with notes of proceedings. A summary of
this database is provided in Annexure 14 of the E S IAb recording over 250 meetings.
The Project Office has employed a variety of culturally acceptable ways of communicating
with local communities and stakeholders. Important communications are done facec tocfaceb
starting with clan and village chiefs and senior womenb and then extending out to the wider
village communities. Local communications are done by the project’s community relations
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staff (who are S olomon Islanders) and locallycresident C ommunity Liaison Assistants
(C LAs)b and endorsed by community leaders. Where outside consultants have been
involved in community engagementb the C LAs have acted as translators for the local
indigenous language to ensure villagersb especially womenb are able to understand and
participate in discussions.
A wide variety of communications tools have been used to inform the communities and to
receive comment and advice in return. Among these are:
6 printed materialsb including a project booklet;
6 a project website (www.tinachydro.com);
6 facec tocface briefings and discussions with groups of community leadersb individualsb
community interest groups (e.g.b mother’s clubsb and church groups) and agency
representatives;
6 participatory workshops for men and women;
6 newspaper articles;
6 presentations using videob photographsb mapsb and posters;
6 mobile phone and S MS ; and
6 accompanied site visits.
F rom the records of the Project Officeb discussions with Project Office staff and C LAsb
observationsb and explicit comments from participants during the 2013 E S IA village
community workshops and 2014 mitigation workshopsb it is evident that
6
6

6
6

6
6

6

there is broad support among local communities for the project and there is no
clear direct opposition to it.
hydroelectricity development is widely seen as the most preferred and least
destructive development opportunity for the Tina/Ngalimbiu catchment (others being
gold mining and logging of primary forest) 2930;
community concerns about the project are generally confined to the mitigation of
potential impacts and the securing of benefits;
there has been a high level of participation of community members of all genders and
ages in the TR HDP Project Office’s activities. However there are still customary
constraints on women speaking out in mixed community meetings.
there is widecspread understanding of the purpose of the TR HDPb and what it
generally involves;
there is a comparatively high level of trust of the TR HDP Project Office and the
information it provides. Local people generally believe that their concerns are
listened to and dealt with; and
there has been considerable discussion within and between the communities
about the projectb including its benefits and potential impacts.

In shortb TR HDP planning to date appears to comply with the requirement for freeb priorb and
informed consultation. T he community consultations and the negotiation of the Process
Agreement go beyond consultations and evidence indigenous landowner and local
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community broad support for the Project. Ongoing community engagement by the PO at
present is focusing on land acquisitionb assets compensationb livelihoods protection and
restorationb benefits sharing arrangementsb and building the capacity of the local tribes and
communities to manage their financial and business affairs.

C onsultation Outcomes
The consultations and information sources informing the LALR P development are discussed
in sections 1.3 and 1.4. C onsultations included both dedicated LALR P community workshops
run by Gerard F itzgerald held respectively at Managikiki/V erakuji (adjacent to the C ore Area)
and at V era’ande/Grassy (adjacent to a part of Black Post R oad) as well as feedback from
communities and individuals received as part of ongoing Project consultations faciliated by the
Project Office.
A summary of these consultations is set out in Annexure 14 to the E S IA. F eedback from
consultations on the construction and operation impacts of the Project and the incorporation
of that feedback in mitigation measures is set out in C hapters 1 and 12 of the E S IA.
E rrorA R eference s ource not found. sets out some of the key issues raised in consultations
relating to land acquisition and livelihood restorationb and the manner in which these concerns
are addressed in this LALR P.
Table 6c2 – C onsultation Outcomes

K ey C onsultation F eedback

Treatment in L AL R P

Uncertainty as to corridor alignment and C orridor now pegged with permanent survey
assets affected
markers
Awareness meetings to discuss resettlement
actions to be held with affected groups
S upportive of changes to access road
alignment to acquire neighbouring village
(some expectation of large compensation
cash payments)

Policy of minimising land acquisition and
resettlement impacts applied. Physical
resettlement to be avoided. C ommunities
informed that road alignment will continue to
bycpass villages.

People are well aware of the project and R esettlement awareness
should no longer be planting gardens near confirm the cutcoff date
the road alignment

meetings

will
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F ears of dam failure and for the safety of Policy of minimising land acquisition and
dams and houses close to the riverb and a resettlement impacts applied. Physical
resettlement to be avoided. Dam safety
desire for relocation
awareness sessions to be held with
downstream
river
communities
in
accordance with the F ramework E S MP set
out in C hapter 13 of the E S IA
C ompensation for garden assets and trees PO to provide assistance to displaced
to go beyond the cash payments. Money persons to establish replacement gardens.
comes and goes quickly.
C ash payments to be paid upon successful
recestablishment to ensure sustainable
ongong livelihoods in addition to cash.
Any cash payments should be more than the
Government issued crop compensation list
as this list is designed for forestry operations
and is old and out of date.

The Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock
Development’s
(MALD)
“C rop
C ompensation R ate” values shall be
updated before any application. This
process should be undertaken by the
Ministryb howeverb in the event that this is not
completedb the PO shall conduct an update
taking into account current market rates and
the national inflation rate (C hapter 9).

C ustomary processes and customary Bahomea Land Identification C ommittee
evidence form part of the landowner formed of elders and storytellers reviewed
identification process
and considered customary evidence
C oncerns that chiefs will not distribute to Individual bank accounts opened and
other members including women and recorded for all members (womenb men and
younger men
children) of C ore Land Tribes.
C oncerns that tribal bank account National accounting firm compulsory
investment funds will be accessed and signatory for tribal cocop bank accounts
emptied by individuals
C ompensation payments will come and go Investment funds established for each coc
quickly (in pijin “squish”). Lasting change will operative with support from accounting firm
need more than cash payments
S ome individuals expressed a desire to This request has not been adopted in the
access children’s bank accounts for ongoing LALR P. C hildren’s accounts to be
household expenses
accessible exclusively for school fee
invoices. E ducation identified as priority in
broader community consultations
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Project Implementation C onsultation Mec hanis ms
C onsultation mechanisms for LALR P implementation will follow the Project’s S takeholder
E ngagement Policy (S E P) dated April 2017. The LALR P and S E Pb along with the E S IA and
C DP b will be disclosed on the Tina Hydro website and hard copies will be made available at
the Project Office.
C onsultations for land acquisition activities (including compensation for lost assets such as
gardens and crops) will have an emphasis on small group and household discussions to
facilitate arrangements and payments for individual households. The P roject’s experience
has been that written materials are infrequently read or understoodb and in person
discussions are the preferable means of communication. At a minimum the following
consultation schedule is anticipated for the LALR P.

Topic

Dates

C ommunity awareness and consultation
meeting to discuss LALR P activitiesb
timeframes and grievance mechanism

C ompleted (March 2017)

S mall group meetings to be held with
affected persons to discuss personal assets
and resettlement actions set out in this
LALR P. C onsultations to be held with both
men and womenb and women only
consultations are to be used where possible
where women are the primary owners or
users of a livelihood asset

J uly – October 2017

Awareness of survey results identifying
significant users of wild common assets
(fishingb huntingb food gather) to be held
with identified users to implement action
plan

S eptember – December 2017

Meetings with those identified in the
vulnerable persons survey to determine
appropriate further assistance

S eptember – December 2017

Meeting with NGOs to update on LALR P
implementation progress

By end of 2017

Ongoing small group meetings with affected
persons to implement action planb including
actions to recestablish gardens and confirm
land availability

November 2017 – August 2018
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7 PR OF IL E OF THE PR OJ E C TcAF F E C TE D PE OPL E AND
C OMMUNITIE S

INF OR MATION S OUR C E S
R eliable and accurate villageclevel socioceconomic data for the Project areab as with
elsewhere in S olomon Islandsb is scarce. C hallenges faced in building accurate social
datasets at the local level include:
6

6

6

disrupted and under resourced systems for gatheringb processing and publishing
timely official information (such as C ensus of Populationb and surveys of income and
expenditure). Also poor infrastructureb lowcdensity settlementb and remoteness make
surveying difficult and expensive;
problems relating to geographical location and classificationb such as local and
national inconsistencies in the naming of villages and communitiesb lack of clarity
over the boundaries between named settlementsb and the ephemeral nature of
smaller settlements;
questionable reliability of information provided by householders in social surveysb
especially about landb resourcesb and household economy. This is especially
problematic once respondents are aware of the potential for compensation and/or
development opportunities.

F aced with theseb it becomes necessary to use a range of available data – typically from
several sourcesb gathered at different times using a range of methodsb and at various levels
of aggregation. This approach has been required in the case of the Tina Hydro LALR P. This
section draws on data from:
6

6
6

the 2013 S ocial Impact Assessment (S IA) studies for the E S IAb including a
household survey and village workshops regarding livelihoodsb household economyb
populationb and project impacts. The S IA studies did not include a local census of
households since the land required for the projectb and therefore the particular PAPsb
were not known at the time;
the Malango tribal registration records assembled by the PO in 2015. This is limited
to only those people who are members of the 27 named tribes;
the 2009 C ensus data for the C ensus E numeration Areas 31(C E A) covering
Bahomea districtb especially E A 62010. According to findings from the village
workshopsb the majority of users and owners of the C ore Land reside in the two
village clusters of Managikikic Verakuji and AntiochcVelasalab and to a lesser extent
in the riverside settlements of C horob Koropab and S enge. These all fall within the
boundaries of E A 62010b which is referred to here as “the C ore Land Neighbourhood”
(figure 7.1). The assets survey confirmed to concentration of owners in this area. The

31 E numeration areas are the smallest mapped geographical unit used for collecting and reporting on the census.

The boundaries typically follow community organisational boundaries and physical landscape features. W hile
they are subdivisions of administrative Wardsb E As are not administrative units.
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6

C E A data and maps only became available in 2015 – 18 months after the completion
of the social baseline and impact assessment fieldwork; and
the livelihoods assets survey conducted on the C ore Land and the Lower Access
C orridor along Blac which attempted to identify the owners of recorded assets.

The S IA studies in 2013 recorded the populations of the villagesb grouped according to
anticipated source of project impact. S ection 8.1 of the E S IA gives the populations as
enumerated at the time. The localised C E As data and maps subsequently become available
for the 2009 censusb and these provide the most comprehensive set of data available on the
Project Affected Persons (PAPs). The boundaries used for census data collection are
provided on figure 7.1b and are used for subsequent description of the PAPs.

T HE C OR E L A ND OWNE R S
Population and affiliation
The customary owners of the C ore Land are the members of the Kochiabolob R ohab Buhu
Garob Viurulingib and Uluna S utahuri tribes. They have been recognised by the C OL as
having a legitimate and defensible interest in the C ore Land. All five groups are Malango
/Teha speaking peoples and are the matrilineal descendants of the first peoples who came
down from the mountainous interior to settle on the land in question. The tribal register
shows there are 777 members of these five subtribes. Togetherb they make up 22% of the
3b464 recorded members of the Malango people. F or privacy reasonsb the individual names
of the owners are not provided in this documentb though the tribal register will be available if
necessary to those charged with implementing this plan.

R esidence
The vast majority of the C ore Land owners live within Malango Ward: 51% live in the
Bahomea district where the project is locatedb 29% in settlements in Malango district to the
west of Bahomeab and 12% in settlements in Belaha district to the west of Malango (Table
7c1). Most of the remaining 8% reside in Honiara or elsewhere on Guadalcanal. Members of
the five C ore Land tribes make up half (50.2%) of all the registered tribes people in
Bahomea. Appendix A lists the current village residences of the registered members of the
C ore Land tribes.
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Table 7c1 – District R esidences of the R egistered Members of the C ore Land Owning Tribes

District

Bahomea
Malango
Belaha
E lsewhere
Totals

R oha

K oc hiabo
lo

B uhu c
Garo

Viurulin
gi

54
95
19
0
168

94
2
0
13
109

0
0
49
16
65

0
0
0
0
0

Ulunac
S utahur
i
250
127
27
32
435

Total
reg istered
members
398
224
95
61
777

% of total

51%
29%
12%
8%
100%

The C ore Land tribes tend to be associated with particular villages and districts. F or
exampleb based on information in the tribal register
6
6

6

6

6

the members of the R oha tribe are mainly located at Horohotu and Managikikib and at
Pamphylia and three other villages in Malango district.
The Kochiabolo tribe are almost all living in settlements in Bahomea – especially at
Managikikib Antiochb and Vuramali villages which are very close to the C ore Land and
within E A62010. These are the landowners most likely to make regular use of the
land and resources of the C ore Landb especially the upper forested area.
the BuhucGaro members are mostly living at Pao in Belaha district – some 15km
from the C ore Land – and therefore do not regularly use the land for their livelihoods
(Appendix A).
The UlunacS utahuri tribal groupingb numerically the largest of the five C ore Landc
owning tribesb is mostly concentrated in Bahomea districtb including in settlements
immediately adjacent to the C ore Land area and within census E A62010.
None of the C ore L and owners live or have res idences on the C ore L and or
other land being acquired for the projectb though retain an association with the
land and with other areas in the mountains inland.

Of the 539 tribes people living in the neighbourhood of the C ore Land (i.e. in census E A
62010)b 255 (or 47%) are C ore Land owners. In addition to having primary ownership rights
over the C ore Landb these particular peopleb along with their fellow localsb are also likely to
be using the area as part of their livelihoods.
C hoice of residence is largely dictated by custom: indigenous S olomon Islands women tend
to move to their husband’s village after marriage. In a matrilineal descent systemb this means
that women are more likely to live away from their own landb which will be under the control
of their brothers. As people living in villages where they are not landcownersb married women
and their children are therefore outsiders when it comes to village community decisionc
makingb particularly about land and resources. Women are far more likely to be in this
situation than men. Among the Malango tribesb two thirds seem to take up residence in their
husband’s / father’s village.
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Gender & age
Among the C ore Land tribes there are more males than females (males making up 55%).
Males particularly outnumber females among children (5c14 years of age) and those of childc
rearing age (25c44 years) (Table 7c2). The median age for the members of the C ore Land
owning tribes is 21 yearsb which is consistent with the other local tribes and slightly higher
than for the national population (20 years). In 2015b the oldest person among the C ore Land
owners was aged 83.
Table 7c2 – Age and sex profile of C ore Land T ribes

Age Group (years)
0c4

5c14

15c24

25c44

44c59

Total

%

41

60 and
over
22

F emale

36

82

81

87

349

38

29

428

45
%
55
%

Male

34

108

82

137

Total

70

190

163

224

79

51

777

% of total

9.1
%

24.4%

20.9
%

28.8
%

10.2
%

6.6%

100.0

Dependenc
y ratio

0.67

C ompared with the national populationb the C ore Land owners are olderb have fewer
childrenb and have more youth. They also have a relatively low dependency ratio (0.67
children & elderly per person of working age) compared with the provincial and national
populations (both 0.85)b though similar with the population of Malango Ward (0.70).
No other sociocdemographic information is available in the tribal register about the members
of the C ore Land Tribes.
F igure 8.1 shows that the C ore Land and its neighbouring villages where a significant
proportion of the C ore Land customary owners and resource users reside within a single
C E A (C62010). The census data for this area is therefore usedb in lieu of a full household
surveyb to describe the socioceconomic characteristics of those likely to be directly affected
by the S IG’s acquisition and use of the C ore Land. F igure 7.1 also shows the C E As and
location of the settlements in the Bahomea district in relation to the Infrastructure corridor.
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F igure 7c7c1 The location of the C ore Landb Tina infrastructure corridorb villagesb and census enumeration areas
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T HE US E R S OF THE C OR E L AND
The focus of this section is on those people whose livelihoods could be affected by loss of
access to the C ore Land and Lower Infrastructure C orridor for huntingb fishing and gatheringb
and agriculture. These potential P APs tend to be concentrated in villages in the
‘neighbourhood’of the C ore Land (i.e. in C E A 62010). This neighbourhood includes 519
people on the tribal registerb 255 of whom are locallycresident customary ownersb and 264
registered tribe’s people with secondary/use rights to the C ore Land. In additionb there are
up to 100 people living locally who have married intob or are guests ofb the indigenous
communities. S ome of the local households also have ‘private’assets within the C ore Landb
such as nut treesb food gardensb and fruit trees etcb which were identified in the livelihoods
assets survey.
The main centres of population in this neighbourhood /C E A are the AntiochcValesala village
cluster and the ManagikikicVerakuji clusterb respectively 5km and 3.5km from the proposed
dam site. E ach of these clusters contains several named settlements of varying size. The
ManagikikicV erakuji village cluster lies alongside the western boundary of the southern
section of the infrastructure corridor (part of the C ore Land)b while AntiochcValesala lies 300
meters east of the alignment.
In 2009 there were 86 households in the C ore Land neighbourhood (C E A 62010)b with a
total population of 536 (Table 7c3). In 2013 the S IA studies recorded the population at 627b
in approximately 125 households. The census and S IA study data taken together indicate an
annual population growth of approximately 3% (compared with 4.4% for Guadalcanal
Province and 2.3% for S olomon Islands as a whole). As of late 2016b there could therefore
be approximately 130 households getting some part of their livelihood from the C ore Land
which includes the S outhern Infrastructure C orridor.
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Table 7c3 c Households and populations of the project neighbourhood (R iverb C ore Landb and Infrastructure
C orridor)

2013 estimate
S ettlement in C L
neighbourhood
(S outh to North)
C horo
Koropa
S enge
Managikiki
V erakuji
Antioch
V alesala
Habusi
Pachuki
Namopila
Komureo
V atunadi
V alekocha
Kolanji
V eramaota
Tahurasa
Total C E A 62010

Households

Population

1
3
3
21
11
23
20
6
14
5
6
1
5
2
4

4
19
16
111
56
110
105
33
65
27
28
5
26
10
12

125

627

2009 census
Households

86

2015 tribal
register

Population

Tribal register

536

2
7
4
102
46
87
80
36
77
41
1
0
1
1
13
19
519

F igure 7c7c2

0rojec t ed popu lat ion oft he Core b and neighbou rhood
at % grow t h perannu m

loc alc ou nt

Censu s
9ear
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P OPUL A T ION A F F E C T E D B Y THE T INA INF R A S T R UC TUR E
C OR R IDOR
The following profile of the people and communities affected by the development of the Tina
Infrastructure C orridor draws on the asset surveyb data from the S IA studiesb and data from
the census for areas where the households affected by asset loss are located.
The 2015 survey of the livelihoods assets within the acquired identified assets belonging to
36 individualsb 2 corporate bodies (i.e.b the Anglican C hurch of Melanesiab and GPPOL)b and
assets held in common among residents of particular villages. Table 7c4shows the
residences of persons likely to be affected by the corridor development as known in late
2015. In 2016 the southern end of this corridor was resurveyed and realigned to avoid
several structures which had been constructed by local people in 2013c14.
F or the Tina infrastructure corridorb 22 of the affected people and their households live within
the project neighbourhood (C E A 62010)b described above. 12 of the remaining affected
people and their households live in villages within in C E A 62006 at the northern end of Black
Post R oad.
In 2009 the total population of C E A 62006 (which contains the affected villages) was 535b in
93 households. The corridor development could therefore affect about 12% of the
households of C E A 62006.
Table 7c4 c R esidences of owners of individual assets in the Tina infrastructure corridor (may change)

Locality
R esidence
C ore Land
neighbourhood

Black Post R oad north

C orporates

Identified owners of
affected assets

Managikiki /V erakuji

19

Antioch/Valesala
Marava
Horohotu 2
Koloula
Konga
Grasshill
C amp
Hailalua
Vera'ade
Verabongi
Not known
Total

3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
1
3
38
2

As well as residence (as above)b the livelihoods asset survey for the C ore Land and Tina
Infrastructure C orridor recorded the sexb age welfare statusb and tribal affiliation of each of
the identified asset owners. S even (20%) of the 36 affected owners are female and 29 male
(80%). The majority of the owners (48%) are middle agedb 30% are in the child rearing age
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groupb and 17% are seniors (aged 65 and over). Two of the female owners are elderly
widowsb and one of the males is described as ‘elderly’.

E THNIC ITY OF THE P AP S
The available census data shows that the population of Malango Ward is 95.4% Melanesian
S olomon Islander (S I). This compares with 97.8 % Melanesian S I in the adjacent West
Ghaobata Ward and 98.5% for the whole of Guadalcanal P rovince.
As far as can be ascertainedb all of the households being affected by the TR HDP land
acquisition are Teha/Malango cspeaking members of the tribes of the first peoples of the
region who make up the vast majority of the population of Bahomea.
The E S IA notes that groups of Weather C oast ‘settlers’are residing legitimately in the
Bahomea area under customary agreements with the land owning tribes and their chiefs.
They have been granted rights to use local land for residences and gardensb but primary
ownership is retained by the customary landowning tribe. S ome have married into local
families. As far as can be ascertainedb no ‘formal’settler household’s livelihood assets will
be affected by the development of the Tina infrastructure corridor.
S ince the 1970s there has been unsanctioned and nonclegal occupation of customary land
and abandoned government land by indigenous people from elsewhere in S olomon Islands
who came to Guadalcanal to work. These people were forced to move elsewhere during the
ethnic tensionsb but from the midclate 2000s there has been a growth in informal nonclegal
occupation of land (‘squatting’) in Malango Ward. S urvey work conducted has found that no
livelihoods assets of ‘informal settler’households will be affected by the acquisition of the
Northern Infrastructure C orridor. Howeverb the survey found that there are a number of such
households in census E A 62004 (west of Black P ost R oad) that might be affected by the
development of a Lungga Transmission corridor should this route be selected.
Planning for the Lungga corridor developmentb including preparation of an E S IA and
livelihoods restoration planb will be undertaken as a separate exercise according to the WB
safeguards requirements. A framework for assessing and managing the livelihoods impacts
of the Lungga Transmission corridor has been provided in C hapter 12.

MA R IT AL S T A TUS
In 2009 there were 151 males and 135 females aged 15 and over in the C ore Land
neighbourhood. J ust under two thirds were legally married or married according to local
custom (60% of males and 67% of females). In the neighbourhood of the Lower
Infrastructure C orridor a higher proportion of males and females aged 15 and over were
married (respectively 61% and 65%). While not sufficiently different from each otherb both
areas show a higher rate of marriage compared with the national population (58% for males
and 62% for females). Most marriages nowadays are legal rather than customary.
The C ore Land neighbourhood had a higher proportion of widowed people than the
Infrastructure C orridor neighbourhoodb with widows outnumbering widowers by at least 4 to
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1 in both areas. Both areas also had higher proportions of widowed people compared with
the rest of the nation. There is no information to suggest these widows were more socioc
economically disadvantaged compared with the rest of the community since they tend to be
living with their families rather than alone.
R ates of marriage breakdown were low compared with the rest of the nation. In 2009b
approximately 5% of the adults nationally were separated or divorced. In the C ore Land
neighbourhood females were more likely than males to be separated or divorced (4% vs
1%)b but there was no difference between males and females in the Infrastructure C orridor
neighbourhood.

E DUC A TIONA L S T A TUS OF THE P AP S
E ducation and knowledge is a form of human capitalb and educational attainment is an
indicator of the level of its development. In the two key C E AS b as elsewhere in Guadalcanalb
educational achievement through formal schooling is lowb and very few people have
completed high school. There is almost a complete lack of achievement in vocational
education among males and femalesb whichb together with low numbers who have had high
school education (Table 7c5)b suggests that local people could struggle to be recruited to
work on the TR HDP constructionb other than in unskilled roles. A comparatively very low
level of achievement among females aged 15 and over is evident in both C E Asb and this
may be a legacy effect from older generations and times when schooling was less
accessible in the hinterlandb especially for young women.
T able 7c5 c E ducational achievement in the project affected communities

Males aged 15 and over

Tina Infrastructure C orridor
neighbourhood (C E A 62006)
C ore Land neighbourhood
(C E A 62010)

F emales aged 15 and over

completed
primary

completed
secondary
forms 5 c7

vocational
certificate

completed
primary

completed
secondary
forms 5 c7

vocational
certificate

31.0%

7.0%

0.0%

26.0%

3.4%

0.0%

21.2%

6.6%

2.0%

12.6%

0.0%

0.0%

Howeverb data from 2009 suggests that achievement among both males and females is
likely to improve considerably in the next generationb especially among those living closer to
secondary schools. F or exampleb at the time of the 2009 censusb in the neighbourhood of
the Northern Infrastructure C orridor 82% of both males and females of secondary school age
were attending full time and only 10% had not been to secondary school. In contrastb in the
C ore Land neighbourhood two thirds of males and females of secondary school age had not
attended secondary schoolb and only a third were attending full time. The reasons for
nonattendance include insufficient funds for school feesb lack of transportb lack of incentives
and social expectation. Both the owners and users of the C ore Land are therefore
educationally disadvantagedb with adult females more disadvantaged than men.
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F uture economic development of the TR HDP host community therefore needs to include
projects to improve access to secondary and postcsecondary education. The creation of
educational trust funds for the members of the C ore Land Tribes aged under 18 is one
measure targeted to address this (C hapter 6).

D IS AB IL ITIE S
Human health and wellbeing is another form of human capital. The S olomon Islands’census
of 2009 collected data on the incidence of various forms of limitation in basic human
functioning among local (C E A) populationsb including ability to walkb see and hear.
F unctioning for each person enumerated was recorded as “no difficulty”b “some difficulty” or
“cannot perform the task”.
In rural areas such as Bahomeab being able to walk is essential for accessing services and
making a living. E specially in this areab ability to walk considerable distances over uneven
and steep terrainb and ability to see wellb are essential for being able to gardenb hunt and
gather wild foods and to gather bush materials.
In the C ore Land neighbourhoodb 14% (24 people) of the population were recorded as
having difficulty walking (figure 7.3)b with the rate of disability being the same among males
and females. Only 1 person was recorded as not able to walk. The rate of walking
impairment in this area was higher than in the Infrastructure C orridor neighbourhood and the
whole of Malango Wardb and does not appear to be directly correlated with the proportion of
elderly.
V isual impairment is the next most common disabilityb affecting 8% (44 persons – 1 person
severely) in the C ore Land neighbourhood and 12% (41 persons – 2 significantly) in the
infrastructure corridor neighbourhood. Hearing impairment also affected a similar number of
people (respectively 44 and 41 persons – 1 being significantly affected in the C ore Land
neighbourhoodb and 2 in the infrastructure corridor neighbourhood.
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F igure 7c7c3 Incidence of impairment or disability or in the Project Affected C ommunities*
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HOUS E HOL D C OMPOS ITION
While not reported directlyb it appears that many households in Bahomea consist of
extended familiesb e.g.b parentsb offspring and their partnersb grandchildrenb and sometimes
the siblings of the parents. This is not unexpected given S olomon Islanders‘ cultural
obligations to family and wontoks. The extended family household is also the main source of
social capital in communities. In the C ore Land neighbourhoodb for exampleb 51% of the
population were children of the head of the household in which they were livingb 8% were
grandchildrenb 3% were siblings 32b and 6% were related to the head in some other way.
Households in Bahomea are typically headed by married men. F or exampleb only 8 (9%)
households of the C ore Land neighbourhood were headed by femalesb and while there were
other household membersb none of these women had a male partner. In the households of
the Northern Infrastructure C orridor Neighbourhoodb 10 (11%) were headed by femalesb and
7 of them did not have a male partner. In contrastb almost all of the malecheads of
households in both areas had female partners.

32 Adult sisters may live in the same householdb likewise adult brothersb but custom prohibits adult brothers and

sisters living in close proximity.
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E C ONOMY AND L IV E L IHOODS OF THE P AP S AND
C OMMUNIT IE S
L ivelihoods
A livelihood is “the capabilitiesb assets (including both material and social resources) and
activities required for a means of living” (DF ID S ustainable Livelihoods F ramework33 (S LF )).
The S LF provides a way of conceptualising and describing livelihoods. In shortb households
utilize the assets available to them (i.e.b naturalb socialb humanb physicalb and financial
capital) to achieve their particular livelihoods goalsb but access to these assets and the
achievement of their goals is conditioned by the particular physicalb economic and
institutionalb social and cultural context in which people find themselves – which can be
supportive or otherwise. Thusb livelihoods are considered adaptive and dynamic.
A livelihood is considered sustainable when it can cope with and recover from stresses and
shocks and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets in the present and in the futureb
while not undermining the natural resource base. The key elements of the S LF are used in
the discussion that follows on livelihoods of those affected by the acquisition of land for the
Project.

L ivelihoods goals and strategies
The Tina Hydro E S IA notes that the main livelihood goals of the people and households of
Bahomea are daily food securityb obtaining cash to acquire necessary goods and services
for their familiesb and protection of the family from a range of environmental and other risks.
Households of Bahomea tend to use a range of strategies involving different activities at
different times to achieve a livelihoodb including:
6

6

6

traditional smallcscaleb slashcand burn shifting agriculture which is focused on growing
staple vegetables and fruits for subsistenceb combined with gathering wild foods (e.g.
plantsb nutsb fruits)b and very occasional hunting and fishing;
cashcgenerating activities to enable purchase of foods (such as riceb canned fishb and
market vegetables) and shop goodsb and to meet community obligations and pay for
school fees and other household needs. S uch activities typical include one or several of
the following:
householdcscale cash crop productionb with the produce typically sold in the markets in
Honiara;
o chainsawcbased smallcscale timber milling on customary owned land for the local
and Honiara markets;
o local day labouring;
o full or part time employment with a government agency or large company – typically
the Gold R idge Mining C ompany (GR MC ) before its closureb GPPOLb E arthmovers

33 UK Department for International Developmentb 2000. : S ustainable livelihoods guidance sheets.
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Logging C ompanyb a local market gardening enterpriseb and the Tina R iver Hydro
project;
o homecbased businessb such as home bakingb handicraftsb a canteen selling small
itemsb or vehicle hire etc.
6 ‘windfall’occasional income from the sale of harvesting rights to commercial logging
companiesb and royalties from gold miningb gravel extractionsb and more recentlyb
payments from the S IG and TR HDP. These are basically shortcterm “windfall” cash
payments made to and distributed by tribal trustees.
The most important convertible natural asset for local communities is the commercially
valuable timber in the natural forestsb which are periodically exploited by the customary
landowners working in partnership with logging companies. S uch logging is continuing in
Bahomea in 2016.
The range of local livelihoods activities is described in the E S IA. Howeverb the importance
and quantum of each activity in each affected household is not knownb and now unlikely to
be able to be accurately determined since there is a high level of project awareness among
local householdersb and an evident sensitisation to opportunities for making compensation
claims in relation to the P roject.
At a communityclevel scaleb data on household sources of income and economic activities is
available from the 2009 C ensus for C E As and for Malango Ward. Data from the S IA
household survey and observations in the affected communities provide additional insight
into local livelihoods.

S ubsistence activities of P AP s
7.10.3.1 F ood production
S ubsistence activities underpin the livelihoods of the P APs including the C ore Land and
corridor land usersb and support the primary goal of food security. F or exampleb the 2009
C ensus data show that almost every household in the C ore Land Neighbourhood and the
Infrastructure C orridor Neighbourhood grows food for home consumption (Table 7c6).
Only a minority of households in Malango keep poultry and/or pigsb though in the C ore Land
Neighbourhoodb where pigs are typically used for customary exchangeb ceremonial feastingb
and an occasional source of proteinb pig raising is relatively common.
7.10.3.2 F is hing
The 2009 census data on fishing shows that only 31% of households in the C ore Land
Neighbourhood ever caught fish or shellfish for their own consumptionb and they only went
fishing monthly or less often. The data also indicate that in this neighbourhood fishing is
confined to fresh water. It further suggests that the Tina and other local rivers are not a
regular source of food for the communityb though 15% of householdsb especially those
located beside the riverb go fishing at least weekly. This is in line with the findings on nutrition
from the household survey in the villages of the C ore Land neighbourhood (which was
carried out over the course of a week during a period of settled weather). It found that 25%
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of those surveyed had consumed fresh fishb eelb or crustaceans within the previous 24
hours.
In contrastb those living in the Tina infrastructure corridor neighbourhood are more than twice
as likely to catch or buy fishb and nearly three quarters of households do some fishing. The
data suggest that this is mainly freshwater fishing but includes some salt water fishingb
possibly in the vicinity of the Ngalimbiu R iver or other river estuaries. C learly fishing is more
important to households in this areab though it is not likely to be disturbed by the S IG’s
acquisition and use of land for the project. Interestinglyb the nutrition data from the S IA
household survey in 2013 showed that none of the surveyed village households in the
Infrastructure C orridor neighbourhood had eaten fresh fish in the previous 24 hours but 22%
had eaten pork as leftcovers from a community feast event
Table 7c6 c C ommon agricultural activities in the projectcaffected communities*

Household livelihoods – ag riculture
Growing food for subsistence only
Growing food for subsistence & sale
Not growing food
Keeping poultry
Keeping pigs
Growing vegetables as a cash crop
Growing cocoa as cash crop
Growing timber as a cash crop
Growing betel nut as cash crop
Growing tobacco as cash crop
Growing flowers as a cash crop
Growing coconut or copra as cash
crop
Growing other cash crops
Not growing cash crops

C ore land
neig hbourhood
(C E A 62010)
% of households
(n=86)
59.3
39.5
1.2
18.6
46.5
52.3
16.3
15.1
34.9
10.5
0
0

Nth corridor
neig hbourhood
(C E A 62006)
% of households
(n=93)
17.2
75.3
2.2
21.5
9.7
76.3
15.1
0%
9.7
0
6.5
22.6

18.6
4.7

0
7.5%

*source: 2009 census

Table 7c7 c Household fishing in the projectcaffected communities*

Household livelihoods – fis hing
F ishing c subsistence only
F ishing – subsistence & sale
C atching or buying freshwater fish
C atch fish/shellfish for own
consumption more than once /week

C ore land
neig hbourhood
(C E A 62010)
% of households
(n=86)
29.1
0
31.4
5.8

Nth corridor
neig hbourhood
(C E A 62006)
% of hous eholds
(n=93)
78.5
2.2
72.0
9.7
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C atch fish/shellfish for own
consumption once /week
C atch fish/shellfish for own
consumption once/ month
C atch fish/shellfish for own
consumption less than once/month
C atch fish/shellfish for own
consumption – never

9.3

29.0

14.0

11.8

2.3

24.7

68.6

24.7

*source: 2009 census

R iver fishing by people in the Bahomea areab and especially the residents of the C ore Land
neighbourhoodb is focused on the river holes and pools in the upper catchmentb especially
upstream of C horo (some of which may be lost to the hydro reservoir) and around the
confluence of the Mbicho and Mbeambea R ivers (see figure 7.4). The main mode of fishing
is by spearfishing with maskb snorkel and spear gunb and is sometimes carried out at night.
7.10.3.3 Hunting
People in the villages of the C ore Land neighbourhood – in the direct impact area as
described in the E S IA – hunt mainly in the uppermost parts of the Tina R iver catchmentb
upstream of C horob and especially around the original tribal areas on the northern slopes of
Mt. Popomanaseu. Hunting mostly takes place as “expeditions” lasting several days to a
week and is mainly focused on wild pigs. S uch hunting parties may pass through and hunt in
the C ore Areab though commonly they base themselves at a shelter at the confluence of the
Mbicho and Mbeambea R iversb and hunt in the forests well beyond the C ore Area.
R esidents of the Tina and the Haimane/Vuramali cluster of villages downstream of the
junction of the Tina and Toni rivers tend to hunt in the Toni R iver C atchmentb and local
forested areas.
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F igure 7c4 Approximate locations of the main areas used for hunting and fishing expeditions

Pig hunting is done by able bodied young men with dogsb and is mostly carried out to raise
funds for church and other eventsb and when people “feel like a feed of wild meat”. The
precise number of households involved in hunting is not knownb but the number is potentially
quite limited: S IA studies found that 3% of households in the C ore Land neighbourhood and
none in the Tina infrastructure corridor neighbourhood had eaten game meat (i.e. wild pork)
in the previous 24 hours. It appears that wild game hunting is not a key feature of the
livelihoods of local communitiesb though it may have some role in the livelihoods of particular
households.

C as h generating activities
Livelihoods of households in the C ore Land neighbourhood and the wider Bahomea district
are becoming diversified as reliable motorised transport and mobile phones become more
available. F or exampleb increasing availability of public transport has brought regular contact
with Honiara and more participation in the cash economy. In 2009 in the Core Land
neighbourhood approximately 14% of householdsb and a quarter of households in Bahomea
districtb relied on waged employment (in the mining or logging industriesb or other work
outside the home district) as their main source of income (figure 7.5).
Howeverb the most important source of income among those in the C ore Land
neighbourhood was “other source”b which includes royalties from commercial logging and
gold mining (Gold R idge)b and income from smallcscale sawmilling. The closure of Gold
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R idge will have impacted on employment rates in mining. The S IA studies in 2013 did not
identify any landownercbased smallcscale sawmilling taking place in the Core Areab and
none was found in the asset survey in 2015. The section of the Tina river from above K oropa
to Habusi and Pachuki is used by the smallcscale sawmillers to float rafts of timber from
harvesting sites to pickup points downstream. The sawn timber is used by the millers for
their own housingb is sold directly to buildersb sold directly through the market or to timber
merchants. The importance of this activity is described in the E S IA. The main effect of the
TR HDP on the small scale timber millers would be to require them to schedule their timber
rafting according to the future modified flow regimeb i.e.b when water was being spilled from
the hydro dam. This would not affect the size of the millers’incomesb but may affect its
timing.
In 2009b almost all households of the projectcaffected communities were producing and
selling produceb mainly in the Honiara C entral Market. This is possible due to having access
to transport and passable roads; 95% of C ore Land neighbourhood households are involved
in selling food that they grow (Table 7c6). The most commonly produced cash crops among
the C ore Land neighbourhood households are vegetablesb fruitsb and betel nuts – for which
the Bahomea district is renowned.
F igure 7c5 – Main sources of income 2009
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Up until 2014b a resident of S enge village 34 was running a small ecotourism business. It
relied on having access to the nearby forest and the pools of the Tina R iver and use of the
foot track from Managikiki to S enge. This operation has not recommenced.

C as h incomes
The reports of the 2009 census contain no information on average household incomes for
Malango Ward or its C E As. S ome data is available from the 2012c13 National Household
Income and E xpenditure S urvey (HIE S ) and from the household survey conducted as part of
the S IA studies.
The HE IS calculated that the average annual household income for Guadalcanal was S BD$
58b556b or $1b126 per week. However there was a considerable range of incomesb hence the
median income was S BD $36b796b or $707 per week. By comparisonb the survey of
householders in the local communities found that that the average cash income for local
households was slightly lower than the provincial averageb that isb approximately S BD$ 875
35 per weekb and the median income was S BD$ 500. As with Guadalcanal province as a
wholeb the range of weekly cash incomes in 2013 was very wideb ranging from S BD$ 100 to
S BD$ 6000.
In addition to income generating activities of various kindsb some members of the
communities of the project area receive periodic payments from logging on customary landb
and until recentlyb from Gold mining royalties. S uch payments tend to be treated as windfall
income and used to purchase major items.
F igure 7c6 c W eekly cash incomes in S olomon Islands Dollars (S BD) for the sampled households in the study
area
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National data from the 2012c13 HIE S indicates that average annual household expenditure
in in Guadalcanal households was S BD$58b339 for an average household of 5.3 personsb
giving an average per capita expenditure of S BD 10b910; 91% was consumption
expenditureb of which food and noncalcoholic drink made up 45%b housing 18%b transport 11
%b and alcohol and tobacco 10%. No data on local household expenditure were collected in
the social survey.

A cces s to land
Access to land is crucial for subsistence and cash crop horticulture in the projectcaffected
communities. 2009 C ensus data show that 57% of households in the C ore Land
neighbourhood were owners of the land they usedb while 43% were “leasing land” under a
customary or private arrangement. Looking at the Bahomea districtb a similar proportion (of
the 353 households) were freehold ownersb 45% were customary leasingb and 10% (or 35
households) were leasing from the government.
The owners of the livelihood assets on land within the C ore Land include 9 individuals who
are known to be landowners of the customary landb and 4 individuals with rights to use
customary land. Of the 30 identified owners of assets on the Infrastructure C orridorb
including at the southern end of the corridorb 9 are C ore Land ownersb 11 are members of
other Malango tribesb and 6 are members the S arahi tribe c which is not one of the listed
Malango tribes.
All households that are legitimate residents of Bahomea have access to land as of rightb or if
not customary ownersb are allocated an area of land by the village chief on which to grow
food. This appliesb for exampleb to clergy and teachers who come and live in the area from
elsewhere. The asset survey showed that no squatters/informal settlers (who do not have
rights of access to customary land) will be affected by the TR HDP land acquisition and useb
including the Infrastructure C orridor. S ome squatters on registered land may be affected by
the creation of the Lungga Transmission C orridorb though that will depend on the route
chosen.

Diets and utilis ation of natural as sets
While participants in the community workshops claimed to use a wide range of natural food
resourcesb including fresh fish and wild gameb (Appendix B)b their use was not especially
evident in people’s diets as recorded in the household 24 hour meal recall survey. The
survey shows that households largely rely on shopcbought imported rice supplemented by
fresh garden produce from their own gardens and the market. C anned tuna (“taiyo”) is the
main source of protein for local householdsb and wild animal protein is not a regular or
significant part of their diets. This is consistent with the census data.
Despite local peoples’knowledge of the fish and animal species in the Tina and Ngalimbiu
catchment and wider districtb from a livelihoods point of view hunting is a minor activity and
essentially limited to periodic trips by youths and younger adults into the hinterland upstream
of the C ore Land including the future dam reservoir. As noted aboveb these trips are often
associated with getting wild pork for community events. The wide range of edible wild green
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leafed plants & ferns (“cabbage”)b fruitsb and nuts claimed to be harvested by local people in
the adjacent forests and river beds are not especially evident in their diets.
The wild food and game species available from the forestsb streams and wetlands also have
a role as ‘stocks‘ that can be drawn on when money for shop food is tightb when cash is
requiredb and in emergencies (e.g. climatic shocksb garden crop loss etc.). No accurate
assessment of such use has been done or indeed seems possible in the wake of the
announcements of the acquisition of the C ore Land and other land.
Arrangements are proposed between the TC LC and the developer/operator to allow hunting
and fishing on the forests of the C ore Land and upstream of the hydro reservoir to continue
in the future once construction activities are completed.

S helter
The dependence on forest materials for construction of houses and other buildings is evident
in the projectcaffected villagesb and is recorded in the census.
In 2009b within the C ore Land neighbourhoodb 67 of the 86 households (78%) had dwellings
with traditional sago palm thatch roofsb 30 (35%) had walls made of plaited bush materials
and the remaining 53 had wooden wallsb mostly consisting of planks produced locally by
chainsawcbased millers who may be the home owners themselves.
S ago palm leaves and bamboos are sourced from trees located close to villagesb and these
trees may be individually owned. Posts and poles are taken from accessible forest areas
(that isb within a few hours walkb including the C ore Land). S awn timber is purchased from
logging companies and/or local smallcscale sawmillers.
Traditional houses have a limited life and need to be replaced or repaired periodically. Local
community members reported the working life of various components of a local traditional
house as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

thatched roof c 5c10 years depending on the quality;
woven bamboo or rattan walls c up to 20 years;
wood planked walls – up to 20 years;
loya cane for lashing – 8c10 years;
split cane/bamboo flooring c up to 8 years;
hard timber wood flooring – up to 20 years;
framing – hard wood posts and rafters etc. – up to 20 years.

In addition to having access to their own resourcesb local people are able to obtain materials
from neighbours and from merchants and markets located in Honiara.
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F igure 7c7 Local use of traditional materials & wood for dwellings and fuel

Household use of local resources for housing &
fuel

W alls c mainly traditional materials (rattanb leaf)
W alls – mainly wood
F loors – mainly traditional materials
(earth/stone)
F loors – mainly wood
R oof – mainly traditional materials (palm thatch)
C ooking energy – mainly wood or coconut husk

Project neighbourhood
c
% of households
(n=86)
34.9
61.6
54.7

Bahomea district (5
E As)
% of households
(n=353)
37.4
60.1
19.3

44.2
77.9
100.0

76.5
72.8
99.2

S ource: 2009 C ensus of population and households

Household energy
All local households make use of wood and/or coconut husks for cooking (Table 6.5). Wood
fires are also used for heating. In the project areab this material is typically sourced from the
adjacent forest marginsb garden clearing slashb waste from logging operations and smallc
scale sawmilling. S ome may purchase firewood from neighbours or merchants located in the
various markets in Honiara. In November 2015 a 25 kg bundle of woodb considered enough
for 3 to 4 days cookingb cost S BD20.
Using 1999 census datab S PR E P estimated the national household wood and coconut husk
consumption at 311 million kg (311b000 tonnes) per annum. This equates to an average of
512 kg per annum per woodcusing householdb or approximately 42.5 tonnes for the
households of the C ore Land neighbourhood. At today’s pricesb the average annual firewood
bill for a household would be in the order of S B$410 if bought in the market.

V UL NE R A B L E HOUS E HOL DS
WB policies require that particular attention is paid to vulnerable peopleb especially those
below the poverty lineb the landlessb the elderlyb women and childrenb indigenous peoplesb
ethnic minoritiesb or persons who may not be protected through national land compensation
legislation. Vulnerable or atcrisk groups may include people whob by virtue of genderb
ethnicityb ageb physical or mental disabilityb economic disadvantage or social status may be
more diversely affected by displacement than others and who may be limited in their ability
to claim or take advantage of resettlement assistance and related development benefits.
In the context of S olomon Islandsb those who might be especially vulnerable to experiencing
negative livelihoods outcomes due to compulsory land acquisition could include:
6
6
6

any household that is dependent on products from the acquired land as its main source
of income and which will lose a significant proportion of those assets;
disabled personsb especially those reliant on easily accessible gardensb produce and
materials that are located on the acquired land;
the elderly owners of affected assetsb especially those living alone;
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6
6

womencheaded households without adult males that lose livelihoods assets;
households without ownership or access rights to local land who lose assets in the
infrastructure corridor.

As part of LALR P implementationb additional data on the vulnerability of affected households
should be gathered and additional assistance provided where required. Additional
assistance could includeb for exampleb improved access to health careb assistance with
subsistence food productionb improvements to housing and household amenityb and
assistance with establishing alternative income sources.
No affected households have yet been identified as ‘poor’b howeverb this will need to be
reviewed and confirmed through a survey of vulnerable persons to be undertaken as set out
in C hapter 9.
It is difficult to define ‘poor’in the context of the affected communities. There is no national
minimum standard provided for S olomon Islands. The HE IS calculated that average incomes
for local households in the project area was slightly lower than the provincial average ($875
compared to $1126). Howeverb as discussed in section 7.10.4b the most important source of
income among those in the C ore Land neighbourhood was “other source”b which includes
periodic or ‘windfall’payments such as royalties from commercial logging and gold mining
(Gold R idge)b and income from smallcscale sawmilling. These windfall payments make
determining an ‘average’income for a household more difficult. One reference for a national
standard that could be applied is the minimum wage for S olomon Islandsb currently set at
S BD $4 per hourb36 equating to an average full time gross weekly wage of $160 S BD. The
Monitoring and E valuation S pecialist will assist the PO to determine the appropriate baseline
data to be collected to inform a definition of ‘poor’and the appropriate minimum standards to
be applied to the identification of ‘poor’persons.
In S olomon Islands societiesb as in local society and communitiesb females are
comparatively more disadvantaged in that they:
6
6
6
6
6
6

have shorter lifespans than their male counterpartsb
have poorer nutritional statusb
have lower levels of educational attainment
have lower personal incomesb
often do not feel safe in their own communitiesb and
do most of the household’s domestic manual work.

The gender division of labour for local communitiesb including the C ore Land neighbourhoodb
was documented in the household survey in 2013. It showsb as did previous surveys in the
1990sb that woman and girls are largely (and sometimes solely) responsible for the
household and family maintenance activitiesb livestock careb planting and cultivating food
gardensb harvesting cropsb marketingb purchasing of suppliesb and care of household
finances. Howeverb they do not yet have a significant role in landcrelated decision makingb
even though inheritance is matrilineal (S ee Appendix D).

36 Labour Act s31b see Minimum Wage Orderb Legal Notice No.31b Gazetted 23 April 2008
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Women themselves report that senior men typically take control as trustees over rent &
royalty money paid to the land owners by logging companies and mining companiesb and
then spend a significant proportion of it on drinkingb gambling and their own advancement.
The same happens with the share of money that is distributed to the members of the tribe.
S o despite the matrilineal system of inheritanceb patriarchy has become increasingly the
norm in traditional communities that become involved in commercial resources exploitation.
Targeted mechanisms to address this issue in relation to the payment of compensation to
the C ore Land Tribes are set out in C hapter 6.
With respect to individually owned livelihood assetsb the survey found that 28 (78%) of the
asset owners are males and 8 (22%) are femalesb including widows who have gardens
located close to their homes. Given that females do most of the work associated with
gardensb the asset “ownership” may reflect the tendency for women to move to their
husband’s village after marriage.
Based on the asset surveyb no persons with significant disabilities are known to be losing
personal or household livelihoods assets. Howeverb 2 of the 36 PAPs are noted as being
elderly and potentially more vulnerable to a disruption in their livelihoods.
R ecognising the comparative disadvantage of womenb the PO put in place measures to
ensure thatb for this projectb each individual C ore Land owner receives his or her share of the
S IG’s compensation payment for the C ore Landb and has an inalienable share of the C ore
Land owning company which will receive rent for the use of the land by the project. These
include a full register of individual tribal membersb individual bank accountsb and individual
shareholdings. The PO has also required each of the C ore Land owning tribes to include
women in the signing of the process agreement for acquisition of the landb which was
accompanied with a payment from the S IGb and to include women in its corporate
governance structure.
As far as can be ascertained in the asset survey and community consultationsb no ethnic
minorities or households without ownership or access rights to local land will be affected by
loss of livelihoods assets due to the land acquisition for the TR HDP (see section 6.5).
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8 IMP AC TS OF THE PR OJ E C T ON L IV E L IHOODS

T HE MAIN E F F E C TS
The principal effects of the land acquisition for the Project will be:
1) the loss of future income by customary land owning tribes due to their loss of ability
to harvest commercially valuable timber trees on the C ore Land;
2) a reduction in the stock of planted and wild foodsb other nonctimber forest productsb
and food gardens located on the C ore Land and in the Tina infrastructure corridor
where land disturbance and construction take place;
3) a temporary loss of access to the C ore Land for huntingb fishingb gatheringb and
harvesting of materials for medicinalb construction and other uses;
4) the loss of physical assetsb such as roadside market stands and pathwaysb and
livestock pens that need to be removed to make way for construction in the
Infrastructure C orridor.
No homes will be required to be removed or relocated for the Project.

L OS S OF C OMME R C IA L L Y cV A L UAB L E F OR E S T
429ha of customarily owned land was acquired as “C ore Land” in order to build and operate
the Project. This C ore Land was owned by 5 tribes of Malango peopleb with a total registered
membership of 777. The land will be transferred to joint ownership between the original
owners and the S IG in 2017. The owning tribes are
6
6
6
6
6

R oha tribe: 168 members
Buhu Garo tribe: 65 members
Kochiabolo tribe: 109 members
UlunacS utahuri tribe: 435 members
V iurulingi tribe: 4 members

The C ore Land was independently surveyed as part of the government’s compulsory
acquisition processb and found to contain 172ha of ‘natural forest area’which held 24b768m3
of commercial timber (S irikolob 2015). The value of this forest resourceb at 2015 market
ratesb was S BD$28b111b581 which would yield net payments for the owners of up to
S BD$5b186b400 c divided according to the share of the forest on each tribe’s land. The value
of the expected income from the exploitation of the commercial timber resource was
included in the compensation offer made by the S IG to the customary owners. None of the
five land owning tribes appealed the amount of compensation offered. This process is
discussed in C hapter six.
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L OS S OF NONcTIMB E R F OR E S T R E S OUR C E S
C ore land assets
Loss of planted and wild foodsb nonctimber forest productsb and food gardens on the C ore
Land and Infrastructure C orridor has implications for households that exercise their
customary rights to harvest wild foods in common ownership. These include bananasb fruitsb
ngali nutsb and fern greens for home consumption and sale. Howeverb most commercially
valuable food trees on the C ore Land and in the Infrastructure C orridor are “owned” by
particular individuals and households.
As outlined aboveb the main users of the C ore Land (including the S outhern Infrastructure
C orridor) reside in the “Core Land Neighbourhood”. S ection 6.2 describes that there are over
600 people living in this areab of whom approximately 255 are customary land owners and
274 are members of other Malango tribes.
Almost every household in this neighbourhood produces food for home consumption but
only one household has a food garden within that part of the C ore Land south of the
Infrastructure C orridor. While their main source of cash income is from “other sources”b such
as small scale saw milling and royaltiesb almost all households earn money from selling
produce (most commonly vegetables and betel nutsb some of which come from the C ore
Land). Note that collecting wild foods and bush materialsb like huntingb is carried out over a
much greater area of Tina R iver C atchment than just the C ore Land.
Table 8.1 summarises the productive assets identified in the survey of the C ore Land. Two
thirds of the assets belong to customary land owners and their householdsb and about one
fifth are in common ownership. The balance of the recorded assets belong to members of
other Malango tribes.
F igure 8c1 Productive livelihood assets identified in the C ore Land

Banana Patches

R ow L abels

Number
33

Plants /items
255

F ruit and Nut patches

32

113

Garden patches
Planted C ommercial Tree
groups

1
1

S ago P alm patches

0

Total

67

*
2

* incomplete count
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The alignment of the site access roads within the C ore Land including those to the power
house and dam are not yet known (as opposed to the road alignment in the northern
infrastructure corridor which is known). It is therefore not known which specific assets will be
damaged or removed for the project. Because much of the area will remain undisturbed by
the constructionb many of the assets will continue to exist and in theory could be available to
the owner through proposed access arrangements during operationsb although access to
these assets will be restricted during the 3 year construction period. The owners therefore
will loseb at a minimumb 3 years’worth of production. At worstb they will lose all of the crops
that may have been produced for the remaining life of the asset (e.g. nut tree). F or the
purposes of the implementation of this LALR P all planted livelihood assets within the C ore
Land will be treated as lostb irrespective of whether they will be disturbed by construction.
Temporary loss of access to the C ore Land for hunting will reduce local people’s ability to
get wild pork and other game for community events that involve feasting. Howeverb most
hunting takes place across a much wider area and further into the mountainsb so the
reduction in the area available for hunting is likely to have only a minor and temporary effect
on livelihoods. Alsob construction activities may displace wild pigs into adjacent forest areasb
as has occurred in the past with commercial logging.
While some households value and make use of the identified assetsb the social assessment
studies suggest that the C ore Land is of minor importance in terms of most local households’
day to day or subsistence needs.

Infras tructure C orridor ass ets
Table 8c1lists the types of productive assets identified as lying in or immediately adjacent to
the Infrastructure C orridor – which could be lost to their owners.
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T able 8c1 c Productive livelihood assets in the Infrastructure C orridor

Banana Patches
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number
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Plants/items
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F ruit and Nut patches
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Planted C ommercial Tree
groups
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4

Total
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210*
12
31

* Incomplete count

T able 8c2 c Identified owners of livelihood assets in the Infrastructure C orridor (names removed for privacy)
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The asset survey also recorded the presence of 1 grave siteb and 2 huts used as roadside
stands for selling betelnut. The sago palm is primarily used as thatch for traditional leaf
houses.
Togetherb the loss of planted food crops and other natural capitalb if not adequately replacedb
could result in hardship and poorer nutrition for some householdsb and increase consumption
of shop food such as riceb noodlesb and canned fish – providing they have access to cash to
pay for it.
The effects of the land acquisition for the P roject will be mitigated by:
6

6

the terms of the land lease between the future C ore Land owners (the Tina C ore
Land C ompany) and the S pecial Purpose Vehicle owned by K orea Water and S IG)
regarding community use of the C ore Land and its resources during the operational
period(e.g. for huntingb collectingb and transit); and
the livelihoods protection and restoration arrangements put in place through this
LALR P.

Arrangements for these are discussed in C hapter 9.

E F F E C TS ON VUL NE R AB L E PE R S ONS AND C OMMUNITIE S
The World Bank advises that the poor and vulnerable can be more severely affected by
involuntary resettlement and economic displacement than others. Vulnerable persons
typically include the poorb the elderlyb the handicappedb womenb childrenb indigenous peopleb
social minoritiesb and those without land rights. These various sections of the populations of
the communities affected by the land acquisition have been described in S ection 7.
The incidences of disabilities in 2009 among people in the communities where the C ore
Land users reside has been described in section7. None of the assets owners in 2015 was
recorded as having a handicap.
In 2009 there were 18 femalecheaded households in the two C E As likely to be affected by
project land acquisitionb and 15 of them did not have a male partner. This could render them
vulnerable through lack of inclusion in local decision making. The livelihood asset survey
found that 7 females owned a total of (at least) 133 of the identified assets: 3 of these female
owners are known to be aged 70 or over and 2 are known to be widows.
Based on the livelihood asset surveyb the land acquisition and development for the project is
unlikely to impact on any of the livelihoods assets of the informal settlers /squatters known to
be living on the government land and abandoned plantations at the northern end of the
project area. Alsob providing the water supply stream near Marava that feeds V erakabikabi
village is protected during the infrastructure corridor development work around Marava and
R ateb there should be no negative effects on the ‘formal’Weather C oast settler community.
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Most households are poor by international standards. Howeverb most are comparatively rich
in terms of natural capital in the form of customary /collectively owned land and natural
resources. The only data available on household incomes for the PAPs comes from the
2013 survey conducted as part of the S IA studies. It indicates that the average weekly cash
income for the households of the C ore Land neighbourhood was S BD$1b400 (or
approximately S BD$70b000 per annum)b and S DB$1b164 (approximately S BD$ 58b214 per
annum) for the households in the northern part of the Infrastructure C orridor. On averageb
both areas have higher cash incomes than elsewhere in Guadalcanal. Not counting the
value of subsistence production. F rom the evidenceb it is not anticipated that any of the
project affected households are likely to lose 10% or more of their cash or subsistence
incomes due to loss of assets in the C ore Land.
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9 L IV E L IHOODS R E S TOR ATION

A P PR OAC H TO L IV E L IHOODS R E S TOR ATION
The World Bank required livelihood restoration. The aim here is to ensure that the livelihoods
of people affected by the land acquisition for the Tina Hydro development are maintained at
the same levelb and preferablyb improved – both in terms of sustainability and standard. The
aim is also to ensure that the standard of living is improved for the poor and vulnerable.
The consideration of livelihoods restoration measures and entitlements outlined below has
been guided by the findings of the social studies and consultations carried out as part of the
project planningb along with the documented socioceconomic and cultural circumstances of
those likely to be affected by the project land acquisition. These have been developed as a
set of principles that have been subject to discussion with affected landownersb P O officersb
and other stakeholders. These principles are:
6 do no harm to the livelihoods and property of local householdersb and preferably
improve their wellcbeing;
6 avoid disruption and damage to villagesb homes and other structures;
6 do not increase social and economic disadvantage and inequality;
6 protect affected peoples’livelihoods where possibleb and maintain access to
livelihoods assets;
6 protect essential infrastructure such as water suppliesb village access pointsb schoolsb
churchesb and meeting places;
6 if assets are taken and restoration is requiredb it should focus on existing sustainable
livelihoods strategies and assets;
6 improve the situation of women and other vulnerable persons;
6 avoid substituting real livelihoods with cash compensation paycouts;
6 where cash compensation is provided to tribes and householdsb make sure female
members receive a fair shareb and the money is not wasted.
These principlesb along with WB and S olomon Islands legal requirementsb are embedded in
the proposed livelihood restoration measures and entitlements described below.

L IV E L IHOODS P R OTE C TION A ND R E S T OR A TION ME C HA NIS MS
As specified in the entitlements matrix belowb a range of mechanisms and actions are
proposed to protect and maintain the livelihoods of those potentially affected by the
acquisition of the land for the Tina Hydro project. These are:
6 Locate the project infrastructure and construction activities where they will do the
least damage to people’s livelihoods and property. The choice of dam and
powerhouse sites and the proposed alignment of the infrastructure corridor (road and
transmission lines) willb it is believedb avoid the need for resettlement of any
households or their dwellings.
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6

6

6
6
6

6

Provide sufficient lead time for threatened assets and their owners to be clearly
identifiedb and to enable owners to establish replacement assets and maximise
returns from existing gardens etc.
R eplace lost assets within the acquired land with similar assets at the same or better
standard to ensure continuity of current livelihoods. This will be achieved through
provision of materialsb seedlingsb labourb and expertise.
E mploy able youth in the local communities to undertake reestablishment of gardenb
tree plantings etc. to provide them with employment experience and training.
Provide incentives for owners of natural assets such as food gardensb fruit and nut
treesb timber treesb and structures to recestablish these assets.
F or temporary or permanent loss of common property or shared livelihoods assetsb
the assets will be replaced where possible by the project or compensation will be
paid into a collective fund to be used for community social and economic
development and customary events.
Provide funds and training programmes to enable especially disadvantaged and
vulnerable owners and users of assets to improve their wellbeing and build more
sustainable livelihoods.

IMPAC TS A ND C OMPE NS A TION A ND R E S TOR A TION R E S P ONS E S
The following matrix Table 9.1 provides the programme for livelihoods restoration for those
affected by the acquisition of land for the TR HDP. This intended to specify the intervention
logic for livelihoods restorationb along with specific policies and actions.
Table 9.2 presents the proposed interventions for vulnerable persons and women potentially
affected by the project land acquisition. The latter caseb the focus is also on long term
improvement in women’s circumstances and addresses their underdevelopment in the
communities associated with the P roject.
The actions/interventions described on both tables are intended to protectb restoreb and
where possible improve the livelihoods of all persons and their households affected by the
acquisition of land for the construction and operation of the projectb with a particular
emphasis on improving the livelihoods of vulnerable groups. The proposed actions are
derived from:
6
6
6
6

Legal requirementsb especially the compensation offers from the C ommissioner of
Lands to the C ore Land Owners
Ideas and suggestions raised during community consultations by the PO and the
E S IA team with communities and land owners
C ompensation and entitlement proposals from the E nvironmental and S ocial Impacts
Management plan (2016)
S uggestions and proposals from consultation meetings with the two main affected
groups of villagersb that is – the C ore Land Neighbourhoodb and in the
neighbourhood of the northern section of the proposed Infrastructure C orridor LBlack
Post R oad].

The plan is organised according to the needs of particular affected partiesb that is:
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6
6
6
6
6
6
6

The customary land owners;
The owners of the assets on the C ore Land;
The users of the assets on the C ore Land;
The owners of assets on the Infrastructure C orridor land;
The owners of registered land in the infrastructure corridor – not subject to
involuntary resettlement;
V ulnerable groupsb including the poorb handicappedb elderly; and landless/outsiders;
Women owners and users of affected livelihoods assets.

A S S E T V A L UE S
The asset survey recorded the known livelihoods and cultural assets on the C ore Land and
the Infrastructure C orridor land. R ecording included the GPS coordinatesb photographic
recordb type of assetb a detailed descriptionb quantities/counts (of treesb plants etc)b and
owner. This information as used to calculate the dollar value of each asset.
The PO has proposed that that for the purpose of calculating losses and compensationb
assets be valued at market rates– which is in line with the approach of the WB. Howeverb the
only official S IG guide available for valuing crops and trees for compensation purposes is the
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development’s (MALD) “C rop C ompensation R ate”
which was gazetted in 1985. This schedule of rates continues to be used by government in
its official dealingsb and has therefore been used for valuing the assets identified in the 2015
asset survey. These official rates are well below local peoples’understandings of the market
value of their cropsb and should not be used for calculating compensation or the cost of
livelihoods restoration activities fort the TR HDP.
To enable the PO to put in place a fair compensation regimeb prior to the PO settling the
compensation for individually owned assets (as per the plan below)b MALD should urgently
carry out a survey of retail crop prices in the Honiara C entral Market and make an interim
revision to its compensation schedule for use in this LALR P. F ailing thatb the MALD should
revise the existing schedule by adjusting for inflation as per the C onsumer Price Indexb using
technical advice from the S olomon Islands C entral Bank. S upporting provincial level data on
cost etc are available from the 2012c13 HE IS . The current cost of building materials for the
replacement of huts and animals shelters etc can be also be ascertained from the Honiara
C entral Market.
The PO will assess the adequacy of the valuations established by MALD to ensure
compensation at market rates. In circumstances where MALD do not revise the existing
schedule in accordance with the implementation timelines for the LALR Pb PO are to ensure
the application of current market values.
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E NTITL E ME NTS MAT R IX
F igure 9c1 C ompensation and restoration plan: responsesb entitlementsb and implementation

A ffected persons

People/ plac es

Impacts

L ivelihoods
cons equences

L ivelihoods R espons es

A ctions

R es ponsibilities for
actions

Propos ed Timeframe

C us tomary L and
owners
Members of the customary
land owing tribes of the
C ore Land.
i.e.b R oha tribe (168
members)b Buhu Garo tribe
(65 members)b Kochiabolo
tribe (109 members)b Ulunac
S utahuri tribe (435
members)b V iurulingi tribe
(4 named successors).
T otal of 777 registered tribal
members. Names provided
on tribal registers and
confirmed in cocoperative
society membership lists as
developed.

C ore land area 428 Ha
(including the S outh In
Infrastructure C orridor of
31.7ha. Defined in
landowner agreement
and mapped by
independent qualified
surveyor:
R ohac171ha ;
Bahucgaro 161.5ha;
Kochiabolo 65.7ha;
UlunacS utahuri 29.9ha;
Viurulingi 14.0 ha

Permanent loss of
customary title to land.

R educed control over use
of customary land.

Permanent loss of rights
to 172ha of harvestable
natural timber trees
(total volume of
24b768m3 ).

Loss of future income to
tribal members from
logging royalties.

C ompensation packages to the
customary owners covering
considerationb at market ratesb for
the land and the commercial forest
on the land.
LC ompensation for loss of
improvements/livelihoods assets to
be compensated separately based
on assets survey.]

C ompensation for land and forest to
be paid into bank account held by
each tribe’s corporate entity and
dispersed in accordance with benefit
sharing arrangements in C ocop byc
laws. Payment to be made by S IG
once formal administrative and
governance arrangements in place.

Inventory and valuation of
commercial forest in C ore Land

POb C ommissioner
of Lands (C OL)

C ompleted. 2015

C ore Land (C L) valuation

POb V aluer Generalb
C OL
C OLb PO

C ompleted. April 2015

C ompensation Offers issued

C ompleted. August
2015

C ompensation offers accepted or
deemed to have been accepted
by tribes
T ribal registration/enrolment driveb
and creation of tribal member
registers for all Malango tribes
(PO)

C ore Land T ribes

POb T ribal chiefs

C ompleted 2016.
Ongoing updating
(tribal entities)

Bank accounts for each member
of the C L tribes to be opened.

POb ANZ Bank Pan
Oceanic Bank

Ongoing 2016c17.
R oha completed

Planning and establishing C oc
operative S ocieties for each C ore
Land T ribeb agreeing on
distribution and investment
proposalsb holding inaugural
AGMb establishing E xecutive
C ommittees with male and female
representativesb finalising and
updating tribal membership

POb C L T ribesb
R egistrar of C oc
operative S ocieties

R oha & Uluna S utahuri
established 2016.
Vuralingi formally
established J anuary
2017.
Other groups by J une
2017 (or asap before
project construction
commences)

C ompletedb 2015
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LC ompensation for other livelihoods
assets to be paid/provided to
individual/household owner ]

F inancial management and business
training for female and male
executive committee members of
each C ocoperative S ociety

Ongoing assistance to C ocoperative
S ocieties with Business Plan
Proposals and management of
business finances

Appointment of private
Administrator to oversee financial
transactions of C ocoperative
S ocieties

PO

C ompleted early 2016

Bank accounts for each member
of the C L tribes to be opened and
trust accounts opened for under
members of C L tribes under 18

POb P an Oceanic
Bankb ANZ

R oha completed early
2016.
Uluna S utahuri
completed December
2016. V uralingi
completed J anuary
2017.
Other tribes proposed
August 2017

Bank Account for each C oc
operative S ociety opened with at
least one female signatory and
Administrator signatory

POb P an Oceanic
Bank

R oha and Uluna
S utahuri completed
2016. V uralingi
completed J anuary
2017.
Other tribes proposed
2017

Payment from S IG escrow
account to C ocoperative S ociety
Account

POb C OLb MME R E b
ANZb POB

R oha and Uluna
S utahuri completed
2016. V uralingi
J anuary 2017. Other
tribesb October 2017

Payments from C ocoperative
S ociety Accounts to individual
tribal members overseen by PO

POb POBb ANZ

T raining provided to all members

POb S olomon
Islands S mall
Business E nterprise

R oha completed 2016.
Uluna S utahuri and
Vuralingi completed by
F ebruary 2017. Other
tribes by November
2017.
R oha and Uluna
S utahuri complete
2016

POb Administrator

R emaining tribes
following establishment
of executive
committees in 2017
Ongoing

Administrator engaged to advise
on and oversee transactions
relating to business plan
proposals as part of each C oc
operative S ocieties’investment
fund
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E stablishment of the T ina C ore Land
C ompany (T C LC ) with C L owners in
50:50 J V with S IG to hold the
registered title to the land. S hares in
proportion to the tribe’s share of the
acquired land.
T he T C LC will receive income from
leasing its land to the Developer
E ach C L owner group represented
on the board of the T C LC . S IG
representative as chairperson.
An annual royalty of 1.5% of the
amount paid by S IE A/S olomon
Power to the Operator under the
power purchase agreement. Income
to be distributed directly to each
tribal organisation in proportion to
land ownership

Members of the Malango and
Bahomea host communities to be
given priority access to locallyc
recruited employment on the
Project’s construction and operation.

R eturn of the registered land to the
original customary land owing group
in proportion to the group’s original
lost portion at the decommissioning
of the hydropower facility

E stablish T C LC and governance
arrangements (PO)

POb Attorney
Generals C hambers

By J uly 2017

Appoint/elect board members

POb T C LC b
Landowner entities

By J uly 2017

T erm of the Process Agreement
between S IG and C ore Land
T ribes

POb C L owner
entities

Agreement completed
2014.

T erm of Implementation
Agreement between S IG and
Developer (S PV ) and term of
Power Purchase Agreement

Agreements proposed
to be completed
October 2017.
Payments within 3
months of first PPA
capacity payments to
S IE A.
E stimated October
2017

Legal condition of Project
Documents (Implementation
Agreement)

Developerb PO

T raining needs survey & analysis

J S DF Projectb
Developerb PO

Within 4 months of
commencement of
J S DF Project

Provision of training to males and
females to enable local
communities to gain employment
of the project construction
T erm of Process Agreement
made in 2014.

J S DF Projectb
Developerb PO

Within 6 months of
commencement of
J S DF Project

Developer (if early
closure)b S IGb T C LC b
Ministry of
E nvironmentb T ribal
entities

By 2080 or upon
decision for any early
closure

Asset survey of C ore Land and
Infrastructure C orridor.
Assets mappedb describedb
quantifiedb valuedb and owners
identified.

PO

C ompleted 2016

F ollow up survey to document
individual asset owners'
circumstancesb and consult on
proposed
compensation/livelihoods
restoration

PO

November 2017

MOI regarding closure

C ore land ass et owners
Owners of livelihoods
assets on the main part of
the C ore land (excluding the
Infrastructure C orridor)

12 individualsb 9 of whom
are known to live in
MangagikikicVerkuji

Potential loss of 1 food
garden area

R educed supply of fresh
food for home and for sale;
reduced household
incomes

Maintain and improve continuity of
food availability and income.
Garden owner will receive practical
assistance to continue gardening
and food production outside of the
boundaries of the acquired land.
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PO
At least three months
in advance of date to
vacate.

Prepare and issue notice for asset
owners to vacate with advanced
warning

Owner of garden will have free
use of the identified area of
garden land for food production
until date specified in notice to
vacate

Asset ownerb PO

Until date to vacate.

Additional
compensation/livelihood
measures established for
vulnerable owners of affected
assets. T hese measures will be
based on specific circumstances
identified in follow up survey and
will be implemented on a case by
case basis (see below)

POb asset owner

Ongoingb completed by
date of vacation notice.

T he area for the new garden must
be identified by the owner of the
garden and their household and
approved by the landowner if
relevant.

POb asset holder

by date of notice to
vacate.

PO to confirm that appropriate
customary permission has been
received for the host land of all
resettlement. R esettlement will
occur on customary land under
customary arrangements. As
assets were previously on
customary landb asset owners will
continue to hold the same land
tenure as before relocation.
Provision of 3 days labour
(contracted locally) to clear the
new garden area and prepare for
planting under the guidance of the
Garden owner.
E ngageb trainb & equip workers
from the local youth population to
undertake asset recestablishment
work
Geocreferenced register of new
gardens created.

POb customary
landowners

Before work
commences on new
site

PO

1c3 months after notice
to vacate

POb village chiefsb

By date of notice to
vacate

PO

By 3 months after
notices to vacate
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Potential loss of trees
and tree cops: 255
bananasb 35 breadfruitsb
7 ngalinut b 2 betelnutb 2
cutnutb 1b lemonb 1
mangob 2 mahogany.

R educed supply of fresh
food for home and for sale;
reduced household
incomes

Maintain and improve continuity of
food availability and income by
providing planting materials and
labour to establish plantings

Pay compensation at market rates
for lost production

Members of land owing
tribes

Potential loss of 65
perennial ngali nut trees
by land owning tribes

loss of fresh food.
R educed food security

cC ash compensation for loss of
production from fruitcbearing trees
for the period needed to resume /
restore production to the original
level (Based on agronomic factors
and market value of lost production

Payment of a “garden rec
establishment cash grant” of S BD
$1000b payable after three
months if new garden of same
size is in production and
maintainedb to the owner’s
household.
F ree use of the identified trees
until date to vacate. T he owners
may retain the produce from
those trees up to that time.
F ree practical assistance with
replacement of treesb including
c free replacement tree seedlings
of same species for planting on
land outside of the boundaries of
the acquired land
c 3 days labour assistance with
replanting (contracted locallyb and
paid for by PO)
cC ash compensation for loss of
production from fruitcbearing trees
for the period needed to resume /
restore production to the original
level (Based on agronomic factors
and market value of lost
production.
Investigate local market rates for
particular produce.
C alculate compensation
paymentsb consult band pay to
asset owner
Identify tribes that own the trees
held in common using available
GPS information and survey of
tribal boundaries.
C onsultb make payments to land
owning tribes.
Where trees are owned by
individualsb pay to individual
owner of tree

PO

By 6 months after
notice to vacate.
Monitoring inspection

PO

Until date to vacate.

PO and asset owner

T o be completed
before date to vacate

PO

T o be completed
before date to vacate

PO

Monitoring visits

PO

by August 2017

C ore land users
Users of the C ore Land for
huntingb fishing and
gathering

Members and nonc
members of C ore Land
tribes. Includes male and
female residents of
villages near the C ore
Land (especially Koropab
Managikiki/ Verakujib
S engeb Valesala/Antioch)

Loss of access to area
for huntingb fishingb and
NT F P harvesting during
project construction.
Quantities unknown.

R eduction of protein in
some local household diets
(wild pigb possumb and
possibly fishb eel).

C ompensation for 3 years’worth of
loss of access to C ore Land.

T hree annual payments of S BD
$20b000to be made to a Bahomea
community grant fund for the
purchase pigs and other produce
for community eventsb regardless
of tribal affiliation.

Administration and
disbursements from
F und to be managed
by PO

Payments to be made
annually throughout
the year as
appropriateb with
reference to timing of
community events

R eplace/offset lost fishery

Investigate fishery for hydro lake
and establish if feasible

POb Developer

by Y ear 1 of scheme
operation
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T emporary loss of direct
access through the
C ore Land to the Upper
C atchment for hunting
and fishing expeditions

R educed availability of wild
green vegetablesb
medicines etc

investigate and promote substitutes
where required

Longer journeys b work of
making new tracks

Investigate alternative access
arrangementsb noting that existing
road on T ina R iver right bank may
provide suitable alternative.
R ecestablish noncextractive
customary use of C L area

E stablish home garden
improvement programme for C ore
Land Neighbourhood
C ommunities where appropriate
Provide free labour to create new
bycpass tracks/routes if required.

POb Ministry of
Agricultureb women's
groups

by date of notice to
vacate

POb village chiefs

by beginning of project
construction

Define noncexclusion area to be
used after hydro scheme is
operational
Permit and monitor noncextractive
use of remaining C L forest areas.

Developerb T C LC

by Y ear 1 of scheme
operation

Developerb T C LC

by Y ear 1 of scheme
operation
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Infrastructure corridor as s et owners
T he owners of assets
located in Infrastructure
corridor

30 identified personsb
including 7 womenb and
their households from
villages adjacent to the
corridor

Loss of 16 active
gardensb with a total
area of approximately
4300 sq.mb containing
cassavab and assorted
mixed crops in various
stages of development
(2 fallow garden
patches)

R educed livelihoods asset
base for Bahomea
communities;
R educed food supply &
security;
R educed household
incomes;
R educed availability of
homecgrown and collected
food for householdsb and
related increased use of
shop food.

Maintain and improve continuity of
fresh food availability and income by
establishing replacement gardenb
providing planting materials and
labour. Provide compensation as
required

Maintain and improve continuity of
fresh food availability and income by
establishing replacement gardenb
providing planting materials and
labour. Provide compensation as
required

Loss of fruit treesb
including:
197 bananasb 12 mango
(1 in common)b 8
breadfruitb 2 malay
appleb 1 guavab
Loss of nut trees
including: 44 coconutb
25 betelnutb 20 ngali
nutb 1 cocoa
Loss of approximately
31 planted sago palms
(estimate value $1b550)

C ompensate for lost tree at market
rates
C ash compensation for loss of
production from fruitcbearing trees
for the period needed to resume /
restore production to the original
level. (Based on agronomic factors
and market value of lost production
Need to source building
materials from further afield
or marketb including cash
purchasing..

C ash compensation for loss of
production from fruitcbearing trees
for the period needed to resume /
restore production to the original
level. (Based on agronomic factors
and market value of lost production

Owner of garden will have free
use of the identified area of
garden land for food production
until date specified in notice to
vacate

POb S IE A

Until date to vacate

Prepare and issue notice for asset
owners to vacate with advanced
warning

POb S IE Ab

Deliver at least 3
months in advance of
date to vacate

T he area for the new garden must
be identified by the owner of the
garden and their household and
approved by the landowner if
relevant.

POb asset owner

by date of notice to
vacate

Provision of 3 days labour
(contracted locally) to clear the
new garden area and prepare for
planting under the guidance of the
Garden owner.

PO

1c3 months after notice
to vacate

Payment of a “garden rec
establishment cash grant” of S BD
$1000b payable after three
months if new garden of same
size is in production and
maintainedb to the owner’s
household.
F ree use of the identified trees
until date to vacate. T he owners
may retain the timber and
produce from those trees up to
that time.

PO

By 6 months after
notice to vacate.
Monitoring inspection

POb S IE A

Until date to vacate.

F ree replacement tree seedlings
of same species for planting on
land outside of the boundaries of
the acquired land

PO

1c3 months after notice
to vacate

F ree labour assistance with
replanting (contracted locallyb and
paid for by PO).

PO and asset owner

1c3 months after notice
to vacate

Pay compensation for all
productive trees as per December
2016 market value
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Loss of approximately
210 planted timber trees
(mahoganyb teakb koilo)
of varying ages

Loss of 2 market
stalls/huts

loss of future income

C ost of huts. T emporary
loss of trade.

C ompensate for lost tree at market
rates

Pay compensation for all
productive trees as per December
2016 market value

POb S IE Ab MOA

by date to vacate

C ompensation on market value
(assuming maturity)

Inventory and valuation by
qualified foresterb consultationb
and payment of compensation

PO

by August 2017

F ree use of the identified trees until
notice to vacate. Owners may retain
the produce and timber.

Issue notice to vacate

PO

expires on date to
vacate

C ompensation for cost of materials
and labour plus 50%

payment to owner of cost at
market rates

PO

by date to vacate

Price by negotiation on voluntary
sale basis.

C omplete sale and purchase
agreement

PO

By commencement of
construction

R egis tered land owners (voluntary acquisition)
Owners of registered land
acquired for the
infrastructure corridor

Perpetual estate and
fixed term estate title
holders:
Levers S olomons Ltd
(F T E holders – 12ha)b
Anglican C hurch of
Melanesia T rust Board
(11 ha).b
N Bobolib Urobob Bestab
S ekanib and S Boboli (1.2
ha)b
GPPOL as F T E holders
and N Bobolib Urobob
Bestab S ekani and S
Boboli as PE holders and
royalty recipients

Permanent loss of
registered land;
Loss of 1 mango tree

Loss 59 Oil Palm trees
and their future
production

C onsultation with GP POL
suggests area too minor a
proportion of lot to cause
changes to labour
requirements.

C ompensation included in purchase
price

PO
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F igure 9c9c2 V ulnerable persons and women’s development

A ffected persons
Vulnerable affected
persons and their
hous eholds (number
unknown)

People/ plac es

Impacts

T hroughout affected
communities. Includes
Asset owners and users
on C L and corridor land
who have significant
handicapsb are
unemployedb are elderly
living aloneb live in low
income hhdsb not a
member of indigenous
land owning tribes.

Potential for decreased
access to land for food
production and other
resourcesb

L ivelihoods
cons equences
Decreased fresh food
supply and food securityb
Decreased cash income.
Poverty

L ivelihoods R espons es
Protect and enhance V P’s
livelihoods
E nhance opportunities to improve
standard of living through grants and
employment
Avoid/R educe potential exposure to
reduction in quality of life

A ctions
Assess vulnerability of each
identified asset owner through a
survey of owners of garden and
fruit tree assets

R es ponsibilities for
actions

Propos ed Timeframe

PO

By December 2017

E stablish database of vulnerable
persons & households
Provide assistance to vulnerable
households informed by results of
survey and in consultation with
VPs. C ould include ensuring
payments ae made directly to
womenb assisting vulnerable
groups with bank account accessb
providing assistance with rec
establishing or enhancing
household food productionb
providing training and practical
assistance with income
generating activities (such as
niche cropsb handicrafts
developmentb homecbased small
enterprise. E tc)

PO with assistance
from NGOs and
development
agencies.

Identify people and households
dependent on fishing & gathering
on C L by consulting C LAsb &
village chiefs and senior women
to identify households where
hunting/fishing and gathering
makes up 10% or more of
livelihoods.

POb C LAb village
chiefsb

By December 2017

In addition to standard
livelihoods/compensation
measures aboveb provide the
affected hunting/fishing/gathering
household with comparable food
based on study results
(predominately fish and wild
greens) or store vouchers to the
value of $25b000 (being 50% of
average annual income for
Bahomea households)b provided
to the senior female of the
household.

PO

By date of notice to
vacate
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Women in affected
hous eholds

Households that lose
assets and/or income
throughout the villages of
Bahomea

R ange of livelihoods
Impacts more likely to
fall on women and
children

POb developer

Upon commencement
of jobs training
program as part of the
C ommunity Benefit
S hare P ilot
Begin by August 2017

Decreased wellbeing of
women & children

Where possibleb pay compensation
for lost assets into senior female’s
bank account
C onsult with women on
implementation of other assistance
(replacement gardens and assets)

Decreased wellbeing of
women & childrenb
Loss of livelihoods
development opportunities
Poverty/hardship

Provide training to local women in
alternative and enhanced
livelihoodsb and skills.

6 Potential training opportunities
raised in consultations include:
6 S ewing
6 F lower Arranging
6 handicrafts
6 Homecbased bakery

POb MAF b T ribal
entitiesb Ministry of
Women.

Begin by August 2017
– ongoing

Decreased wellbeing of
women & children

Plan livelihoods interventions in
close consultation with women in the
Bahomea community

E stablish women’s consultative
forumb with representation from
key villages and groups to deal
with livelihoods restoration
planningb women’s developmentb
and social impacts management.

POb C LAsb senior
village women

Begin by August 2017

C ompensation for lost
assets could be
captured by elites and
male household heads.

Loss of control over
essential household
resources

VPs provided with priority access
to training for suitable
employment in project
construction.
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C OMMUNIT Y B E NE F IT S HAR E S C HE ME
In addition to the livelihood restoration and improvement provisions set out in this LALR Pb
TR HDO PO proposes to prepare a benefit sharing fund for the communities of Malango and
Bahomea. All of the 27 tribesb and their approved settlers (including in the northern
infrastructure corridor)b are within Malango and Bahomea are within the benefit share
community. The proposal is detailed in the C ommunity Development Plan.
The fund is intended to provide development opportunities for the wider host community. As
suchb it is not intended to provide compensation or mitigation for land acquisition impacts or
livelihood losses of project affected persons. Measures to address safeguard requirements
are elsewhere addressed in this LALR P.
The C ommunity Benefit S hare is proposed as two components:

A precoperation C ommunity B enefit S hare Pilot
To prepare the community for the benefit share arrangementb the TR HDP and the World
Bank plan to pilot a project using the J apanese S ocial Development F und (J S DF ). The fund
is proposed to provide precoperation community infrastructures such as water supply and
electricity accessb as well as training for construction jobs. The J S DF is intended to provide
community benefits from the project before the power scheme becomes operational.
Importantlyb the J S DF funded activities will support the development of the management and
institutional arrangements for the ongoing management of revenue provided by the project.
This pilot stage shall design and establish the implementing body for the ongoing community
benefit share fund (post operation). It shall also facilitate the following three subcprojects:
6
6
6

E lectricity distribution to identified communities in the Bahomea and Malango Area;
Provision of precemployment training to members of the Bahomea and Malango
Area; and
Water supply identified for identified communities.

Ongoing C ommunity Benefit S hare from commenc ement of operation
The structure of the ongoing benefits sharing package is not yet finalised. This will be
completed as part of the overall financial structure of the Project in 2017. F unding is
anticipated to reflect a fixed percentage of the annual gross P PA price.
The internal management of the final fundb and its formal objectiveb will be designed in
partnership with the community under the J S DF C ommunity Benefit S hare Pilot project. The
fund is intended to focus on community benefits and services and is not intended to
incorporate cash payments. E arly consultations suggest that some key objectives of the fund
may include:
6
6

Permanent provision of reliable clean water supplies;
Provision of sanitation and drainage facilities with improved water supplies;
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6
6
6
6
6
6

Provision of better qualityb more accessible education for the young people of this
community;
Implementation of incvillage and residential training for local youth in technical skills;
Improvement of access to health servicesb especially for women and children;
S kills based training for women and utilisation of women’s centres;
Development of ecotourism opportunities in the C entral Guadalcanal areab involving
people of Malango District/ward; and
S upport for the development of local artisanalb homecbased enterprises that
maximise the benefits of electricity connectionb including low interest loansb
guaranteesb and insurance.

INS TITUTIONAL A R R ANGE ME NTS
This section provides details of the institutional arrangements of the implementation of the
LALR P. Institutional arrangements for the implementation of the E S MP are set out in section
13.8 of the E S IA and institutional arrangements for the implementation of the C ommunity
Development P lanb including the community benefit share fundb are provided in the C DP.

Project Office
The main agent for the implementation of the LALR P will be the Tina Hydro Project Office.
The Project Office has sufficient inchouse capacity to undertake these tasks with the
assistance of a locally engaged assets livelihood mapping and survey consultant. In addition
to its inchouse staffb the PO will have a panel of experts across the key environmental and
social themes (terrestrial ecologyb aquatic ecologyb land acquisitionb livelihood restoration
etc.) which it will be able to recruit at short notice should any specificb detailedb information
be required to ensure effective implementationb updating and monitoring of safeguard
instruments. F unding for these engagements is incorporated into C omponent 1 of the WB
proposal.
Proposed actions of the PO include:
6 Maintain existing community liaison committee for ongoing liaisonb awarenessb and
consultation with the project affected peopleb land owner groupsb and communities.
6 Appoint a women’s liaison and development officer to organise and facilitate
women’s participation in the plan implementation and monitoring.
6 In consultation with affected communitiesb establish and operate a system for
receivingb recordingb and resolving projectcrelated community complaints and
livelihoods restoration grievances
6 Maintain a register of affected livelihoods assetsb including the location of
replacement assets
6 C onduct additional assessments and valuations of assets as requiredb including of
commercial timber stocks on Infrastructure C orridor land
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6

6
6
6
6
6

Maintain the C ore Land Tribal membership registers for the C ocoperative S ocieties
and support the Matrilineal Membership C ommittees of each society to maintain the
registers.
E stablish the various proposed institutions/entities such as the TC LC b the tribal
entities (cooperative societies)b and community fund.
E stablish systemsb processesb and resources for delivering of the various livelihoods
interventions and entitlements.
Manage funds (compensationb community development funds etc)b and reporting
system
F acilitate interactions and communications between various organisations involved in
livelihoods restoration actions and plan implementation.
R ecruit an independent specialist to conduct 6 monthly independent assessments of
the livelihoods restoration plan implementationb and report to PO and community
liaison committees.

As per the requirements of the World Bankb all proposed compensation payments should be
madeb livelihoods restoration activities planned and agreedb and grievance mechanism put in
place prior to the land vacation date and commencement of construction of the project –
including the Infrastructure corridor/access road.
Other participants in the plan include the project constructorb various government
departments including the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestockb the Ministry of F orests
(and/or forestry consultants)b Ministry for Womenb training providersb community groups
providing labour and materials for restoration activities.

The Developer
The Project developer will also have a role in implementing livelihoods restoration and
protection measures. Its key contribution will be:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Produce detailed designs for the scheme infrastructure that avoid creating risks to
houses and structures located near the acquired project land
During constructionb putting into place and adhering to protection measures for
sacred sitesb gravesb cultural and archaeological sitesb and valued community assets.
E stablishing a compensation fund to cover accidental (unplanned) damage to private
and community land and assets outside of the acquired land
Implementing the E nvironmental and S ocial Impacts Management Plan
Participating in community liaison activities of the project office including meetings
with the community liaison committees and consultation with community leaders
E stablishing and implementing an auditable system for recording and acting on
environmental issues raised by community members.
E ngage specialist independent consultants for reviewing the performance of the
impact management plan.
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Independent S IA and livelihoods s pecialist
As notedb the Project office and the developer together need to engage the services of
independent external consultant to:
6
6
6
6

6

R egularly review the implementation of the environmental and social impacts
management plan;
R egularly review the implementation of the livelihoods protectionb compensationb and
restoration activities;
R egularly review the performance of the community engagement plans of the
developer and the Project office;
R eview the effectiveness and performance of the Gender Action Plan and measures
intended to manage the effects of the project on women and on affect vulnerable
people ;
E valuate the outcomes of the livelihoods restoration activities and plan.

IMPL E ME NTA TION S C HE DUL E b R E S PONS IB IL ITIE S b AND B UDGE T
Table 9c1proposes an implementation schedule for the range of activities that are need to
a understand and manage the impacts of the land acquisition for the project on the
livelihoods of the people of the project area;
build sufficient capability to carry out livelihoods restoration;
plan and implement a range of proposed livelihoods restoration and protection
activitiesb that utilises culturally appropriate processesb and is realistic about the
capacity of local communitiesb institutions and agencies to deliver on those activities
in a timely fashion;
d reflect and learn from the actions taken.
E stablishing the timing of the multitude of activities is difficult given that compensation and
restoration arrangements must be put in place prior to the construction of the project
commencing. According to the WB requirementsb all matters of compensation and
livelihoods restoration need to be settled prior to the acquisition of people’s land and assets.
Howeverb such formal acquisition has already taken place and the planning for the
development is well advanced. Negotiations over terms of compensation and benefits
sharing are also well advancedb and are following the prescribed path under the Lands and
Titles Act.
The list of activities in Table 9c1and their timing should therefore be read in the light of the
action already taken by the C ommissioner of Lands and the Project Office to advance the
projectb with a high level of involvement by the affected communities and with their approval.
Proposed timetabling for livelihood restoration activities will need to be aligned with the
TR HDP project implementation once finalised.
Activities must be initiated byb or completed byb the date for the vacation of the acquired
land.
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Table 9c1 – Tina Hydro Livelihoods R estoration Plan Implementation S chedule

Ac tion

L ead
Organisation
Project office

As s isted by

A ppoint livelihoods res toration
women’s officer

Project office

C ommunity leaders of men
and women

Updating and confirmation of tribal
regis ters for cocoperative s ociety
membershipb photographing and
opening bank accounts for each
member
C ompletion of the ass ess ment and
valuation of commercial timber
plantations (in infras truc ture
corridor) and minor structures
Draft L AL R P including register of
as s ets and owners affected by the
land acquis ition has been consulted
and public ly disc losed..
C ons ultations to occurred in pijin in
affected communities . C opies of the
draft plan were made available to
communities.
C onduct cons ultations over
replacement or exis ting alternatives
of community as sets and
infrastructure (S enge pathway and
C L bus h tracks). Identify new route/s
and cons truct as appropriate

Project office

Matrilineal Membership
C ommitteesb local
consultant

Project office

A ppoint livelihoods res toration
manager

C ompletion
deadline
Within 3 months of
World Bank
funding availability
Within 3 months of
World Bank
funding availability
ongoing

B udget es timate in
S BD
$150b000

F inancing
Arrang ements
S IG

$150b000

S IG

$25b000 per tribe x 3
remaining tribes =
$75b000

S IG

Professional forester and
local livelihoods consultant

Within 3 months of
World Bank
funding availability

$12b000

S IG

Project office

Assets surveyor

Prior to appraisal
by the World Bank

Nil.

N/A

Project officeb
developer

Developer

T o be completed
at least 1 month
prior to new routes
etc being required.

$30b000 – S tudies
$500b000 c $1 million
– Construction
E stimate

Part of
Developer
costs under
PPA – S et out
in E S MP of
E S IA

C ommunity leaders of men
and women
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Ac tion

L ead
Organisation

As s isted by

Upcdate asset surveys b es tablis h c utc
off date for entitlements. C lose off
the reg is ter of livelihoods and
community ass ets
S urvey of household and individual
as s et ownersb cutcoff date for
inclus ion of vulnerable persons and
identify measures to address
vulnerabilities (Vulnerable Pers ons
S urvey)
L AL R P updated to reflect Vulnerable
Persons S urvey

Project office

Assets surveyor

Project office

Local Livelihood Consultant

/ o sultatio a d dis losure offi al
L A L wt a d e title e t atrix

Project Office

L egal establishment of the remaining
C ore L and tribal entities
A ppointment of private Adminis trator
to oversee finances of cocoperative
s ocieties

Project office

Project office

Project office

R egistrar of C ocoperative
S ocieties Tribal leaders

C ompletion
deadline

Date of notice to
vacate

B udget es timate in
S BD

F inancing
Arrang ements

Nil.

N/A

By notice to vacate

$50b000

S IG

Within 1 month of
Vulnerable
Persons S urvey
completion
Upon completion
of final LALR P and
prior to any
implementation
activities identified
in the LALR P
J une 2017

Nil.

N/A

No additional – part of
ongoing PO activities
$200b000 per annum

S IG (existing
PO)
S IG
for 2017. After
2017 lease
payments from
Developer to
T C LC for Core
Land will be

2017
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Ac tion

L ead
Organisation

As s isted by

Provide financ ial management and
governance training to tribal
corporation board members
Paycout COL c ompensation to the
C ore L and tribal corporations

Project Office

S olomon Islands S mall
Business E nterprise Centre

COLb Project
Office

E s tablish the T C L C

Project office

S IE Ab relevant government
agencies

R ec ruitmentb training and equipping
of ass et reces tablishment crew (new
gardensb cultivationb tree plantingb
trac k making) from among loc al
youth

Project office

LR P managerb
training providerb
work supervisor

By date in notice to
vacate

C ompletion of replacement gardens

Project office

Asset recestablishment crew

Ins pections and mapping of as set rec
es tablis hment work
Payments of garden recestablishment
grants to households

Project office

Livelihoods mapping
consultant

Within 6 months of
date to vacate
ongoing

Project office

C ompletion
deadline

Ongoing –
December 2017

$70b000

F inancing
Arrang ements
used to cover
this cost
S IG

on establishment
of Tribal
corporations
J uly 2017

$18.086 million

S IG

$50b000 for meetings
and workshop costs.
Preparation part of
ongoing PO staff
costs
Labour costs: $70b000
(estimate $200 per
dayb 3 youth per
garden for 5 daysb
plus 3 youth for 10
days of tree
replanting)
Tree sapling cost for
estimate of 784
saplings: $100 x 784 =
$78b400
As above.

S IG

Within 6 months of
date to vacate

B udget es timate in
S BD

$20b000 for GPS
mapping
Garden
reestablishment
grants @ $1000 per

S IG

S IG
S IG
S IG
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Ac tion

L ead
Organisation

As s isted by

Update s c hedule of compensation
rates for fruit and nut

Ministry of
Agriculture and
Project Office

Project officeb market
researcher

Payment of c ompens ation to owners
of fruitb nutb and planted timber treesb
and s tructures

Project office

Payment of full cos ts of rec
es tablis hing any damag e to water
s upplies (located outside of acquired
land)b bridgesb cultural s itesb and
graves
Provis ion of prac tical labour support
for recestablishment or relocation of
community infras tructure within
acquired land if required (none
identified in s urveys )
C onduct livelihoods ass es s ments for
vulnerable affected households
reliant on hunting/fis hing/gathering
for more than 10% of livelihood
C reation of fund for compensation
for los s of ac ces s to common
hunting and gathering res ources.

Project office &
valuer

C ommunity leaders
Assets recestablishment
crew

Prior to the
commencement of
project
construction

Project office

LR P manager
Assets recestablishment
crew

Prior to the
commencement of
project
construction

Project office

Project office

C ompletion
deadline

May 2017 (and
then as required to
ensure market
rates are paid)
Date for vacating
land

May 2017

T C LC

Prior to the
commencement of
project
construction

B udget es timate in
S BD
garden x 17 gardens =
$17b000
$3b000

F inancing
Arrang ements

$90b000 (subject to
revision as per 8.4)
plus commercial tree
plantations (estimated
at $300b000b subject
to professional
forester valuation)
Part of Developer’s
cost of implementing
E S MP in E S IA

S IG

S IG

$10b000 if required

Part of
Developer’s
cost of
implementing
E S MP in E S IA
S IG

$80b000

S IG

$60b000 plus any one
off food
supplies/vouchers to
value of $25b000 to
any household

S IG
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Ac tion

L ead
Organisation

As s isted by

C ompletion
deadline

B udget es timate in
S BD
identified as losing
more than 10% of
livelihood. Assume 5 x
25b000 for budget
purposes
Part of R AP Manager
and Officer staffing
costs (above)

F inancing
Arrang ements

Monitoring and quarterly reports on
livelihoods reces tablis hment and
compens ation ac tivities

Project office

LR P manager

F rom May 2017 for
3 years

Prepare training plan and establish
s kills training for women of B ahomea

Project office

E s tablish and promulgate grievance
and is sues management s ystem in
consultation with the community

Project office

Woman's agenciesb
community members
C ommunity development
fundsb international aid
fundsb
LR P managerb C ommunity
members and leaders

$200b000

S IG

$50b000 for
community
consultation meeting
expenses.
Incorporated into PO
and R AP staff costs
Incorporated into PO
and R AP staff costs

S IG

Monitor and report on livelihoods
restoration iss ues and the
performance of the grievance
management s ystem
Update the Project community
s takeholder engagement plan to take
account of livelihoods res toration
activities
S ystematic evaluation and reporting
on the performance of the livelihoods
restoration programme

Project office

LR P manager

Project office

Developer

F ebruary 2017

Incorporated into PO
and R AP staff costs

S IG

Independent
reviewer

Project office and program
beneficiaries and
participants

2019b or as
required by the
World Bank.

$20b000 US per year
for two years =
$315b000 S BD

S IG

2017

Prior to
compensation for
assets
commencing

Ongoing from
initiation of system

S IG

S IG
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F INA NC ING A R R A NGE ME NTS
Table 8.3b final columnb sets out the financing arrangements for the LALR P.
The majority of the costs relating to the land acquisition will be financed by S IGb through an
allocation under the budget for the Ministry of Landsb Housing and S urvey for the land
acquisition.
The remaining costs included in the implementation schedule for completeness relate to costs
of the Developer under the PPAb as part of the Developer’s obligations under the E S IAb
including the E S MP in C hapter 13 of that document.
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F igure 9c3 R ecorded livelihoods assets on the acquired land (names of owners removed for privacy)

ID

C ATE GOR Y

ITE M(S )

No. of
ITE M(S )

ITE M DE S C R IP TION

1

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

8

Breadfruit trees along the eastern ridge a few metres from each other.

2

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

15

Ngali Nut trees along the eastern ridge a few metres from each other.

3

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

2

Mature tree

4

Garden

Mix crops

Garden recently planted with cassavab potatob etc

5

S ago Palm

S ago P alm

Not
assessed
2

6

Garden

Kasava

28

Garden recently planted and contains young kasava

7

Garden

Mix crops

C assava garden with potato mounds already harvested.

8

F ruit T ree

Mango

Not
assessed
1

9

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

2

Mature Plants

10

F ruit T ree

Bettlenut

1

Mature P lants

11

Banana Patch

Banana

9

50% are Mature Plants

12

F ruit T ree

Bettlenut

2

Mature P lants

13

F ruit T ree

Mango

1

Y oung Plant

14

Garden

Mix crops

15

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature P lant

16

S ago Palm

S ago Palm

3

Y oung Plants

17

F ruit T ree

Bettlenut

1

Mature P lant

18

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Mature P lant

19

Banana Patch

Banana

29

Y oung Plants & Mature Plants

20

F ruit T ree

Bettlenut

21

Y oung and mature trees.

21

S tructure

House

1

Morocstyle house made of local materials.

22

S tructure

House

1

Incomplete house made of local materials

23

S tructure

House

1

Incomplete low house made of local materials c only roof.

Y oung plant.

Mature

Garden beside the main house.
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24

S tructure

House

1

C omplete houseb local materials.

25

F ruit T ree

Pomelo

1

Noncbearing mature plant.

26

Planted C ommercial Tree

Mahogany

W ood lot estimated to be more than 100.

27

S tructure

Hut

Not
assessed
1

28

S tructure

House

1

29

F ruit T ree

Mango

2

Managikiki E C E C lassroom. Built with timber and galvanized corrugated
iron.
Y oung plants.

30

F ruit T ree

Mango

2

Y oung plants.

31

Planted C ommercial Tree

Mahogany

1

Y oung plant.

32

S tructure

Hut

1

Bettlenut Market Hutb recently built (2015).

33

S tructure

House

1

House built with local materials and rough sawn timber.

34

F ruit T ree

Mango

3

V ery young plants.

35

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung plant.

36

F ruit T ree

Pinepple

1

Noncbearing mature plant.

37

Planted C ommercial Tree

T eak

36

Approximately 15c25 years old trees.

38

Planted C ommercial Tree

T eak

R efer ID 37

39

Banana Patch

Banana

1

Y oung plant.

40

Garden

None

0

Garden left to fallow.

41

Banana Patch

Banana

34

Patches of banana plants in the bushes down the slope. Not well kept.

42

Planted C ommercial Tree

Koilo

41

Approximately 15c25 years old trees.

43

Planted C ommercial Tree

Koilo

R ef ID 42

44

Planted C ommercial Tree

Koilo

R ef ID. 42

45

Banana Patch

Banana

26

Banana patches not well kept.

46

Banana Patch

Banana

30

Banana patches not well kept.

47

Banana Patch

Banana

4

Banana patches not well kept.

48

Garden

None

0

R ecently cleared plot forb assumed gardening.

49

Banana Patch

Banana

1

S ingle mature banana plant.

50

Planted C ommercial Tree

T eak

3

Y oung trees.

51

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung dwarf coconut tree.

Hut for Managikiki E C E outdoor activities.
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52

Garden

Mix crops

53

Garden

Mix crops

54

Garden

Mix crops

55

S ago Palm

S ago Palm

56

Garden

Mix crops

57

Banana Patch

Banana

58

Garden

Mix crops

59

S tructure

House

1

Incomplete houseb only posts and frames with no walls and roofing.

60

Garden

C assava

87

87 cassava mound planted.

61

Banana Patch

Banana

1

Only one young banana.

62

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Only one young coconut.

63

F ruit T ree

C oconut

2

Only one young coconut.

64

S ago Palm

S ago Palm

1

Only 1 sago palm planted in the area.

65

Garden

Garden

0

R ecently cleared plot for gardening with no crops yet planted.

66

Important Object

Grave

1

J ack C haku's grave.

67

F ruit T ree

Mango

1

Matureb noncbearing tree.

68

F ruit T ree

Malayan Apple

1

Mature tree.

69

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Matureb fruitcbearing local tree.

70

F ruit T ree

Malayan Apple

1

Matureb noncbearing tree.

71

F ruit T ree

Mango

1

Mature treeb noncbearing.

72

F ruit T ree

Mango

1

Mature treeb noncbearing.

73

Garden

Mix crops

74

S tructure

Hut

1

Bettlenut Market Hutb just built.

75

F ruit T ree

C oconut

3

fruitcbearing local coconuts

76

S tructure

House

1

House used for canteen.

77

F ruit T ree

Pinepple

61

Noncbearing plants.

78

Planted C ommercial Tree

T eak

29

T rees range from 5c15 years old.

79

F ruit T ree

Pinepple

R ef ID 77

80

Planted C ommercial T ree

T eak

R ef ID 78

Mix crop recently planted.

25

Y oung sago plants.
F irst cycle of crops already harvestedb with potato as main crop.

62

New gardenb recently cleared and cultivated.
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81

Planted C ommercial Tree

T eak

R ef ID 78

82

F ruit T ree

C oconut

17

noncbearing R ennell coconuts

83

F ruit T ree

C oconut

3

Mature local coconuts.

84

F ruit T ree

C oconut

4

noncbearing young local coconuts.

85

Garden

C assava

50

S mall cassava patch.

86

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung noncbearing local coconut.

87

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung noncbearing local coconut.

88

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung noncbearing local coconut.

89

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung noncbearing local coconut.

90

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung noncbearing local coconut.

91

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung noncbearing local coconut.

92

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Y oung noncbearing local coconut.

93

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Mature local coconut tree.

94

F ruit T ree

C ocoa

1

Mature noncbearing tree.

95

F ruit T ree

Guava

1

Mature fruitcbearing tree.

96

Garden

Mix crops

97

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Noncbearing young tree.

98

F ruit T ree

C oconut

1

Noncbearing young tree.

99

Garden

Mix crops

100

C reek

101

C reek

102

C reek

103

Planted C ommercial Tree

Oil Palm

59

Mature fruitcbearing trees.

C1

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

21

Y oung and mature trees.

C 10

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

5

Mature tree

C 11

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

2

Mature tree

C 12

Banana Patch

Banana

1

Mature tree

C 13

Banana Patch

Banana

6

Y oung and mature trees.

C 14

Banana Patch

Banana

7

Y oung and mature trees.

Panab yam & pineapples.

C assavab potatoesb & pineapples
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C 15

Banana Patch

Banana

3

Mature plants

C 16

Banana Patch

Banana

14

Patch of mature and young plants

C 17

Banana Patch

Banana

3

Patch of mature and young plants

C 18

Banana Patch

Banana

2

Mature plants

C 19

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature tree

C2

Banana Patch

Banana

20

Y oung and mature trees.

C 20

F ruit T ree

Mango

1

Y oung tree

C 21

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

1

Mature tree

C 22

Banana Patch

Banana

10

Patch of mature and young plants

C 23

Banana Patch

Banana

8

Patch of mature and young plants

C 24

Banana Patch

Banana

17

Patch of mature and young plants

C 25

Banana Patch

Banana

1

Mature banana

C 26

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

1

Mature tree

C 27

Banana Patch

Banana

13

Patch of mature and young plants

C 28

Banana Patch

Banana

9

Patch of mature and young plants

C 29

Banana Patch

Banana

7

Patch of mature and young plants

C3

Banana Patch

Banana

6

Y oung and mature trees.

C 30

Banana Patch

Banana

7

Patch of mature and young plants

C 31

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature tree

C 32

Banana Patch

Banana

2

2 mature banana trees

C 32

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature ngali nut

C 33

F ruit T ree

C ut Nut

1

Mature tree

C 34

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

3

Mature trees

C 34

Planted C ommercial T ree

Mahogany

2

Mature trees

C 35

F ruit T ree

C ut Nut

1

Mature tree

C 36

Banana Patch

Banana

11

Patches of banana plants.

C 37

F ruit T ree

Lemon

1

Mature noncbearing local bush lime

C 38

Banana Patch

Banana

11

Banana patches.

C 39

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

1

Mature tree
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C4

F ruit T ree

Bettlenut

1

Matureb fruitcbearing tree.

C 40

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

1

Mature tree

C 41

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

1

Mature tree

C 42

Banana Patch

Banana

12

Banana Patches

C 43

Banana Patch

Banana

1

Mature plant

C 44

Banana Patch

Banana

5

Y oung and mature plants.

C 45

Banana Patch

Banana

7

Y oung and mature plants.

C 46

Banana Patch

Banana

8

Y oung and mature plants.

C 47

Banana Patch

Banana

9

Y oung and mature plants.

C 48

Banana Patch

Banana

12

Y oung and mature plants.

C5

Banana Patch

Banana

21

Y oung and mature trees.

C 50

Banana Patch

Banana

7

Y oung and mature plants.

C 51

Banana Patch

Banana

1

Mature plant.

C 52

Banana Patch

Banana

7

Y oung and mature plants.

C 53

F ruit T ree

Bettlenut

1

Mature tree

C 54

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature tree

C 55

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature tree

C 56

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature tree

C 57

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature tree

C 58

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

50

Mature trees within 25m radius.

C 59

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

2

Mature trees

C6

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Matureb fruitcbearing tree.

C 60

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature tree

C 61

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature tree

C 62

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

5

C 63

Garden

Mix crops

C 64

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

1

C 65

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

C 66

F ruit T ree

Ngali Nut

1

Mature trees within 25m radius.
Garden area beside river with fruit trees & empty potato patch
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C7

Banana Patch

Banana

1

Mature tree

C8

Banana Patch

Banana

6

Y oung and mature trees.

C9

F ruit T ree

Breadfruit

1

Mature tree
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10 GR IE V ANC E R E S OL UTION

T Y PE S OF GR IE V A NC E S
The WB and ADB operational policies for involuntary resettlement require that the LR P
includes procedures for dealing with concerns or complaints raised by individuals or groups
about the project land acquisition and associated mitigationsb such as payment of
compensation. It is recognised thatb given the history of developments in S olomon Islands
and especially this part of Guadalcanalb complaints are likely to arise which if not dealt with
in a timely and fair wayb could lead to conflict between the community and the developerb the
community and the governmentb and/or between groups or individuals within the affected
communities.
In line with World Bank policies on land acquisition (resettlement) and with guidance from
WB policies on engagement with Indigenous P eopleb (and other development banks)
grievance redress arrangements or mechanisms need to be:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

culturally and socially appropriate;
able to take into account of and allow for “judicial recourse and community and
traditional dispute settlement mechanisms”;
pays attention to impacts on vulnerable groups;
gender responsive;
appropriate to scale;
accessible without cost;
participatory;
affordable;
prompt; and
transparentb accountableb and fair.

Grievance R edress Mechanism is not to impede access to the country’s judicial or
administrative remedies.
S everal types of grievances or disputes could arise that could present a risk to the project:
6
6
6

the ownership of the land and the assets affected c which could be between
community members and groups;
the implementation of the livelihoods restoration programme (e.g. compensation
ratesb restoration work etc.); and
the impacts of the construction and operation of the TR HDP.

The first type of grievance or issueb while precipitated by the projectb is typically dealt with on
a regular basis under the traditional kastom system and involves knowledgeable tribal elders
and chiefs undertaking an investigationb consulting with the partiesb and arbitrating for a
resolution. In the particular context of the Projectb specific measures to resolve land
ownership grievances through the BLIC processb and subsequent consultations are
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discussed in C hapter 6. Administrative and judicial remediesb and the legal assistance
provided to tribes with respect to theseb are also set out in C hapter 6.
The second type of issue or concern is directly about the implementation of the LALR Pb and
in practise grievances are likely to arise from:
6
6
6
6
6
6

misidentification of the assets or land owner due to mapping errors or inaccurate or
misleading information during the assets surveys;
disputesb arising for various reasonsb over ownership of assetsb e.g. fruit and nut
treesb timber trees etc.b in the C ore Land area or infrastructure corridor;
disagreement over the valuation or quality of an asset where compensation is
payable
disagreement over the type of measure applied to achieving livelihoods restoration;
dissatisfaction with the quality or quantity of the restoration measure applied (e.g.
clearing and planting of replacement garden);
disagreement over the cutcoff date applied.

Matters concerning the LALR P will be the direct responsibility of the Project Officeb as the
implementing agency and with overall responsibility for TR HDP implementation on behalf of
the S IG. The Project Office will play a key role as a project coordinating body for the first five
yearsb including distribution of compensation paymentsb managing livelihoods restorationb
and arranging and overseeing the consultation and community relations strategy.
In order to implement the LALR P as part of its responsibilitiesb the PO will need to establish
a livelihoods restoration unit or team lead by the Livelihoods R estoration Officer.

G R IE V ANC E MA NA GE ME NT A PPR OA C H
The proposed approach to grievance resolution for the LALR P combines communitycbased
resolution with POcbased resolutionb and potential use of the legal system if complainants
prefer. It provides for multiple entry points to the systemb formal recording of concernsb
multiple resolution pathways depending on the nature of the grievanceb use of kastom
conflict resolution where possibleb active consultationb and an appeal system.
In the case of the TR HDP livelihoods restoration workb community members have said it is
preferable for concerns or complaints from affected persons to be dealt with using kastom
conflict resolution processes within the community where possible. This would be most
appropriate for land and assets ownership issues that arise. C onsultative methods will be
preferred over formal legal methodsb and a detailed protocol for their use will be developed
by the PO in consultation with the community leaders.
C ommunitycbased resolution (kustom resolution) is proposed for disputes relating to land or
asset ownership and involves the use of villageb community or tribal leaders. It will take two
forms: (1) for minor grievances between community members or within a tribeb PO will refer
matters to the relevant leaders for resolution and (2) where grievances are between villageb
community or tribal leadersb the PO will facilitate a mediation or negotiation between the
relevant parties. Where a grievance relates to the PO’s management of this resettlement
action planb kustom resolution is not appropriate.
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Grievances relating to landb resettlement action plans or compensation will be dealt with in
accordance with the grievance mechanism set out in section 10.3 . Project construction and
operation impacts shall be managed in accordance with the grievance redress mechanisms
to be prepared by the Developer in accordance with the E nvironment and S ocial
Management P lan (E S MP) set out in C hapter 13 of the E S IA. Any grievances raised with PO
staff relating to construction or operational grievances will be referred to the appropriate
entity in accordance with the Developer’s grievance mechanism.

ME C HANIS M F OR DE A L ING WIT H GR IE V ANC E S
Grievances relating to land acquisitionb livelihoods restorationb compensation and related
matters will need to be separated from grievances relating to the impacts of the project
construction and operation on local communities. The former concerns the Project Officeb
the S IG and local communities and their leadersb while the latter principally concerns the
developercoperatorb although Project Office will continue to play a role in resolution of such
concerns.
This mechanism will principally apply to land ownership issues related to asset restoration
activities. Appeal and grievance pathways for the already completed compulsory acquisition
of the customary land are set out in C hapter 6b howeverb any future grievances may still be
raised in accordance with this mechanism.
The mechanism employs a four person appeals committeeb constituted by the Project
Managerb the C ommunity R elations Managerb a community representative and a legal
representative from the Attorney General’s C hambers. Where an appeal is brought by a
womanb the appellant may request that the community representative position is held by a
woman.
The availability of legal appeal avenues will depend upon the grievance raised. E xamples of
legal avenues available will include claims of trespass and negligence to the Magistrates
C ourt and High C ourt where grievances relate to asset damage.
The Project Office currently employs a male community relations manager (C R M)
responsible for liaison and relations with project stakeholders generally. It is proposed that
this officer also play the role of the livelihoods restoration officer (LR O) who will be focused
on day to day implementation of the LALR P. The livelihoods restoration officer will be
supported by a female officer/s to receive and deal with grievances and complaints
originating from women.
A schematic process for dealing with grievances and complaints etc. is presented on F igure
10c1 Grievance resolution process and options. The PO’s C R M / LR O will establish and
maintain systems for
6 receivingb and recording complaints and concerns regarding land acquisition and
livelihoods restoration;
6 allocating the complaint/grievance to the appropriate persons and process for
investigation
6 consulting with the interested parties;
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6
6
6
6
6
6

investigating the grievanceb including drawing on the assets survey datab GPS
locational datab and photographic evidence;
achieving resolution of received complaints and grievancesb including agreementc
making.
reporting back to the AP/complainant;
signcoff/closeout;
follow up and monitoring;
reporting on the grievance system as part of the overall project monitoring and
reporting.
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F igure 10c1 Grievance resolution process and options
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11 MONITOR ING

P UR POS E
The approach to design and planning of the project means that physical displacement of
people from their homes will not occur as part of the land acquisition and project
constructionb although there will be some economic displacementb as described in previous
sections of this LALR P.
S olomon Islands law requires compensation be paid for involuntary land acquisitionb and this
is already underway for the affected tribes. C ompensation and livelihoods restoration is also
being provided to the owners of lost improvementsb such as food gardensb fruit and nut
treesb timber trees etc. The PO is responsible for distributing the compensation payments
and implementing the Livelihoods R estoration Plan.
The World Bank OP4.12 requires that the S IGb as the bank clientb establish procedures to
monitor and evaluate the implementation of a Livelihood R estoration Plan and take
corrective action as necessary”. The extent of monitoring activities should be
“commensurate with the project’s risks and impacts”. The principal purpose of any
monitoring will be to check whether the compensation and livelihoods restoration activities
are being delivered as intendedb and whether the livelihoods of the APs have been sustained
and possibly improved.

O R GA NIS AT ION A ND R OL E S
The monitoring will use a combination of “internal” participatory and expertclead monitoring
and evaluationb along with “external” independent review.
Internal monitoring will be carried out by the LALR P implementation team within the PO. Its
task will be to monitor and report on:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

the day to day delivery of the livelihoods restoration entitlements to the affected
persons;
the timeliness and accuracy of payment of cash compensation to the APs;
the delivery of other forms of livelihoods support;
compliance with agreed policies and proceduresb including assistance to vulnerable
APs and their households;
use of the grievance mechanism;
the effectiveness of the livelihoods restoration activities;
the need for any corrective actionsb interventionsb and/or modifications to the plan.

E xternal monitoring and evaluation will be carried out by an independent expert six monthly
for the first two years of the LR P implementation followed by a summative evaluation. The
external expert will:
6

assess the overall performance of the LR P and its goal of sustaining the livelihoods
of affected personsb including consulting with APs and affected communities;
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6

6
6
6

verify that the particular livelihoods restoration activities have been undertakenb and
the compensation funds have been distributed appropriatelyb to the agreed
beneficiaryb and in a timely fashion;
review the performance of the grievance resolution mechanisms;
assess the adequacy of measures put in place to protect the livelihoods of women
and vulnerable APs and their households;
S pecify any corrective actions or improvements to the implementation and/or the
LALR P.

A draft TOR for the independent expert is provided at Appendix E .
The independent consultant will be supported by a financial auditor appointed by the S IGb
and together they will submit periodic written reports to the PO/MME R E b the World Bank and
other donor partner institutions. At the end of the plan period the external consultant and
financial auditor will provide a written summative evaluation of the performance of the
livelihoods restoration plan and compensation arrangements.

A P PR OAC H & ME THODS
The monitoring will combine participatory and expertcbased assessmentb and use qualitative
and quantitative methods.
As part of its day to day workb the POc LALR P team will:
6
6
6
6
6

observe and check on livelihoods restoration activities;
interact and consult with the affected persons and local leaders;
pay particular attention to the needs and views of affected women and vulnerable
persons in such interactions;
fill out observation sheets and written notes of consultations/discussions with APsb
and
record any grievances or complaints received.

The PO will conduct an annual public consultation on the LALR P with key affected
communities and their leadersb with separate meetings for women and men. The purpose is
for the PO to publicly report on and discuss the performance of the plan with local people.
The PO will conduct a confidential questionnaire survey of the households of beneficiaries of
livelihoods restoration and support. The findings will be used as baseline data to evaluate
the performance and outcomes of the LALR P activitiesb and identify opportunities to
enhance local livelihoods. At a minimum the baseline study is to include a household income
and expenditure survey.
The independent expert will be responsible for working with the PO to determine the relevant
data required in the baselines survey and set future monitoring indicators.
The PO –LALR P will provide quarterly written reports to MME R E and the WB and other
donor partners on the status of compensation payments and the delivery of livelihood
supports to the affected personsb including details of the amount of funds that have been
delivered as compensation and expended on livelihood support. The PO will annually report
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on the outcomes of the compensation and livelihoods support providedb and make the report
available to the affected communitiesb WB and to the public through the PO’s website.
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12 R E S E TTL E ME NT AND L IV E L IHOODS R E S TOR ATION
F R AME WOR K F OR THE L UNGGA T R ANS MIS S ION
C OR R IDOR

B A C K GR OUND
This section of the LALR P presents a framework for resettlement and livelihoods restoration
planning for the proposed power transmission corridor between the northern end of the Tina
Infrastructure corridor and the existing Lungga powerstation. A number of possible routes for
this Lungga Transmission C orridor (LTC ) are under consideration by S olomon Power (S P)c
the statecowned enterprise responsible for producingb distributing and retailing electricity in
S olomon Islands. The route is yet to be decidedb though it can be expected that its
development might impact on the property and livelihoods assets of people and households
in Malango Ward to the west of the Ngalimbiu/Tina R iver.
S olomon Power will be the developer and operator of the transmission corridorb and the Tina
Hydro Project Office will undertake the land and safeguards planning on its behalf. Under the
E lectricity Act S olomon Power has the power to acquire any land for its purposes by
voluntary agreement (section 33).
S olomon Power also has the right to a statutory easement under the E lectricity Act to
construct and maintain transmission lines without acquiring registered rights to the land
(section 34). Where statutory rights are used in lieu of land acquisitionb S olomon Power are
obligated under the Act to provide compensation for any damage or loss caused to either the
owners and users of the land. While the Act requires a P AP to make a claim for
compensation within three monthsb the R AP will require a procactive livelihood restoration
and compensation regime in accordance with WB safeguard requirements.
Land acquisition for the LTC will be subject to the provisions of the World Bank’s OP4.12 –
Involuntary R esettlementb OP4.10 – Indigenous Peoples as detailed in C hapters 4 and 5 of
the project LALR P.

P R OJ E C T PL A NNING AND AS S E S S ME NT
The TR HDP Project Office will manage the planning for the LTC on behalf of S olomon
Powerb using the specialist skills developed over the past 6 years for the Tina Hydro. This
will include:
6
6
6
6

developing and implementing a programme of community and stakeholder
engagement;
assisting in identifying and assessing potential LT C routes and alignments with
respect to livelihood impacts;
undertaking an environmentalb social and cultural impact assessment on the
preferred route/s;
establishing and implementing safeguards for S P to acquire any landb or make use of
statutory easement provisionsb as required to establish a corridor that meets the
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6

requirements and standards for environmental performance and for public health and
safety);
developing and implementing a resettlement action plan and livelihoods restoration
programme in relation to any involuntary resettlement.

Drawing on lessons from the Tina Hydro developmentb the PO will establish a LTC planning
teamb and engage suitably qualified and skilled persons to assist in the implementation of
the community engagement programme on the groundb and to support necessary technical
investigations and studies. The PO’s proposed planning and assessment process for the
Lungga Transmission C orridor is presented in figure 12.1. This indicates how the
assessment of the effects of involuntary resettlement will be identifiedb and the steps
involved in arriving at a resettlement action plan (R AP) for the preferred option.
Importantlyb the peopleb householdsb propertyb and communities affected by acquisition of
land and assets for the selected transmission corridor will be identified through a systemic
ground survey that will record the locationb typeb conditionb and quantity of all assets and
improvements lying within the surveyed corridor boundaries. The owners of these assets will
be identifiedb and a questionnaire survey will be administered to determine each affected
households’socioceconomic characteristicsb livelihoodsb and wellbeing. The AP
questionnaire will be consistent with the census questionnaireb and will gather sufficient
information to enable the PO to determine the impact of the loss of the identified assets on
the household’s livelihood and wellbeing. The questionnaire will contain separate section for
female members of the household. Where the assets belong to an institution or corporateb
the survey team will interview the senior manager of the facility or land to determine the
potential loss and identify suitable compensation arrangements.
Where possibleb the PO will assist S olomon P ower to negotiate with such land owners to
voluntarily acquire the landb or where acquisition of the land is not requiredb negotiate with
land owners to agree an appropriate amount of compensationb for an easement for the
construction and operation of the corridor.

P R E PA R A T ION OF A R E S E T TL E ME NT A C TION P L A N
A R esettlement Action Plan (R AP) will need to be preparedb consulted/disclosed and
implemented for the LTC in accordance with this framework. The R AP will require clearance
by the World Bank.
S ince impacts are expected to be minorb with no relocation and less than 200 people
affectedb an Abbreviated R esettlement Action P lan would be required. While the specific
information will vary depending upon the particular circumstancesb details on the following
elements are essential and will need to be included in an abbreviated R AP:
(a) A census survey of displaced persons and valuation of assets;
(b) Description of compensation and other resettlement assistance to be provided;
(c) C onsultations with displaced people about acceptable alternatives;
(d) Institutional responsibility for implementation and procedures for grievance redress;
(e) Arrangements for monitoring and implementation; and
(f) A timetable and budget
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F igure 12c1 Impacts identification and management process

P R INC IPL E S UNDE R PINNING THE R AP F OR T HE L UNGGA
T R A NS MIS S ION C OR R IDOR
While payments for a negotiated land purchaseb and compensation for any lost or damaged
improvements is payable under the E lectricity Actb full livelihood restoration is not required.
Howeverb resettlement planning and livelihoods restoration is required by the World Bank.
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The aim of the development banks’policies is to ensure that the livelihoods of people
affected by the involuntary land acquisition for the LTC project are maintained at the same
levelb and preferablyb improved – both in terms of sustainability and standard. The aim is
also to ensure that the standard of living is improved for the poor and vulnerable.
The planning for the LTC by the P O and S olomon Power will be guided by the following
principles:
6

6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6

In the designb land or easement acquisition and implementation of the projectb do no
harm to the livelihoods and property of local householdersb and preferably improve
their wellcbeing;
avoid disruption and damage to villagesb homes and other structures;
do not increase social and economic disadvantage and inequality;
protect affected peoples’livelihoods where possibleb and maintain access to
livelihoods assets;
protect essential infrastructure such as water suppliesb village access pointsb schoolsb
churchesb and meeting places;
where possibleb acquire the necessary land though voluntary sale and purchase
rather than through the power of eminent domain;
if assets are taken involuntarily and restoration is requiredb it should focus on existing
sustainable livelihoods strategies and assetsb and avoid substituting real livelihoods
with cash compensation paycouts;
improve the situation of women and other vulnerable persons;
where cash compensation is provided to tribes and householdsb make sure female
members receive a fair shareb and the money is not wasted.
Livelihood restoration and compensation should be matched to the circumstances of
the affected household and their level of loss.

These principlesb along with WB and S olomon Islands legal requirementsb will be embedded
in the R AP to be prepared once S olomon Power transmission route needs are finalised.

P OTE NTIA L L IV E L IHOODS IMPAC TS OF THE T R A NS MIS S ION
C OR R IDOR
In order to identify the potential impacts of a transmission corridorb the PO commissioned a
preliminary livelihoods assets survey in 2016 of 2 notional routes for the Lungga
Transmission C orridor. One of these followed the line of an existing S olomon Power
transmission line known as “F eeder 12”b and the other assumed a route running parallel to
the Kukum highway from Black Post R oad junction to Henderson Airportb through the
Betikama C ollege to Lungga power station. The surveys assumed corridor widths of 40
metres and 42 metres respectively.
Two types of physical intrusion onto land were possible depending on the design and layout
of the transmission lines and the corridor: a) where there could be a pole/pylon placed on the
landb and/or b) where the transmission lines would pass above the land. During constructionb
properties could be affected by the creation of an access wayb and earthworks for the
erection of power poles. In the longer termb land owners will suffer the loss of the area of
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land needed for the power pole foundationsb and from the permanent removal of vegetation
and structures from within a specified clearance radius of poles and power lines as required
for public safety. The final clearance radius will depend on the transmission line voltage.
C onstruction of a transmission line is likely to have a greater negative impact on livelihoods
assets than the longer term corridor operationb but construction livelihoods losses will not be
permanent.
A range of types of land could be affected by the creation of the LTC including:
6
6
6
6
6
6

C ustomary land belonging to one or several tribes
R egistered land belonging to the provincial government
R egistered land belong to religious institutions
R egistered land belonging to the C ommissioner of Lands
R egistered land in the name of corporations/registered companiesb including a
plantation company whose land is described as ‘abandoned’
R egistered land in the name of private individuals – who may be trustees for
traditional owners

The types of assets falling within the boundaries of the notional corridors includedb in
quantitative orderb
6 S tructuresb including housesb community facilitiesb food canteens and market stallsb
water bores/wellsb shedsb water tanksb fencesb and pig and poultry pens
6 F ood gardens in private and institutional ownership;
6 Treesb including coconutb ngali nutb fruit treesb and timber trees;
6 Plantations including banana and cocoa;
6 Animals paddocks; and
6 R ecreational grounds.
In addition to the formal ownercoccupants of the land affectedb the survey found that assets
belonging to informal settlers (squatters) occupying plantation and government land could be
affected by the establishment of a corridor.

R E S E T TL E ME NT A ND L IV E L IHOODS R E S T OR ATION
The range of mechanisms and actions proposed for the Tina Hydro LALR P could be used to
protect and maintain the livelihoods of those potentially affected by the acquisition of the
land for the Lungga Transmission C orridor. These are:
6 Locate the project infrastructure and construction activities where they will avoidb or
do the least damage to people’s livelihoods and property.
6 Provide sufficient lead time for owners of threatened assets to establish replacement
assets and maximise returns from existing gardens etc.
6 R eplace lost assets within the acquired land with similar assets at the same or better
standard (or equivalent market replacement cost) to ensure continuity of current
livelihoods
6 Provide incentives for owners of food gardensb fruit and nut treesb timber treesb and
structures to recestablish these assets.
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6

6

F or temporary or permanent loss of common property or shared livelihoods assetsb
the assets will be replaced where possible or compensation will be paid into a
collective fund to be used for community development and events.
Provide funds and programmes to enable especially disadvantaged and vulnerable
land and asset owners to improve their wellbeing and build more sustainable
livelihoods.

The following matrix Table 12c1 provides a framework for livelihoods restoration for those
affected by the acquisition of land and assets for the LTC b or use of a construction and
operation easement. This intended to specify the intervention logic for livelihoods restorationb
along with proposed policies and actions.
Table 12c1 also presents the proposed approach to interventions for vulnerable persons and
women affected by the LTC project. The proposed actions will be refined and customised
according to the particular needs of the PAPsb as identified in the asset survey and
accompanying socioeconomic census.
The resettlement and livelihood restoration framework is organised according to the
probable needs of different types of affected partiesb that is:
6
6
6

6

C ustomary land ownersb in the event the LTC is routed across land in customary title;
The owners or leaseholders of registered land;
The owners of the assets on the acquired customary or registered landb including
those with customary or legal rights to be occupying and using the landb and those
without such rights;
Vulnerable groupsb including the poorb handicappedb elderlyb womenb and landlessb
as identified in the household survey.
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Table 12c1 Lungga Transmission C orridor – resettlement and livelihoods restoration entitlements for involuntary land acquisition

A ffected persons

Impacts

All affected land and as s et
owners

Involuntary physical or
economic displacement

1. Owners of as s ets on land
purchas ed or taken for the
transmis sion line easement

a) Unavoidable removal of
occupiers’houses &
structures

L ivelihoods cons equences

L ivelihoods R espons es

A ctions/entitlements to be provided for

T his R AP

S ection 34 of the E lectricity Act provides for notice of entry and compensation
for damage. T his shall not be used to limit the actions and entitlements as
below.
All APs will receive at least 3 months advanced notice before vacating the land.

Loss of shelterb
Loss of workplacesb
C ost of replacementc labourb
materialsb & house site

Maintain access to shelter and
workplaces: relocate or replace
structures where possibleb or pay
compensation at full replacement cost.
Provide practical support.

No compensation for land
Owner of a structure in place on the cutcoff date who is required to relocate will
be compensated in cash for the full value of an equivalent structure and
supporting facilities (e.g. water supply/boreb access pathsb power supply).
T he AP will have the right to recoverb free of charge any materials for sale or
reuse before vacating the site.
AP will be provided with transport and free labour to help in reconstructing the
structures on another site outside the LT C b with the written approval of the site’s
landownerb and within 25km of current site.
Where the structure is a workplace/small business/shop etcb the owner will also
receive cash compensation of the equivalent of 3 average month’s net takings.
If AP is an informal /nonctitled occupant of the site (ie has no formal land rights)b
the PO will also work with the AP and S IG to identify a resettlement site that
provides more secure tenure.

b) Loss of food gardens

R educed supply of fresh food
for home and for sale;
reduced household incomesb
increased household costs.

Maintain and improve continuity of
food availability and income through
free practical assistance to continue
gardening and food production on
another siteb or pay cash
compensation and provide support.

Owner of garden as at the cutcoff date will have free use of the identified garden
land for food production until notice to vacate.
T he area for the new garden must be identified by the owner of the garden and
their household and approved by the landowner.
Provision of 3 days labour (contracted locally) to clear the new garden area and
prepare for planting under the guidance of the garden owner
Geocreferenced register of new gardens created.
Garden owner’s household will be paid a “garden recestablishment cash grant”
of S BD $1000b payable after three months if new garden of same size is in
production and maintained.

c) Loss of trees & tree
crops

R educed supply of fresh
produce for home
consumption and for sale;
reduced household incomes;
reduced access to
construction materials

Maintain and improve continuity of
food and materials availability and
income by providing free planting
materials and labour to recestablish
plantings.

AP will have free use of the identified trees until date to vacate/clear. T he
owners may retain the produce from those trees up to that time.
AP will receive free practical assistance with replacement of treesb including tree
seedlings of same species for planting on land outside of the corridor (as
formally approved by the land ownerb if relevant)b plus 1 day labour assistance
with replanting (contracted locallyb and paid for by PO).

Pay compensation at full market rates
for lost production.

C ash compensation for loss of production from f fruitcbearing trees for the period
needed to resume / restore production to the original level. (Based on agronomic
factors and market value of lost production)b
Geocreferenced register of new plantings.
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A ffected persons

Impacts

L ivelihoods cons equences

L ivelihoods R espons es

A ctions/entitlements to be provided for
If no alternative land is availableb the tree owner will be paid compensation at
the full market rate for the lost treesb plus the equivalent of 1 year’s production of
food and/or materials
from them.

d) loss of water sources

2. Owners of land used during
the construction of the
transmis sion line

T emporary loss of
productive and nonc
productive land

Loss of water supply for
home and productive useb
Increased expenditure
Lost production from
gardensb animals etc
Increased workloads for
household members.
Damage to productive landb
soils etc
C ost of repair/reinstatement

Provide alternative supply at no cost to
the users

If users/owners are not relocatingb the developer/PO will provide an alternative
equivalent local supply at no cost. T his may include establishing a new well/
bore and storage tank that complies with national health standards.

R ehabilitation/reinstatement of land to
previous productive capacityb
C ompensation for land area
used/affected at market rates

T he developer will pay a market rental for the use of the land for at least 6
monthsb and either restore the land to it former condition to the satisfaction of
the APsb or pay compensation equivalent tob the cost of restoring it to its
previous condition.

3. Owners of the as sets on land
us ed during the cons truction of
the trans mis sion line

T emporary restriction of
livelihoods activities

R educed income
R educed wellbeing

S ustain livelihoods and incomes during
the construction
R einstate livelihoods activities and
assets

If damage to assets (structuresb crops etc) is unavoidableb the developer will
a) pay the APs the market cost of materials and labour for fully repairing any
structureb including housesb hutsb pensb water suppliesb market stalls etc) to their
former condition
b) pay the full cost of rent for alternative temporary equivalent or better
accommodation where necessaryb along with an allowance for additional costs
(eg transport)
c) pay the AP the full market rate for all crops that are damaged or unable to be
recestablished during the period of construction and prior to land rehabilitation
d) Provide 3 days labour (contracted locally) to enable the AP to clear/create an
alternative garden area and plant it to a similar standard.

Other damage to assets

Losses to communities

Prevent losses
R estore assets to same or better
standard as soon as possible
Provide temporary alternative

Direct consultation and negotiation with the asset owners/affected communities.
Possible responses inlude
Pay meetings costs /ceremonials
Pay institution/organisation compensation for damages to the asset
Where appropriateb provide temporary alternative
Pay for repairs/reinstatement of asset.

4. Owners of the land us ed to
create transmis s ion line in
eas ement corridor

Permanent loss of
productive and nonc
productive land

Loss of capital
Loss of land for livelihoods
activities

C ompensation for land area at market
rates

S P will pay annual rental (preferably under a formal long term lease) for the land
area required for poles/pylons – payable to the land owner. T he amount paid
should be at least the market rental for productive garden land.

5 V ulnerable persons and
hous eholds as identified

Potential for decreased
access to land for food

Danger of impoverishment or
further impoverishmentb

Prevent exposure to losses
R eplace/recestablish lost or damaged
assets

Assess vulnerability to poverty of each identified asset owner through the survey
of APs
E stablish database of vulnerable persons & households
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A ffected persons

Impacts

L ivelihoods cons equences

determined by household
survey
Potentially Includes
Asset owners and users on
corridor land who have significant
handicapsb are unemployedb are
elderly living aloneb live in low
income householdsb and /or have
no legitimate land useb occupancy
b or resource rights.

productionb access to
other resources.

6. Women in affected
hous eholds

R ange of livelihoods
Impacts more likely to fall
on women and children

Decreased physical and
psychological wellbeing of
women & children

C ompensation for lost
assets could be captured
by elites and male
household heads.

Loss of livelihoods
development opportunities

Loss of control over
essential household
resources

threat to personal and
household wellbeing

Poverty/hardship

L ivelihoods R espons es

A ctions/entitlements to be provided for

Provide alternative sources and means
that can enhance livelihoods and
improve their sustainability
C ompensate for losses

Provide free assistance to V Ps and their households informed by results of
survey and in direct consultation with VPs over their needs and capabilities.

Where possibleb pay compensation for
lost assets into senior female’s bank
account
C onsult with women on
implementation of other assistance
(replacement gardens and assets)

C onsult with women APs separately about design of interventions and using
data from household survey

Provide training to affected women in
alternative and enhanced livelihoodsb
and skills.

Possible actions include:
c ensuring compensation and assistance payments are made directly to womenb
c assisting VPs and households with bank account accessb
c providing practical assistance with recestablishing and maintaining household
food productionb
c providing training and practical assistance with income generating activities
(such as niche cropsb handicrafts developmentb homecbased small enterprise.
E tc)
c providing employment on the transmission line construction and livelihoods
restoration activities
c providing enabling equipment and access to health care to invalided sick and
the handicapped
c investigating with the S IG and corporate and institutional land owners the
provision of legal access to land for the nonctitled/ informal occupant APS

E stablish women’s consultative forum for the LT C b with representation from key
villages and groups to deal with livelihoods restorationb women’s developmentb
and LT C social impacts management.
Provide training opportunities for women APsb especially for home and
communitycbased business and employment

Plan livelihoods interventions in close
consultation with women in affected
communities
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G R IE V ANC E ME C HA NIS M
In consultation with the APsb affected communities (AC s)b and the developer of the
LTC b the Project Office will develop processes for receiving and dealing with
grievances relating to the creation and operation of the LTC that will meet World
Bank requirements.
The grievance redress mechanism will be integrated with the grievance mechanism
and associated organisational arrangements being established for the Tina Hydro
Development described in C hapter 10 of the LALR P.

MONITOR ING
The LTC R esettlement and Livelihoods R estoration programme will include
processes and arrangements for monitoringb reporting onb and adapting its
implementation. As with the Tina LALR Pb the monitoring will use a combination of
“internal” participatory and expertclead monitoring and evaluationb along with
“external” independent review and reporting.
Monitoring of the LTC resettlement and livelihoods restoration will have similar
purposeb and will follow similar procedures and methodsb as those being established
for the Tina Hydro Development.
C lose integration of the two monitoring efforts within the PO will create efficienciesb
and enable the development of a strong project monitoring capabilityb supported by
external experts and the development agencies. It will also result in the generation of
valuable insights and learnings for the management of future projects in S olomon
Islands. S ee C hapter 11 of the LALR P for details.
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Appendix A
Location of Landowners of Core land
District

Settlement

Roha

Kochiabolo

Bahomea

Managikiki
Antioch
Valesala
Tina
Vuramali
Pachuki
Haimane
Horohotu
Katihana
Ngongoti
Marava
Veramaota
Tagilagila
Tahurasa
Habusi
Namopila
Horohotu1
Buvi
Hajoha
Kolaji
Komureo
Tantita
Valekocha
Verabariki

16

36
27
1

subtotal
Malango

Subtotal

4
9

Vuralingi

15

12
1
5

UlunaSutahuri

Grand
Total

38
32
40
28
5
28
23
4
15

90
59
41
32
29
28
23
16
15
11
10
10
9
6
5
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
398
36
32
27
21
18
18
15
12
12
11
8
6
2
2
1
1
1
1
224

10
5
8
2
6
5
4

2
7

3

54
Mataruka
Pamphylia
Malatoha
Bokorade
Bubulake
Valechimea
Namohoai
Chichinge
Salavota
Keresapo
Camp
Ngalihau
Greenland
Hailalua
Bubulonga
Koloula
Sungina
Umea

Buhu -Garo

94

0

0

32
21

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
250
36
6
21
18
18

15
9
12

3

3

11
5
6
2

2
1
1

95

2

0

0

1
1
127

%

51%

29%
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District

Settlement

Belaha

Pao
Kaimomosa
Tita
Ado
Huhula
Kwai
Verachiria
Belaha
Koku
Kwai Kara
Vura

subtotal
Other

subtotal

Grand
Total

Roha

Kochiabolo

Buhu -Garo

Vuralingi

UlunaSutahuri

35
19

2
8
7
6

19
Nazareth
Centre
GPPOL area
Tenaru
Guadalcanal other
Other prov.
Overseas
0

168

0

49

0

5
5
3
3
1
1
27

9

Grand
Total

35
21
8
7
6
5
5
3
3
1
1
95

%

12%

9

1
7

17
6
3

1
1
13

16

0

1
32

18
6
10
1
2
61

109

65

0

435

777

8%
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Appendix B
Livelihoods Recorded in SIA Village Workshops 2013
TINA CATCHMENT
COMMUNITIES
SENGE COMMUNITY

VILLAGES
REPRESENTED
SENGE
CHORO
KOROPA

VERAKUJI MANAGIKIKI
COMMUNITY

VERAKUJI
MANAGIKIKI
HANILAKE

ANTIOCH
ANTIOCH COMMUNITY

VALESALA

REPORTED LIVELIHOODS ACTIVITIES

EMPLOYMENT & CASH ECONOMY

Fishing & Diving (spears and lines - 19+ types of fish
named); Gathering food (5 types, incl watercress &
betelnut, cocoa, fern/kaisume, sold for cash. Gathering
plant materials (ropes, building) + medicine;
Hunting with dogs and spear (5 species) upstream;
foraging in forest.
Subsistence gardening (list of 15+ crops);
Fishing; Hunting (wild pig, possum, hunu, birds, gota, big
frog);
Firewood;
Gathering (water lillies, wild yams, muse, palm, bicho,
nuts, megapods);

Selective logging & chainsaw milling at Koropa - landowners maybe $1000 mth;
Marketing (ferns, tomato, eggplant, timber);
Development of eco & culture-tourism (from 2009 till early
2013 had 29 guests- paid a total of $15,000). - . Koropa chief
makes craft items for sale.
Marketing (tobacco, bicho, betelnut, kua, wild mango, ngali
nuts, vato, ura, housing materials);
Handicrafts (baskets, weaving);
5 chain-sawyers/ millers (men and youth); 1 local taxi; 1 4WD
hire; 2 employed by GRML, 3 by Earthmovers ;1 teacher
headmaster (at Gold Ridge); 1 pastor;

Gardening
Spear fishing in Tina & Toni Rivers (12 types of fish +
shellfish); Collecting river-plants (2 types planted, 9 wild);
Hunting, pig, opossum, iguana, flying fox, hunu, giant frog

Employed: 3 teachers, 2 GPPOL, 4 earth movers, 1 Gold
Ridge, 1 pastor; Day Labour; milling timber; handicrafts;
Others - marketing (timber, firewood, flowers, crafts, crops,
megapode & turkey eggs, betel nuts, building materials, local
tobacco, ngali nut and coconuts)

Gardening (13 crops listed); Fruit Trees (9 listed);
Gathering wild foods (swamp taro in emergencies);
Hunting (spears, dogs, guns);
Spear fishing (7 species); Gathering materials (housing);

Garden produce marketing;
4 employed in GRML; logging; milling timber (employees share
proceeds), timber retail; selling firewood;
Cocoa to local buyers; Women’s jobs (weaving, flowers;
baking); operating small canteens;
Royalty payments from GRML, (Have been recent
Improvements to housing, roads, communication, health)
Employed (1 GRML, 1 Earth); marketing of flowers & plants;
crops (kasava, kumara, kasume, fern, taro, banana, betelnut,
lemon fruits, cut-nut);

KOLANJI
KOMEO

MARAVA
NGONGATI
MARAVA COMMUNITY
VATUPAUA
PACHUKI COMMUNITY
PACHUKI

Gardening/ subsistence farming; (kasava, kumara, taro);
Fishing (trap, line, net, diving); Hunting (wild game, nuts);

TINA CATCHMENT
COMMUNITIES

VILLAGES
REPRESENTED
HABUSI

REPORTED LIVELIHOODS ACTIVITIES

EMPLOYMENT & CASH ECONOMY

Gathering (kasume, rova, boto, kaimomosu, kaichiui,
bania, kaikai, wild yam (bokoa, uvi kambe, tege), matua.

Local sale of pigs & chickens; kokorako;
Timber milling & building materials sago palm leaves;
Saw milling for hire (1 employed at Habusi)

Gardening (left to regrow as forest after 1 year, left for 5
years before cultivated again).
Hunting (wild pigs, lizards); Fishing & eeling (5 locations);
Gathering river Plants (list of 23 types);; Emergency Wild
Food (used during cyclone in 1986) including uvi kanbe,
ngali nut, poicho, matua.

No salary earners in the village but Day Labourer's earn $50 200 for clearing / brushing, $2000 - 5000 for house building;
Marketing (bettlenut, flowers, loyacane, banubu, sago palms);
Crops (cabbage, potato, kasava, coconuts); Timber milling;
Hunting and fishing (selling);Piggery; Gravel (Pacific Timber);

Gardening (veges, root crops, fruit) - womens activites
involve gardening;
Fishing -using line, net and diving (10+ types of fish);
Hunting (only between Toni and Tina);
Gathering wild yams etc;

Employed: 12 GoldRidge, 1 GPPOL, 3 teachers, 1 THP office,
1 public servant, 2 police; local timber milling
Marketing at Honiara market (vegetables; crops like potato,
cassava, taro; clothes; flowers; wild pig meat)

Gardening (cabbage, eggplant, tomato, capcicum),
Hunting & Diving (between Toni and Tina); Fishing topmost part of river;

Sell produce (cabbage, banana, pawpaw, kasava, ferns,
kumara); Cash cropping copra and cocoa;
Royalties from mining, logging;
15 people at Haimane employed (GRML, GOV, CBSI, ports,
Fisheries, teaching); timber milling; canteen; weaving and
handcrafts (mats, baskets); sewing; royalties from Gold Ridge;
many unemployed youths in the village
Crops for selling (eggplant, beans, tomato, corn, cucumber,
melon, pumpkin). Day labour to land-owners (timber milling);
Truck-hiring;
Paid Employment - 12 including with World Vision - 1; Warden
- 1; GRML - 1; GPPOL - 6; Aviation -1; Logging Company - 2;
Marketing of cocoa, kasune, cake, bettlenut, rolled cigerettes,
sago palm; Gold panning

VERALOKA
NAMOPILA
COMMUNITY

NAMOPILA
KOMUREO
VATUNADI
VALELCOCHA
TINA
VALEBARIK

TINA COMMUNITY

VALEBEBE
TAHURASA
VALEMAOTA
Kaithana

VURAMALI
COMMUNITY

VURAMALI
HAIMANE
HOROHOTU 2
VUVAMALI

Gardening (kumara, kasava, tomato, beans, pawpaw,
banana, eggplant, yams + poma); Fishing
HOROHUTU I

VERA-ANDE
COMMUNITY

HOROHOTU 1

VERA-ANDE
VERAKWELE

Gardening is families' main source of food.
Fishing and Diving along Tina by young people (no
hunting);
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TINA CATCHMENT
COMMUNITIES

VILLAGES
REPRESENTED

REPORTED LIVELIHOODS ACTIVITIES

NEW MAHATA

VERAKABIKABI
COMMUNITY
(Settlers)
MALANGO & BELAHA

VERAKABIKABI

VILLAGES
MATARUKA

MATARUKA
COMMUNITY

PAMPHILIA

Gardening; Growing swamp taro; Gathering fern-kasume,
amau leaves (eat young ones, old ones for washing pots
and utensils) ; Hunting (pig, eelfish, opposum); eel traps
at Betisasanga.

EMPLOYMENT
Cocoa (wolf beans and dry beans); Coffee; Piggery (10 - 20
pigs); Marketing (yam, mushrooms, veges);
Timber Milling (30 + people with chainsaws);
Employment with Earthmovers; GRML (~ 50); GPPOL (5);
Teachers (30); Central Govt (10); Prov Govt (2); PhD's (2);
Medical (1); Ports (1);
Operating small shop (many); bus (6 contracted out)

Gardening
Fishing (river shells - leve & doe, eelfish, tilapia, shrimp);
Hunting (wild pigs, lizards, opossum);
Gathering wild foods & river Plants (taro, choro, bicho, uvi
kambe);

Employment (GRML - 20, Earthmovers - 10-20, 10 SIG –
teachers),
Day Labour; Timber; Piggery and Poultry; Services (transport,
store);
Running small business, 50% of garden production is for cash
crops); Market (cocoa, bettlenut, copra, fish, gardening,
coconut); timber milling;
Running small shop (rice, taiyo, noodle, drinks)
Gold prospecting,

SUNGINA
CHICHINGE

ADO

Timber Milling; GRML - 1 (kitchen); GPPOL - 1; Day Labour;
Lee Kwok Kueen (Veraander - 6, New Mahata - 8, Verakwele
- 3)
Marketing of banana, cocoa;
Truck Hire; Panning for gold; Day Labour; many family
members away at Goldridge

LIVELIHOODS
Gardening (kumara, kasava, banana, taro, yam, pana,
cabbage); Hunting for eating and selling (wild pigs,
possums, lizards, frogs)

NAMORAONI

BELAHA COMMUNITY

EMPLOYMENT & CASH ECONOMY

Appendix C
Stakeholder Consultations on
preliminary plans: Issues Raised
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Appendix C
Stakeholder Consultations on Preliminary Plans
A.1 Mengakiki
Community briefing and consultation on livelihoods restoration plan, and proposed
schedule of entitlements. 20 November, 2015. 11.45- 2.15pm
Presenters: G. Fitzgerald (international social consultant), K. Simeon (Assets
assessment consultant and translator), S. Para (CLA, indigenous language
translator; women’s facilitator)
Also present: J. Scott (gender specialist, World Bank); B. Tavalia (PO community
liaison officer) , J. Maka’a (PO communications officer), and T. Siapu (PO water
resource officer and liaison, and local resident).
Matters raised by particpants
 Uncertainty over the final alignment of the corridor, and therefore the actual
assets affected.
 Is the recently surveyed alignment & boundaries of the corridor the same as
those described in the process agreement and as acquired by the COL in
August 2014.
 Presence of gardens and other assets around Senge.
 Alignments of the roads to the powerstation site and the dam site within the
Core Land are not known. Hard to determine what private assets might be
affected . Will require a specific assessment once the alignment is decided.
Due to steepness of the valley, there may be engineering limitations to
adjusting the alignment to avoid assets.
 What will be the extent of replacement of structures if necessary , Ref to
resettlement conducted at Gold Ridge. Some people want the village, or
particular houses to be similarly relocated, even though they will not be
affected by the land acquisition.
 Future safety of the road – need for fence.
Notes: One man particularly outspoken about the accuracy and location of the
corridor boundaries.

A.2 Grassy Hill
Community briefing and consultation on livelihood planning and proposed schedule
of entitlements relating to the infrastructure corridor and registered land. 20
November, 2015. 2.40 – 4.15pm
Presenters: G. Fitzgerald (consultant), K. Simeon (Assets assessment consultant
and translator), S. Para (CLA, indigenous language translator; women’s facilitator).
Also present: J. Scott (gender specialist, World Bank); B. Tavalia (PO community
liaison officer) , J. Maka’a (PO communications officer), and T. Siapu (PO water
resource officer and liaison, local resident).
Matters raised by participants
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Proposed approach to compensation and livelihoods protection for gardens
and other assets makes sense, though only one local person is affected, and
he was not present.
A new house has been built 6 mths ago, and home garden created, close to
the corridor on the GPPOL leased land nearby. What will happen there?
Safety of the road in the future
Compensation for and replacement of shade trees, if affected. Some “timber
trees” (e.g. teak) are actually shade trees.
People here have known for a long time, and have repeatedly heard about
the project and the proposed changes to the road. Its peoples own fault if
they then go ahead and plant gardens or build structures in the alignment and
they are damaged by the construction (general agreement).

Notes: a balance of males and females present. Women participated well. Several
loaded logging trucks passed by during the meeting. The village seems to be a bus
stop and pickup point for local people.
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Appendix D
Household Division of Labour
Female adults
93%
95%

Female teens
52%
7%

Female children
16%
5%

Male adults
55%
9%

Male teens
27%
34%

Male children
11%
2%

Preparing and Cooking Food
Fetching Firewood
Caring for the Yard
Cleaning the House
Building and Maintaining House
Feeding Pigs and Chickens
Child Minding

95%
82%
95%
89%
9%
52%
98%

30%
27%
32%
30%
0%
20%
25%

0%
7%
2%
5%
0%
2%
5%

30%
52%
25%
9%
91%
25%
45%

9%
18%
11%
5%
11%
11%
14%

0%
5%
2%
5%
5%
5%
2%

Taking Children to School
Clearing Forest for Gardens
Cultivating the Gardens
Harvesting Planted Crops
Hunting
Catching Fish/Eels in the River

36%
50%
82%
93%
2%
32%

2%
2%
9%
14%
0%
9%

5%
5%
2%
2%
0%
2%

11%
86%
66%
48%
48%
61%

0%
5%
9%
5%
5%
20%

5%
5%
2%
2%
2%
9%

Collecting Wild Fruit etc.
Selling Produce/Cash Crops
Looking after Household
Finances

50%
86%

20%
7%

7%
0%

45%
18%

18%
5%

5%
0%

82%

0%

0%

50%

0%

0%

Buying Food/Supplies
Attending Community Meetings

82%
93%

5%
2%

0%
0%

45%
68%

2%
2%

0%
0%

Deciding on Land Issues

41%

0%

2%

75%

0%

2%

Fetching Drinking Water
Doing the Laundry

(% of households in which each group is involved )
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist
Tina River Hydropower Development Project
Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural Electrification
BACKGROUND
The Solomon Islands Government (SIG) has acquired land for the construction and
operation of the Tina River Hydro Project. As part of the Government’s commitment
to meet international safeguard requirements, including WB OP4.12 and ADB SPS
2009, SIG has prepared a Land Acquisition and Livelihood Restoration Plan (LALRP)
meeting the requirements of a resettlement action plan under safeguard policies.
The goal of this Land Acquisition Livelihoods Restoration Plan (LALRP) is to achieve
an equitable and sustainable outcome for the people and communities transferring or
surrendering their ownership or use of land and livelihoods assets in order for the
hydro development to proceed. This is to be achieved through the following
principles:
 Compensation for full replacement cost of land, livelihood assets
 Improve or restore income earning capacity
 Improve standards of living for economically displaced poor and other
vulnerable groups
SIG is engaging a Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist to confirm whether the
compensation and livelihoods restoration activities are being delivered as intended,
and whether the livelihoods of the affected persons have been sustained and or
improved.
MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Develop confidential questionnaire survey for beneficiaries of livelihoods
restoration and support to provide baseline data to inform monitoring indicators
2. Develop criteria for vulnerable persons including criteria for ‘poor’ persons
3. Develop and maintain the project’s monitoring and evaluation plan, based on
the LALRP. This will include the following:
a. Identify sources of data, collection methods, who collects data, how
often, cost of collection and who analyzes it
b. Develop criteria and evaluation scheme for the project impact, benefit
and sustainability
c. Develop monitoring indicators
d. Prepare detailed M&E budget and calendar of M&E activities
4. Oversee and execute M&E activities with particular focus on results and
impacts, including:
a. Undertake twice yearly monitoring in accordance with the monitoring
and evaluation plan
b. Prepare twice yearly consolidated reports including identification of
problems, causes of potential bottlenecks in LALRP implementation,
and providing specific recommendations.
c. assess the overall performance of the LALRP and its goal of sustaining
the livelihoods of affected persons, including consulting with APs and
affected communities;
d. verify that the particular livelihoods restoration activities have been
undertaken, and the compensation funds have been distributed
appropriately, to the agreed beneficiary, and in a timely fashion;
e. review the performance of the grievance resolution mechanisms;
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f.

assess the adequacy of measures put in place to protect the livelihoods
of women and vulnerable APs and their households;
g. Specify any corrective actions or improvements to the implementation
and/or the LALRP.
h. Check that monitoring data are discussed in the appropriate forum and
in a timely fashion in terms of implications for future action.
i. Undertake regular visits to the field to support implementation of M&E
and to identify where adaptations might be needed.
j. Facilitate, act as resource person, and join if required any external
supervision and evaluation missions.
k. Monitor the follow up of evaluation recommendations

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
Education: Degree in social science or development related fields
Experience: At least five years of proven experience with:
 The logical framework approach and other strategic planning approaches;
 Planning, design and implementation of M&E systems; M&E methods and
approaches and data/ information analysis’
FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCIES
 A solid understanding of livelihood resettlement, with a focus on participatory
processes and gender issues;
 Willingness to undertake regular field visits and interact with different
stakeholders, especially communities;
 Technical report writing skill and a high-level of computer literacy
 Good knowledge and experience of Solomon Islands or Pacific Islands
livelihoods, customary land and resource use;
 Fluency in written and spoken English
 Good personal organization, interpersonal and communication skills
 Working at national and sub-national level in national development issues is
an asset
EXPECTED RESULTS
1. Project monitoring and evaluation plan is developed, approved and under
implementation
2. Baseline household survey is developed and approved
3. Criteria for vulnerable persons is set
4. Monitoring indicators are developed with the Tina Hydro Project Office and
approved
5. Twice years reports are submitted in good order and within set deadlines
6. Key stakeholders support will be ensured in implementation of new approaches
and best practice models, initiated by the project.

